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Note sur la langue

Ce document est rédigé en anglais car, même si j’aprécie et parle la langue de Hergé
et de Camus, je l’écris mal. J’ai donc décidé d’utiliser un anglais plus neutre et que je
contrôle mieux, pour ne pas offenser la sensibilité des lecteurs francophones qui trouveront
sûrement dans ma prose des erreurs ou des expressions “qui ne se disent pas comme ça”.

Illustrations et films

Une partie importante des images présntées dans ce document, surtout dans les chapitres
2 et 3, sont extraites à partir de séquences vidéo. Les vidéos associées à ces séquences
peuvent être visionnés sur la page web suivante :

http://www.ladhyx.polytechnique.fr/people/baroud/movies.html



Résumé

Ce mémoire présente certains travaux en microfluidique, réalisés depuis 2002 au sein
du LadHyX. Nous commençons, dans le premier chapitre, par décrire le contexte de
la microfluidique de gouttes, aussi bien du point de vue pratique que du point de vue
des questions fondamentales. En effet, si les gouttes microfluidiques représentent une
piste prometteuse pour la miniaturisation des opérations chimiques et bio-chimiques dans
les laboratoires-sur-puce, leur utilisation pose certaines questions auxquelles il faudra
répondre avant que cette utilisation ne puisse devenir généralisée.

Certaines de ces questions concernent l’évolution de la forme et de la vitesse d’une
goutte dans un microcanal, en particulier par rapport au fluide porteur et dans des
géométries typiques de la microfluidique. Quelques résultats sur ces questions sont donnés
dans le chapitre 2, où nous étudions d’abord la stabilité de division d’un doigt de fluide
peu visqueux dans une bifurcation remplie d’un fluide visqueux. Nous démontrons que la
solution symmétrique est toujours instable dans le cas de canaux ouverts à l’atmosphère.
Cependant, l’ajout de membranes élastiques au bout des canaux de bifurcation peut
stabiliser la division symmétrique pour des nombres capillaires assez faibles.

Ensuite nous nous penchons sur le transport de bouchons de liquide poussés dans un
microcanal par une pression d’air. Nous démontrons d’abord une relation nonlinéaire
entre la vitesse d’un pont et l’inverse de sa longueur, pour une pression donnée. Cette
relation peut-être comprise en tenant compte du changement de la forme des interfaces
avant et arrière, dus aux équilibres visco-capillaires au voisinage de ces interfaces. En
particulier, le facteur dominant a pour source l’angle de contact dynamique à l’avant du
bouchon qui introduit une résistance supplémentaire au mouvement. Ce résultat peut
élucider l’augmentation de la résistance au mouvement dans un écoulement diphasique
par rapport aux écoulements mono-phasiques.

Par ailleurs, nous étudions le passage d’un tel bouchon à travers une bifurcation en T
à angles droits, soumis à un forçage à pression constante. Ce passage est caractérisé par
trois évolutions possibles : le blocage du bouchon à la bifurcation, la rupture du bouchon,
ou sa division en deux ponts dans les canaux fils. Alors que la pression de blocage peut-
être comprise à partir de la simple pression de Laplace à l’avant du bouchon, un équilibre
visco-capillaire doit de nouveau être évoqué pour déterminer la transition entre la rupture
et la division.

Enfin, ce chapitre 2 explore aussi la sortie d’un liquide à travers un pore et la relation
entre cette situation et celle de n pores parallèles. Nous mesurons en premier lieu la
forme de l’interface qui tend vers une parabole plutôt qu’un cercle. Nous nous intéressons
ensuite à la sortie de l’interface à travers deux pores parallels; l’évolution de l’interface
dans ce cas montre trois régimes distincts en fonction du temps. Aux temps courts nous
observons une avancée indépendante des deux interfaces, alors qu’aux temps longs nous
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revenons à la solution parabolique observée pour un pore unique. Cependant, aux temps
intermédiaires, la fusion des deux interfaces qui se rencontrent produit un transitoire
durant lequel le flux augmente, et qui produit une redistribution de l’écoulement vers la
région du centre, entre les deux pores. Cette évolution est ensuite généralisée à n pores où
la redirection du flux vers le centre produit une cascade de fusions en paires de gouttes,
et donc des interactions purement locales.

Le chapitre 3 change de ton et s’attaque aux problèmes technologiques du contrôle
de gouttes microfluidiques par un chauffage local induit par laser. Cette technologie, co-
développée au LadHyX et brevetée par l’Ecole Polytechnique et le CNRS, peut être utilisée
pour implémenter les opérations de base sur des gouttes microfluidiques, notamment le
contrôle de leur production (fréquence et taille), de leur fusion, division, ou leur tri. Nous
démontrons ainsi comment le chauffage par laser peut-être combiné avec la géométrie du
microcanal pour implémenter toutes ces opérations.

Un modèle hydrodynamique du fonctionnement de cette technique est aussi présenté
afin d’expliquer l’origine de la force agissant sur une goutte. Ce modèle se base sur une
description d’une goutte circulaire entre deux plaques infinies, et résout l’équation de
Stokes tridimensionnelle moyennée dans l’épaisseur. La force prédite par ce modèle mon-
tre un scaling qui augmente quand la taille de la goutte diminue, grâce à l’augmentation
de la projection de cette force sur l’axe quand le rayon de courbure local diminue.

Plus loin, des mesures récentes de température, de la dynamique de formation des
écoulements, et du transport du surfactant, sont exposées. Ces mesures expérimentales
commencent à montrer les limites de l’application de la technique en termes de dynamique,
de dépendance sur les fluides et les surfactants utilisés. Enfin, des manipulations avancées
mettant en oeuvre des méthodes optiques holographiques pour produire des spots laser
variables et complexes sont exposées. Ces techniques ouvrent des possibilités nouvelles
pour la manipulation de gouttes à des débits plus élevés et pour implémenter des opéra-
tions plus avancées, comme le stockage ou le changement d’ordre des gouttes.

Le quatrième chapitre présente des travaux récents et en cours sur le transport de
sufractant autour de la surface d’une goutte et la production de gouttelettes de taille
inférieure au micron par le phénomène de tip-streaming. Enfin, deux sujets sont rapi-
dement abordés concernant la statistique des écoulements diphasiques dans des réseaux,
ainsi que des applications à la biologie cellulaire du contrôle de gouttes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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Microfluidics is not a science; it is a tool that allows, through the manipulation of
small quantities of fluids, the invention of new and exciting ways to approach problems in
biology, chemistry, nanotechnologies, and many other fields. For this reason, the most im-
portant publications and conferences on microfluidics bring together scientists from many
of the fields cited above, in addition to the fluids engineers and physicists. This makes the
field extremely stimulating and encourages people to collaborate together because, unlike
more traditional areas, no one can claim to master all of the required expertise to truly
produce innovative work in microfluidics. A principal role of fluid mechanics research is
therefore to develop further the tools that allow the micromanipulation of fluids and to
understand the limitations and opportunities that emerge.

However, microfluidics is also a way to access fluid dynamical phenomena that are
difficult or impossible to observe by other techniques. The small scales involved imply that
the Reynolds number is usually small, even for moderate fluid velocities (see Ref. [108] for
an excellent review). In this way, one can use microfluidics to access situations in which
viscous or capillary effects are naturally dominant compared to inertial effects. This idea
is not fundamentally new, it follows the same approach as working in the Hele-Shaw
geometry or in capillary tubes. The novelty resides in the ability to make the fluidics
with complex and well controlled geometries. In this case, microfabrication is the tool
that allows new fluid dynamics to be explored.

In both of the cases above, the new techniques also raise significant questions that
have constituted the main body of research in microfluidics. Indeed, since the early
work on the miniaturization of chemical analysis, it has become clear that a broad range
of issues had to be addressed before the devices that were initially promised become
available. This is true for example for biochemical sensing techniques when the number
of molecules becomes small [71], for material compatibility issues when new materials are
used for micro-fabrication [78], as well as for issues in the physical and flow aspects such
as mixing without turbulence [92]. The initial microfluidic devices, which were imagined
by electronicians and chemists, rapidly ran into the limitations of using simple fluidic
resistor models to describe the flow in the channels. One had to realize, for example, that
the parabolic profile of a pressure driven flow had important consequences on the device
functionality [73, 67].

Moreover, multiple attempts to produce new devices by simply reducing the scale
of macroscopic objects have shown that this is often a poor strategy that produces unsat-
isfactory results. One can see, for example, the decades spent on miniaturizing positive
displacement pumps through complex multi-stage lithography techniques and noticing
that none of these pumps are commercially available [76]. This is because the force
balance is often changed due to miniaturization even though the continuum description
remains valid to remarkably small scales. For instance, a valve that is engineered for the
centimeter scale relies on the implicit assumption that adhesion forces are negligible com-
pared to the inertia of the valve or fluid. However, such a valve may become unusable, as
the scale is reduced, if adhesion is not accounted for. The often quoted adage that surface
effects begin to dominate over volumetric effects is true, even though the implications of
this domination are not always clear a priori.

Finally, one cannot forget the limitations imposed by microfabrication techniques.
The vast majority of microfluidics research is done in channels that use some form of
photo-lithography and surface etching. Although these techniques allow for the fab-
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rication of almost any planar geometry, they rapidly run into difficulties when three-
dimensional structures are needed [85]. This implies that making a three-dimensional
serpentine channel for chaotic mixing [83] is too difficult to be widely used. More im-
portantly, it implies that most microchannels have a quasi-rectangular cross-section. So
forget about all of the axisymmetric analytical solutions to the Stokes flow equations.

All this motivates the fluids physicist or engineer to explore the fluid dynamical
aspects of microfluidics. The benefit from this is two-fold:

A – Important advances can be made in understanding the behavior of fluids and beau-
tiful phenomena, which may only be observable on small scales, can be discov-
ered [108]. This is true of many Stokes flow problems that are easier accessed on
small scales [67, 13, 10], as well as issues related to flows of rarefied gases when the
mean free path becomes comparable to channel size [9, 87], or interactions of viscous
flows with deformable membranes such as biological cells [2]. However, nowhere are
these new phenomena more present than in multiphase flows, where the interplay
between surface tension, viscosity, and geometry produces a plethora of new and
surprising situations.

B – An understanding of fluid mechanical concepts opens the door to the invention of
tools that are more creative and better adapted to the tasks at hand. In particular,
knowledge of certain analytical solutions to fluid flows and can lead to elegant design
solutions. A few striking examples include a passive chaotic mixer [111], a passive
particle separator [65], a temperature cycling device based on thermal diffusion [22],
or a pump that uses nothing but the Laplace pressure to move fluids in a controlled
manner [17]. In all of these devices, complex operations are performed by intelligent
system design rather than by software or complicated actions.

1.1 Drops in microchannels

One such bright idea, consisted of using droplets as mobile reactors inside microchannels,
as shown in Fig. 1.1 [107, 106]. In this figure, three aqueous solutions are introduced
through the top three branches of the channel, while an oil solution is introduced from
the left side. The water at the junction breaks up into separate drops due to the shear
induced by the oil flow. The oil remains a continuous phase due in part to the geometry
of the channel and in large part to the relative wetting properties of the water, oil, and
channel walls. Furthermore, if the three aqueous inlets contain reacting species, these
will react as they come into contact inside each of the drops. In this way, a large number
of microreactors are produced in series and following one drop corresponds to observing
the reaction’s evolution in time.

This idea was not developed in the microfluidics community, it had already been
explored in emulsions in order to “compartmentalize” reactions inside many small parallel
volumes [115]. For Tawfik and Griffiths [115], each drop in an emulsion represents an
artificial cell which can be characterized by a genotype and a phenotype. In other words,
each drop contains a strand of DNA which is allowed to produce the associated proteins
during the course of an experiment. If the original DNA population is produced with
some controlled variations, each drop will be slightly different from its sisters and will
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Communications

Aqueous droplets of 250 pL formed in a microfluidic channel in a
continuous flow of a water-immiscible fluid act as microreactors that
mix the reagents rapidly and transport them with no dispersion. These
droplets may also be used to control chemical reaction networks on
millisecond time scale. For more information see the following
publication by R. F. Ismagilov et al.

767Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2003, 42, 767 ! 2003 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 1433-7851/03/4207-0767 $ 20.00+.50/0

Figure 1.1: Drops used as continuously flowing micro-reactors, carried by an inert oil
flow, from [107].

contain a different population of proteins which can later be measured. In this way, the
simple passage from a continuous solution to a large number of independent droplets
multiplies the total number of experimental realizations, as long as the droplets are well
isolated from each other by the continuous phase.

This approach is only useful if two requirements are met: The first is that the volume
of each drop is adapted to the experiment that one wishes to perform and the second is
that the drops can be manipulated (formed, tested, sorted, or stored) individually. It is
therefore a lucky strike that drops measuring a few tens to a few hundreds of microns are
well adapted to a large range of experiments and that they can be manipulated rapidly
and robustly in microfluidic systems!

By the same token, the use of drops addresses some of the most fundamental prob-
lems in microfluidics: dispersion, mixing, and the manipulation of small volumes, as
detailed below.

1.1.1 Dispersion

The most obvious problem that is circumvented by drops is the dispersion of species
through Brownian diffusion and Taylor-Ariss dispersion, both of which act to reduce the
concentration of the flowing species. In the case of droplet microfluidics, a molecule (or
cell, or particle) contained inside a drop will remain localized inside the drop, as long as
the fluids are properly chosen such that the species is not soluble in the continuous phase.
In this way, the initial concentrations inside each drop can be maintained throughout the
length of the experiment.

This general statement is only true if care is taken in the choice of fluids because
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even very weak miscibility can induce large effects due to the very small volumes at play.
For instance, the water contained in the drop can dissolve in the oil phase, due to weak
miscibility, if the oil is pure and if the drops are small enough. This effect has been used in
order to vary the concentration of a solute in a drop by actively changing its volume [68].
Also, intermediate species during a chemical reaction can be miscible in the oil even if
the starting and ending species are not. This may cause problems in the case of complex
reactions which rely on a large number of intermediate reaction products. Finally, some
species can show micellar solubilization, meaning that the molecules will get trapped in
the surfactant micelles even if they are not soluble in the oil itself [121].

However, many systems have already been shown to produce satisfactory results
and a few fluid combinations have emerged as standard and robust. While water is the
droplet liquid of choice for biological applications, fluorinated oils have been shown to
have many attractive features that make them a good carrier fluid for biological samples.
They have been successfully used in both molecular and cellular systems [125, 32, 25]. In
contrast, silicone oils have also been used to study nucleation kinetics of salts in water
drops [77]. Finally, alcanes are often used as cheap and easy substitutes for many fluid
mechanical studies [46, 7, 82].

1.1.2 Mixing

Mixing in the absence of turbulence has challenged scientists since the early days of
microfluidics. Early on, flows exhibiting Lagrangian chaos were considered for mixing
and both passive and active mechanisms were developed for single phase flows, in order
to produce the required stretching and folding of material lines [83, 111, 92]. Immiscible
interfaces can readily be used to induce flows that display Lagrangian chaos, for example
by flowing drops through the zig-zag pattern shown in Fig. 1.1. Here, the presence of
the immiscible interface modifies the flow lines, creating recirculation rolls in each fluid
which are aligned with the instantaneous direction of the drop. They therefore change as
the drop direction is changed in the zig-zag, thus providing a robust way of separating
initially close particles [107, 102, 103].

Note however that most of the studies on mixing have been done for ideally shaped
drops or bubbles, having several planes of symmetry. However, drops and bubbles can
have many different shapes and it has been shown that small changes in the drop shape
can strongly modify the mixing efficiency. Shape anomalies can enhance the mixing even
in a straight channel [107] but they can also create dead zones inside the drops in which
the fluids do not mix [102].

A related effect involves residence time of a fluid particle in the channel. Indeed, the
recirculation rolls due to the interface force the liquid from the channel center to the wall
regions and vice versa, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Therefore all fluid particles will go through
periods in the slow flow regions followed by periods in the fast regions, thus cancelling
the variations due to the parabolic flow profile [61]. This “mixing of velocities” is of major
importance in the synthesis of materials, for which a good control of the reaction time is
crucial in the outcome of the reaction [72].
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postulate a temporal variation of the pressure (Fig. 6c), which

has yet to be confirmed by numerical or experimental studies.

Microfabricated channel geometries generally have rectan-

gular cross sections. Ajaev and Homsy5 reviewed the interface

topology and dynamics of segmented gas–liquid flow through

rectangular cross section microchannels and discussed select

applications. Fig. 9d shows the first mPIV measurement of the

two-dimensional velocity field that was obtained in a plane

through the channel centre. The liquid phase was fluorescently

labelled with 500 nm diameter particles. In rectangular

channels, the gas–liquid interface looses its axisymmetry and

liquid segments are now connected through films and menisci

in the channel corners. Wong et al.124,125 (Fig. 10a) studied the

topology of segmented flows through rectangular channel

geometries. In particular, their work describes the shape of a

bubble cap, the topology of wall films and menisci. Kolb and

Cerro126 experimentally studied segmented flow in rectangular

capillaries that was motivated by a coating application.

Fig. 10 shows the film topology for segmented gas–liquid

flow through rectangular microchannels at low superficial

velocities, in particular the apparent contact line (Fig. 10a, b).

The liquid film often disintegrates for the low Ca number flows

that are relevant, e.g., to particle synthesis (Fig. 10c, d) and

thereby reduces the communication between subsequent liquid

slugs. As a result, a gas–liquid–solid contact line periodically

moves across the film location, whereas the microchannel

corners are always wetted by the presence of menisci. Micro-

and nanoparticles have been shown to preferentially assemble

along gas–liquid–solid contact lines.128–130 A footprint of the

film and menisci locations can be obtained from nanoparticle

deposition patterns during the liquid-phase synthesis of silica

nanoparticles in segmented gas–liquid flow. A scanning

electron micrograph obtained by Khan and Jensen33

(Fig. 10e) after a particle synthesis experiment shows a

microchannel bottom wall and indicates that particles pre-

ferentially deposit in the film regions that are transversed by

gas–liquid–solid contact lines populated with particles.33 The

menisci regions are, however, always wetted and the number of

particles deposited in microchannel corners is consequently

much smaller.

The mechanisms through which subsequent liquid segments

are interconnected influence the axial dispersion characteristics

and hence the residence time (RTD) in segmented gas–liquid

flow. Trachsel et al. measured the RTD in segmented flow

through a rectangular cross section microchannel network at

low capillary number flows (Ca # 0.01) that are relevant, e.g.,

for particle synthesis.50 RTD measurements have also been

reported in capillaries with circular cross section of similar

hydraulic diameter but for at least one order of magnitude

higher capillary numbers.131–133 Thalmann et al.134 published a

dispersion analysis that is based on a tank-in-series model.

Their analysis is based on dispersion measurements by

Thulasidas et al.133 for bubbly flow through circular capil-

laries. Dispersion results obtained in capillaries generally

display a pronounced tailing effect in the residence time curve,

in contrast to the more Gaussian-like distributions character-

istics of low Ca microfluidic measurements. The effect could

partly be attributed to the relatively short channel length,

considering the high velocities, for the capillary measurements.

Fig. 9 Streamline patterns, velocity vector field and pressure dis-

tribution for segmented flow at low Ca and Re numbers. (a) Streamline

pattern proposed by Taylor116 for small relative slip velocities (U 2

Ud)Ud 2 1. (b) 2D computation of streamwise pressure jump at the

bubble tip for developed segmented gas–liquid flow through a square

channel.123 (c) Laplace pressure jump across the interface, DpL, during

droplet formation for a water and an oil stream joining at a T-junction

postulated by Garstecki et al.:79 the discontinuous water phase enters

into the main channel (I), blocks the main channel (II), a droplet is

formed, elongates downstream (III), and separates from the inlet (IV).

Micrographs were obtained in a 33 mm deep and 100 mm wide main

channel and a 50 mm wide side channel for 8 6 1025 , Ca , 8 6
1023. (d) First mPIV measurement of 2D velocity field inside a liquid

slug moving through a rectangular microchannel by Günther et al.

(Ca = 0.001, Re# 1, Lslug # 2 dh); Ud was subtracted in order to show

the recirculation motion inside the slug.50,127

1496 | Lab Chip, 2006, 6, 1487–1503 This journal is ! The Royal Society of Chemistry 2006

Figure 1.2: Recirculation rolls measured by micro-PIV between two air bubbles, as dis-
cussed by Gunther and Jensen [61].

1.1.3 Manipulation

Finally, a more subtle advantage of using droplets is in reducing the gap between the
macro-scale lab machines on the one hand, such as syringes and tubes that can be han-
dled by the user, and the microchannels on the other hand. The issue of connecting
microchannels whose volume is smaller than 0.1 µL to a syringe and tube whose volume
is larger than 200 µL raises important issues in the ability to control the flow in the
microchannels. In particular, very minor changes in the tube cross-section can lead to
major effects on the flow in the channel so that changes in flowrate must be made on
relatively long time scales.

Using microdrops can sometimes be used to circumvent such difficulties by keeping
the external forcing constant but using on-chip manipulation of drops. This would in effect
move the problem of the manipulation away from the large machines to more precisely
tuned micromanipulation tools [33, 5, 4, 96, 12, 11]. The theme of droplet manipulation
has been one of the major axes of research in our lab, and will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 3.

1.2 The questions that drops raise

As we have seen above, the introduction of drops in microchannels provides an elegant
solution to some of the main problems encountered in continuous flow setups. However,
this comes at the price of raising a new set of fluid dynamical problems that are due to
the deformable interface, the need to take into account surface tension and its variations,
in addition to singular events that appear during the merging or splitting of drops.

One approach to dealing with these complications consists of using the tools at
our disposal to minimize their practical impact. This is typically the approach taken
for chemical applications where the drop is simply a vehicle for transporting reagents.
A complementary approach is to tackle the questions in order to elucidate their mech-
anisms, possibly with the aim of taking advantage of the new understanding for future
applications. This is the fluid physicist’s niche, one in which innovation can take place.
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1.2.1 Motion and shape of clean droplets

Fundamentally, the moving interface introduces new boundary conditions on the fluid
flow equations. These conditions add a kinematic and dynamic condition which contin-
ually impose a movement of this interface and therefore a new geometry. This coupling
between the geometry and the flow constitutes a significant difficulty in looking for ana-
lytical solutions to flows of bubbles and drops. It has motivated a large body of research
focused on the limit of spherical or nearly spherical drops, starting with the work of G.I.
Taylor in 1932, where the underlying symmetries can be used to obtain the flow profile
analytically [116, 124]. When the shape departs significantly from sphericity, the recourse
is generally experimental, even for G.I. Taylor who moved on to experiments in 1934 in
order to study large deformations of his drops [117]. The same coupling between the flow
and the geometry has also hindered advances in numerical simulations of drops since they
generally require the re-generation of adaptive meshes which follow the drop evolution at
each time step and thus become computationally expensive.

Here, we will significantly limit our focus to a subset of the general case. We will
concern ourselves with drops (or bubbles) flowing inside confined geometries, and partic-
ularly rectangular microchannels. The drops we will consider here have a characteristic
length larger than the width and height of the channel and are formed and transported in
the microsystem. The formation can be made at a T-shaped junction by flowing water into
one side and oil into another, as shown in Fig. 1.3. This image shows the typical shape
of drops that we are interested in, flowing from left to right in a typical microchannel.

Interface

Verneuil, Cordero, Gallaire, Baroud

November, 16 2007

1 Introdution

Quelques elements (je vais y reflechir mieux, c’est promis)(toutes vos idees sont tres attendues...)
Applying a force on drop through Marangoni e!ects: [1]
Applying a local heating with a laser [2]
Our previous study [3]
Focus of the present study: measure of nN forces applied on a drop in microfluidics; determine the
timescales and thus the frequency at which the e!ect can be used for applications; bring elements
in favor of a solutal Marangoni origin of the rolls; test the relevancy of the link suggested in [4]
between the rolls and the force.

Q

Q
Q

oil

oil
water

(1)

(2)

Test section

laser

Bypass

500 µm

Figure 1: setup

2 Material and methods

Microchannels - The fabrication of the microchannels is performed using the standard soft lithog-
raphy technique and for a full description of the process the reader can refer to [5]. Briefly, a
negative imprint (a mold) of the channel is microfabricated in a negative photoresist (SU8, Mi-
crochem) by conventional photolithography. A negative replica of this master is then molded with
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a heat curable silicone elastomer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) at
65 C for 4 h (the thickness of the elastomer block is of the order of 5 mm). After curing, the
PDMS replica is peeled o! and holes are drilled at the channel entrances and exits. The patterned
PDMS block is then sealed against a bare substrate, either a glass slide or a PDMS layer, after
an oxidizing plasma treatment that promotes strong adhesion between the parts.
A view of the microchannel is shown in figure 1. It has a total length of 15 mm, a width w=100 µm
and a thickness h=50 µm. It has three feeding entrances on its left-side and the filling is provided
by syringe-pumps that control the flow rates. The main channel and the second side-channel are
filled with an organic solution at flow rates Q(1)

oil and Q(2)
oil respectively; the first side-channel is

filled with an aqueous solution (flow-rate Qwater). As the water flows into the main channel, drops
of water in oil are formed, with a size L set by the ratio of the flow rates of oil and water.
Downstream, a particular region in the channel has been designed to study the interaction between

1

Figure 1.3: Water drops are formed in a Hexadecane phase at the first T junction, while a
second oil inlet is used to control the total flowrate and spacing between successive drops.

We will also place ourselves in the limit where viscous effects are small compared
to surface tension effects. This balance can be quantified through the capillary number
Ca = µU/γ, where µ is the outer fluid viscosity, U its characteristic velocity, and γ the
interfacial tension. In the limit of small viscous effects, i.e. Ca � 1, capillarity implies
that the interface shape is a spherical cap.

The first question, whose answer is surprisingly difficult, is to know the relative
speed of the drop with respect to the outer fluid. The schematic view of Fig. 1.4, for
the case of a channel with square cross-section, begins to show the difficulty of knowing
the relative velocities. This is first due to the presence of corners that the drop cannot
fill properly, and through which the outer fluid can flow (called “gutters” in Ref. [56]).
Depending on the relative velocities of the drop and the carrier fluid, the flow in these
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corners can be either forward or backward, in the reference frame of the drop. The
effect of this switching of the flow direction strongly affects the recirculation patterns in
the inner and outer fluids, thus also changing the mixing and transport characteristics.
Indeed, continuity of velocities on the interface implies that the recirculation rolls inside
the drop must be different if the flow in the corners is faster or slower than the drop.

AR266-FL38-11 ARI 23 November 2005 17:2

Figure 6
Pressure-driven motion of
bubbles in square
channels. (a) The shape at
small C showing the
entrained films: In Wong
et al. (1995b), half of the
bubble is shown. (b) An
illustration for the
intermediate-C-model of
Ratulowski & Chang
(1989). (c) Numerical
(squares) and asymptotic
(solid lines) results for the
pressure drop across the
bubble tip for two
different aspect ratios (!,
not to be confused with
the quantity in Figure 3
and Table 2). From Hazel
& Heil (2002). Reprinted
with permission from
Cambridge University
Press.
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Figure 1.4: Shape of a flowing drop in a square channel, from Ref. [6].

Furthermore, the interface shape can vary as a function of forcing pressure, as shown
in part b of Fig. 1.4. Even though this interface retains its spherical shape at the end
caps, the radius of curvature will be different at the front and rear, giving the drop the
“bullet” shape, also seen in Fig. 1.5. This asymmetry implies that the Laplace pressures
at the front and rear of the drop are not balanced, which introduces a supplementary
driving term on the drop in addition to the external forcing.

For sufficiently long drops, the magnitude of the curvature change at the front
interface is determined by Bretherton’s law [24], adapted to the rectangular geometry.
This law predicts the thickness of the deposited film, based on a capillary-viscous balance
at the transition region between the flat interface near the wall and the curved cap at the
front of the drop. In the case of an semi-infinite bubble in a circular tube, Bretherton’s
law predicts that the thickness of the film (e), normalized by the tube radius (R), should
scale as e/R ∼ Ca2/3.

As for the rear interface, a modified version of Tanner’s law [114] can be used to
predict the change in curvature, based on a visco-capillary balance in the corner flow
between the drop and the solid wall. The standard result is that the advancing contact
angle (θa) will increase with increasing capillary number as θa ∼ Ca1/3. The net effect
of the change in the curvature of the two interfaces is to yield a nonlinear relationship
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Pressure drops for droplet flows in microfluidic channels

pressure
tap

oil

water pressure
tap

expansion

waste 

10 mm 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Schematic of the device. Three devices were studied with cross-sectional dimensions of the main channel (width ! depth) being
105 ! 74, 200 ! 95 and 300 ! 95 µm. The water and oil inlets had the same dimensions as the main channel. The pressure taps had widths
of 200 µm in all three devices. The section labeled ‘expansion’ was made by taping Scotch tape onto the SU8-on-silicon mold. Hence it has
greater depth than the rest of the device. The three photographs are (a) a water drop being formed at the T-junction, (b) a single file of drops
in the pressure-measurement section and (c) drops retracting into spheres in the expansion section.

procedures [15]. The PDMS replicas were exposed to plasma
treatment using a Harrick scientific plasma cleaner (PDC-
32G) at a maximum power setting of 100 W for 30 s.
They were then immediately sealed against glass slides.
External connections to gas-tight syringes were made using
medical grade polyethylene tubing (Intramedic, outer diameter
0.965 mm). Syringes were driven by two programmable
syringe pumps. The wettability of the microchannel walls
was found to affect the range of flow rates over which drops
could be generated, the size of the drops, and their behavior
in the microchannels (elaborated further at the end of this
paper). Therefore, the following procedure was used to ensure
consistent wetting properties: the microfluidic devices, after
connecting the tubing, but before passing any fluid through
the device, were treated again in the plasma cleaner for
30 s. Immediately after this treatment, a "0.05 mol l#1

solution of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in hexadecane was
pumped into the channels, allowed to sit for 5 min, and then
flushed out with pure hexadecane. Extensive past literature
indicates that the OTS can silanize the plasma-treated PDMS
surface, resulting in grafting of the octadecyl chains onto the
surface. The resulting coating of OTS ensured consistent
hydrophobicity of the walls of the device and reproducible
behavior of drops in the channels.

Experiments were conducted using hexadecane with
1 wt% of surfactant Span 80 as the continuous phase and
water as the drop phase. This hexadecane/surfactant mixture
is henceforth called ‘oil’ in this paper. Hexadecane was found
to swell the PDMS, with an equilibrium swelling estimated
at about 14 wt%. However, this swelling is relatively rapid
and was expected to equilibrate before experiments were
initiated. The swelling also introduces an approximately
5% error in the channel dimensions; however, only the
unswollen dimensions are used in all calculations. None of
the conclusions are significantly affected by this uncertainty
in channel dimensions.

The device geometry is shown in figure 1. The flow of
oil sheared off drops of water at a T-junction as shown in
figure 1(a) [16]. The water drops are convected down the
length of the channel (figure 1(b)). A close examination of

the receding front of the drops suggests that the drops do not
make direct contact with the walls, but instead, a thin wetting
layer of oil remains in contact with the walls at all times, as
also reported by others [16–18]. This is also consistent with
our own measurements of the wettability of flat PDMS sheets
coated with OTS using a similar procedure as above (5 min
dipping into a 0.05 mol l#1 solution of OTS). The coated sheets
were found to be fully hydrophobic (the oil/water contact
angle was 180$), consistent with the presence of a wetting oil
layer on the walls at all times.

The pressure drop was measured using differential
pressure sensors (Honeywell 26PC series) connected across
pressure taps. The output of the pressure sensor was recorded
at 1000 Hz on a computer using a Labview data acquisition
system. This measured pressure drop corresponds to several
drops (7–30, see below) that are present in the 10 mm test
section between the pressure taps. One may expect that as
each drop passes a pressure tap, the pressure may fluctuate
[19]. However, in our experiments, this fluctuation was not
evident, and only the average pressure drop for the two-phase
droplet flow could be measured.

Just before exiting the device, the drops were allowed
to expand into a larger ‘cavity’ that was both deeper as well
as wider than the microchannels (figure 1(c)). This allowed
the drops to relax into spherical shapes, thus allowing their
diameter (designated 2Rd) to be measured accurately. The
single-file flow of drops in the pressure-measurement section
was also imaged directly (figure 1(b)), and the spacing between
the drops was measured from such images. The number of
drops in the test section was calculated from the inter-drop
spacing and was found to range from 7 to 30, depending on
flow rates. All imaging was performed using an inverted
microscope (Olympus CKX41) and a digital camera (Basler
A302fs).

Since pressure drop measurements are the primary
motivation for this research, these measurements were
validated using single-phase flow of various fluids through
glass capillaries. These validation tests were conducted
exactly like the actual experiments, except that the microfluidic
devices were replaced by round capillaries of known diameter.
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Brownian diffusion coefficient, given by

Db !
kT

3!"ddp
9

calculated at room temperature (T ! 298 K) and where k is the
Boltzmann constant. According to the operating conditions, "B
is <1%, showing that the Brownian motion effects can be
neglected.

Depth of correlation

In contrast to classical PIV, the illumination source is typi-
cally not a light sheet but rather an illumination of the whole
flow volume. In this case, the measurement volume in micro-
PIV is determined by the characteristics of the microscope lens
(magnification and numerical aperture). The optical system
focuses the particles that are within the depth of focus of the
imaging system, whereas the remaining particles are unfocused
and contribute to the background noise level. Thus, it is impor-
tant to characterize exactly how thick the depth of correlation
is. First, we measured it experimentally, as described in Mein-
hart et al.22 (see Appendix). According to our results, it can be
concluded that the depth of correlation of the micro-PIV sys-
tem is 9 "m. This is in very good agreement with the theoreti-

cal values calculated in Table 1. Thus, according to the channel
dimensions, one can describe the flow in at least five horizontal
planes. By removing particles whose apparent diameter is >dp,
one can also increase the number of accessible measurements
along the channel height. Hereafter we use 5-"m steps for the
description of the flow along the channel height.

Results

Droplet shape

Figure 4 shows the computed droplet evolution. The numerical
time step is 2.7 " 10#5# ; the final number of time steps is
275,000; the simulated physical time is about 7.3# and the compu-
tational time is 49 days on a monoprocessor Intel1 Pentium 41

CPU 3.00 GHz with 2 GB RAM. The droplet rapidly attains a bul-
letlike shape with a rounded head and a flat base. Figure 5 shows
both the experimental and computed shape of the droplet train: the
two series of results clearly exhibit a good qualitative agreement.

Velocity and flow rates

Figure 6 shows the computed velocity of the droplets. The flow
is fully developed in a time of the order of the viscous time # . Ta-
ble 2 shows the comparison between computed and experimental
velocity and flow rate. The computed flow rates are calculated as

Qc !
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Figure 4. 3D computation of droplets in a microchannel.
Isosurface of volume fraction C ! 0.5. The time interval
between successive views is D# ! Dt/($cDeq

2 /"c) ! 1.81.

Figure 5. Shape of droplets.
(a) Experimental (yz) view imaged with a high-speed camera
monitored on a microscope. (b) and (c) 3D computation.

Figure 6. Computed droplet velocity (3D simulations).

Table 2. Comparison of the Computed and Measured
Macroscopic Data

Parameter Simulation Experiments

Silicone oil velocity, Uc (m/s) 0.035 0.037
Silicone oil flow rate, Qc (m

3/s) 7.2 " 10#11 11 " 10#11

Droplet velocity, Ud (m/s) 0.080 0.0706 0.025
Droplet flow rate, Qd (m

3/s) 7.6 " 10#11 2.8 " 10#11
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Figure 1.5: Advancing drops take a bullet shape. Top three images show experimental
photographs taken from Adzima and Velankar [3]. Bottom three images: Part (a) is an
experimental image, while parts (b) and (c) represent numerical solutions of the drop
shape, from Sarrazin et al. [102].

between the forcing pressure and the velocity of a drop. More practically, in means that
the presence of a drop increases the resistance to flow in a given channel, compared to a
single phase flow [55, 104].

In our work [91], we have treated a reduction of this problem, by considering the
motion of plugs of liquid surrounded by air in a microchannel. These plugs can be taken
to represent the space between the drops, for instance the white parts separating the
gray bubbles in Fig. 1.5(b); this analysis allowed us to derive an analytical formula for
the nonlinear relation between pressure and flowrate and will be treated in detail in
Section 2.2.

1.2.2 Presence and transport of surfactants

To this already complex picture one must add the very complex effect of surfactants [81].
The vast majority of droplet microfluidics systems use some surfactants in order to stabi-
lize the wetting conditions, soften the interfaces, and to prevent unwanted mergings of the
drops or bubbles. Generally, surfactant is added in large quantities, orders of magnitude
above the Critical Micellar Concentration (CMC), which generally still corresponds to a
few weight percents. Such large concentrations are necessary since the bulk concentration
may drop significantly when the molecules begin to cover the interface, given the large
surface to volume ratios involved.

For most practical purposes, simply adding a large concentration of a good sur-
factant is sufficient for producing beautiful drops. In cases where things do not work
properly, one may try several different surfactant molecules and will generally find a
combination of fluids and surfactants that provide a satisfactory result, owing to the very
large number of available molecules1. However, this large variety can be the source of
complications when the dynamic situations need to be understood, for example during
the creation of a new interface. Indeed, the dynamics of surface tension modification by a

1This may be more or less difficult. For instance, there is a limited number of surfactants for fluori-
nated oils and their performance is not very good.
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Drop

molecules
Surfactant

Figure 1.6: Variations of surfactant concentration due to surface dilation and contraction
as the drop shape varies. The width of the red region represents the local concentration.

surfactant is an active research subject for stationary interfaces [54, 49, 34]. When the ef-
fects of an unstationary flow are added, one quickly reaches many-dimensional parameter
spaces where little can be said that is of general use.

For instance, the adsorption/desorption dynamics can vary for different chemical
compositions, leading to faster or slower action of the surfactant molecules. Therefore,
the amount of surface coverage on the drop detachment shown in Fig. 1.3 may vary for
different chemical combinations. In some cases, Marangoni effects will play a role in the
drop breakup, while their effects may be negligible in other cases [69].

A more tractable difficulty arises when we allow the surface to dilate: Even though
the volume in the drop must remain constant for incompressible and insoluble fluids, a
change in the shape of the drop implies that certain regions will go through a surface
dilation while other areas will contract (Fig. 1.6). This effect will automatically lead to
variations in the surface concentration of surfactant which, in turn, will apply soluto-
capillary (Marangoni) stresses [50, 64]. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.6 where we
show a circular drop, initially evenly covered with surfactant, going through a transition
to an ellipsoidal shape. The poles of the drop contract and therefore see their surface
concentration increase, while regions near the equator see the surface concentration de-
crease.

Situations in which drops go through large shape changes are very frequent in mi-
crofluidics, for example as drops flow through rapid contractions or expansions in the
channel geometry. In Fig. 1.7, the relaxation of the drop shape to a circle is used by
Hudson et al. [66] to measure the interfacial tension between the drop and the carrier
liquid. Although the authors do not address questions of Marangoni effect, it is likely
that it will introduce a measurement error in the presence of surface active molecules.
This effect was also observed by Bremond et al. [23] when drops were pulled into chan-
nel contractions. The authors there observed the creation of “nipples” which favored the
merging of drops, in part because those regions were impoverished in surfactant through
surface dilation.

Another important effect is due to the surfactant transport along the interface. For
instance, the molecules can be swept by the external flow along the drop surface and
accumulate at the stagnation points. In the reference frame of the moving drop, the
semi-parabolic flow profile in the external fluid must be equal to the drop velocity at
two points. This leads to two stagnation points which separate the flow into “external”
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the velocity. Specifically, for flow along x, the extension rate
is written:

!̇ = du/dx = ! !dt/dx"!2 d2t/dx2, !2"

where t is the time since the drop entered the field of view
and u is drop velocity. When drops deform, D depends in
general not only on !̇ but also on drop history. The response
dD /dt is proportional to the difference in D from the steady
value of D at the instantaneous value of !̇:16

dD
dt* = Dsteady ! D =

5

2"̂ + 3
#!̇ ! D , !3"

where t* is the nondimensional time t /#, and

# =
!2"̂ + 3"!19"̂ + 16"

40!"̂ + 1"
"cao

$
=

%"cao

$
!4"

is the characteristic time for drop shape relaxation, ao is the
undistorted drop radius, "̂ is the relative viscosity of the drop
"d /"c, and % is a function of "̂. dD /dt is the material time
derivative of D, which in time-invariant flow is u!D /!x. To
avoid the assumption that the instantaneous deformation ap-
proximates Dsteady !i.e., dD /dt#0",17 we calculate Eq. !3"
directly, i.e., %"c!5/ !2"̂+3"!̇!u!D /!x" vs D /ao !which we
name a Taylor plot", so that the slope is $ !Fig. 3".

Although the velocity field in a channel can be computed
from its geometry !by solving the Navier–Stokes equation"
we are concerned here only with the velocity of the drops
themselves. Therefore, our analysis needs neither the de-
tailed geometry nor the entire flow field. Instead, we measure
the drop velocity directly, eliminating the need to calibrate
each device.

The microfluidic device is fabricated by a rapid proto-
typing method, using a thiolene frontal photopolymerization
!FPP" technique reported earlier18 or conventional SU8 pho-
tolithography. Typical cross section of the deformation chan-
nel ranged from 90&700 'm to 850&1250 'm!height h
&width w". The width wc of the constriction is typically
w /3. Transparent-elastomer !polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS"
replicas are treated with low-power oxygen plasma !SP100,

Anatech" and then sealed to glass. Finally, the device is heat
treated to return the PDMS channels to their hydrophobic
condition.

A variety of immiscible fluids were investigated to dem-
onstrate a capability to measure a wide range of interfacial
tension !Table I". For each experiment, the temperature was
recorded, so that the Arrhenius-adjusted viscosity could be
used in data analysis.

Flow was driven by computer controlled syringe pumps
!from either New Era or Harvard Apparatus" connected to
the microfluidic device. Flow rates were adjusted so that
drops were produced at a frequency somewhat less than the
camera frame rate and exhibited D exceeding 0.1. Drops are
imaged by bright field optical microscopy !Olympus IX71,
using either a 4& or 10& objective lens" and appear dark
near their edges !Fig. 2". The image acquisition frame rate is
50 Hz, although higher rates have also been used. The expo-
sure time for each image is chosen small enough !e.g.,
300 's" that the motion of drops during this time is less than
a full pixel and therefore causes no blurring. Magnification
!1.85 or 0.738 'm/pixel, respectively" is calibrated using a
diffraction grating. Typical image size is 240&1000 pixels.

The images are analyzed in real time !i.e., at a frequency
equal to the camera frame rate" to obtain the position, defor-
mation and radius of the drops as they pass through the im-
age window. Since each frame usually contains a few drops,
this system collects more than 100 data points each second.
Periodically !e.g., every 2 s", drop transit time t!x" and de-
formation are fit to polynomials !the results are insensitive to
polynomial order ranging from 5 to 7" to compute !D /!x and
du /dx= !̇. At the same time, %"c!5/ !2"̂+3"!̇!u!D /!x" is fit
to a linear function of D /ao !Fig. 3", to yield $.

Measurements of $ ranging from 2.5 to $60 mN/m
have been demonstrated !Table I". Smaller values of $ can
always be studied by decreasing the flow rate. On the other
hand, the maximum measurable value of $ is proportional to
the camera frame rate, viscosity, and ao %Eq. !4"& and roughly
proportional to 1n!w /wc", where w /wc is the contraction ra-
tio of the channel constriction %which influences !̇, Eq. !3"&.
Design tradeoffs for various measurement goals are possible.
Here, use of a considerable range of viscosity and relative
drop viscosity is reported. Although the measured values of
$ are insensitive to drop size ao, its control is important, as it

FIG. 2. Freeze-frame image of drops flowing left to right in an extensional
flow gradient !water drops in pdms 1000". Measurements can be done at
either the entrance or exit of a constriction; the exit is shown here. When the
drops leave the constriction !the channel walls appear as slanted lines in the
left half of the image", the flow decelerates in proportion to the change in
cross-sectional area. The drops, which are generated periodically in time,
therefore, become closer together. This deceleration corresponds to a
stretching in the transverse direction; note that the drops at the left side are
stretched vertically, and their deformation decays as they pass to the right.
Here for illustrative purposes the drops are allowed to come relatively close
together !which is suboptimal for measurements, because eventually their
relaxation is hindered". Generally, the drop production rate is adjusted so
that there are a few drops per image.

FIG. 3. Experimental analysis of drop deformation upon departure from the
channel constriction !Taylor plot": %"c!5/ !2"̂+3"!̇!u!D /!x" as a function
of D /ao. The radius ao, deformation D and trajectory of the drops are mea-
sured directly by image analysis, at a rate in excess of 100 data points/ s.
The slope is equal to the interfacial tension !mN/m".
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Figure 1.7: Measurements of surface tension by observation the shape relaxation of a
drop towards a circle [66].

postulate a temporal variation of the pressure (Fig. 6c), which

has yet to be confirmed by numerical or experimental studies.

Microfabricated channel geometries generally have rectan-

gular cross sections. Ajaev and Homsy5 reviewed the interface

topology and dynamics of segmented gas–liquid flow through

rectangular cross section microchannels and discussed select

applications. Fig. 9d shows the first mPIV measurement of the

two-dimensional velocity field that was obtained in a plane

through the channel centre. The liquid phase was fluorescently

labelled with 500 nm diameter particles. In rectangular

channels, the gas–liquid interface looses its axisymmetry and

liquid segments are now connected through films and menisci

in the channel corners. Wong et al.124,125 (Fig. 10a) studied the

topology of segmented flows through rectangular channel

geometries. In particular, their work describes the shape of a

bubble cap, the topology of wall films and menisci. Kolb and

Cerro126 experimentally studied segmented flow in rectangular

capillaries that was motivated by a coating application.

Fig. 10 shows the film topology for segmented gas–liquid

flow through rectangular microchannels at low superficial

velocities, in particular the apparent contact line (Fig. 10a, b).

The liquid film often disintegrates for the low Ca number flows

that are relevant, e.g., to particle synthesis (Fig. 10c, d) and

thereby reduces the communication between subsequent liquid

slugs. As a result, a gas–liquid–solid contact line periodically

moves across the film location, whereas the microchannel

corners are always wetted by the presence of menisci. Micro-

and nanoparticles have been shown to preferentially assemble

along gas–liquid–solid contact lines.128–130 A footprint of the

film and menisci locations can be obtained from nanoparticle

deposition patterns during the liquid-phase synthesis of silica

nanoparticles in segmented gas–liquid flow. A scanning

electron micrograph obtained by Khan and Jensen33

(Fig. 10e) after a particle synthesis experiment shows a

microchannel bottom wall and indicates that particles pre-

ferentially deposit in the film regions that are transversed by

gas–liquid–solid contact lines populated with particles.33 The

menisci regions are, however, always wetted and the number of

particles deposited in microchannel corners is consequently

much smaller.

The mechanisms through which subsequent liquid segments

are interconnected influence the axial dispersion characteristics

and hence the residence time (RTD) in segmented gas–liquid

flow. Trachsel et al. measured the RTD in segmented flow

through a rectangular cross section microchannel network at

low capillary number flows (Ca # 0.01) that are relevant, e.g.,

for particle synthesis.50 RTD measurements have also been

reported in capillaries with circular cross section of similar

hydraulic diameter but for at least one order of magnitude

higher capillary numbers.131–133 Thalmann et al.134 published a

dispersion analysis that is based on a tank-in-series model.

Their analysis is based on dispersion measurements by

Thulasidas et al.133 for bubbly flow through circular capil-

laries. Dispersion results obtained in capillaries generally

display a pronounced tailing effect in the residence time curve,

in contrast to the more Gaussian-like distributions character-

istics of low Ca microfluidic measurements. The effect could

partly be attributed to the relatively short channel length,

considering the high velocities, for the capillary measurements.

Fig. 9 Streamline patterns, velocity vector field and pressure dis-

tribution for segmented flow at low Ca and Re numbers. (a) Streamline

pattern proposed by Taylor116 for small relative slip velocities (U 2

Ud)Ud 2 1. (b) 2D computation of streamwise pressure jump at the

bubble tip for developed segmented gas–liquid flow through a square

channel.123 (c) Laplace pressure jump across the interface, DpL, during

droplet formation for a water and an oil stream joining at a T-junction

postulated by Garstecki et al.:79 the discontinuous water phase enters

into the main channel (I), blocks the main channel (II), a droplet is

formed, elongates downstream (III), and separates from the inlet (IV).

Micrographs were obtained in a 33 mm deep and 100 mm wide main

channel and a 50 mm wide side channel for 8 6 1025 , Ca , 8 6
1023. (d) First mPIV measurement of 2D velocity field inside a liquid

slug moving through a rectangular microchannel by Günther et al.

(Ca = 0.001, Re# 1, Lslug # 2 dh); Ud was subtracted in order to show

the recirculation motion inside the slug.50,127

1496 | Lab Chip, 2006, 6, 1487–1503 This journal is ! The Royal Society of Chemistry 2006

Figure 1.8: Flow profile around stagnation points, proposed by Taylor [118].

and “internal” regions, as shown in Fig. 1.8. If the flow carries with it molecules that
energetically prefer adsorbing to the interface, those will display strong adsorption at the
stagnation points where the velocities are weak and the molecules spend longer periods.
These molecules will then be swept along the interface by the flow, eventually finding
themselves trapped at the stagnation points at the rear of the drop. This scenario is
true regardless of the relative velocities of the drop and the carrier fluid, since the drop
will always travel faster than the outer fluid very close to the walls. For this reason, the
front-rear symmetry is always broken.

Since these molecules tend to show a strong asymmetry between adsorption and
desorption, they are energetically bound to remain on the interface and we can observe a
strong accumulation of surfactants at the rear of the drop. The accumulation effects are
especially important in situations where the surfactant is present in weak concentrations
because strong surfactant gradients can build up, which lead to drops slowing down
significantly with respect to the external flow. Indeed, the superposition of the Marangoni
and externally imposed flows yields drops that must travel slower than the external phase,
if the Marangoni flow acts on the whole drop. These aspects have not yet been studied
in detail in the literature. In our work, we have addressed some related issues, which we
discuss in Section 4.1.

A third issue due to the presence of surfactant is the introduction of a surface
viscosity term. This effect is well known in the studies of foam drainage [100] but has not
been addressed in the microfluidics community specifically. Other exotic two-dimensional
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phase transitions can also appear through the accumulation of molecules on the interface,
leading to variations in the mobility of the interface [94, 29]. While all of these questions
are fascinating, they have not yet been studied and will not be addressed further in this
document.

Finally, an effect which we have found to be of major importance has been the effect
of heating on surfactant repartition. We have observed anomalous Marangoni flows, i.e.
going from the cold to the hot regions, when heating a water-oil interface with a focused
laser. The direction of these flows implies that the surface tension has risen due to heating,
which is contrary to the traditional statistical mechanical view of interfaces. These aspects
will be developed in Chapter 3, where we also show measurements of surfactant transport
due to the heating.

1.2.3 Singular events: Formation, merging and splitting

The most violent dynamics happen during singular events, namely those involving break-
ing or merging of interfaces. The dynamics of these events happen on very short time
scales, since they are associated with finite-time singularities, in the case of breaking, and
with infinite curvatures at the two touching interfaces, in the case of merging.

During the breakup process, a particularity of microfluidic devices is their confine-
ment, since confined two-dimensional threads cannot break into drops, for example in a
Hele-Shaw cell [36]. Therefore, the breakup mechanism that leads to the drop formation
can only be based on the Plateau-Rayleigh instability at the very late times, i.e. times
when the width of the thread becomes smaller than the channel height.

A geometry for producing drops that has been studied extensively is the flow focus-
ing geometry, shown in Fig. 1.9. Since the initial work of Anna et al. [7], several groups
have studied in the detail the breakup process of a water or air thread that is confined
in a flow-focusing region [58, 45]. It has appeared that the breakup is largely dominated
by the imposed flowrate of the external phase, the Plateau-Rayleigh instability only ap-
pearing at the very late stages. On a related topic, Guillot et al. [60] showed that the
confinement of a thread of water in oil could also lead to the complete suppression of the
breakup of this thread in a microchannel. The particular geometry of the microchannels
therefore plays a major role in the formation of drops, on their size and size dispersion,
as well as on the precise location of breakup.

Merging events are different in that they are mainly due to interactions between
droplets and are less dependent, a priori, on the geometry. Particularly, the presence of
surfactants in the solution is known to stabilize emulsions [18] through several mecha-
nisms, namely through preventing the drainage of the lubrication film that is trapped
between two adjacent drops. Significant work has focused on producing droplet merging
by manipulating the geometry of the channel and thus manipulating the distance be-
tween drops [113], as well as their shapes [23]. However, there does not yet exist a clear
picture regarding the mechanisms that passively force droplet merging, although active
techniques have been explored, as mentioned below.
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Formation of dispersions using ‘‘flow focusing’’ in microchannels
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A flow-focusing geometry is integrated into a microfluidic device and used to study drop formation

in liquid–liquid systems. A phase diagram illustrating the drop size as a function of flow rates and

flow rate ratios of the two liquids includes one regime where drop size is comparable to orifice width

and a second regime where drop size is dictated by the diameter of a thin ‘‘focused’’ thread, so drops

much smaller than the orifice are formed. Both monodisperse and polydisperse emulsions can be

produced. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1537519$

Droplets of one fluid in a second immiscible fluid are

useful in a wide range of applications, particularly when the

droplet size and the size distribution can be prescribed on a

micro- or nanoscale. As examples, many personal care prod-

ucts, foods,1 and products for topical delivery of drugs are

emulsions, and nanoemulsions have been proposed for de-

contamination of surfaces infected in some way !e.g., bacte-
ria, bioterror agents, etc.".2 Similar emulsion structures are
considered for organizing liquid-crystal droplets into optical

devices.3,4 In this letter, we consider a flow-focusing con-

figuration in a microfluidic device for the formation of both

monodisperse and polydisperse emulsions and we qualita-

tively illustrate aspects for controlling the drop size and dis-

tribution as the flow rates of the two liquid phases are varied.

Emulsification methods are plentiful, but most involve

mixing two liquids in bulk processes, and many use turbu-

lence to enhance drop breakup. In these ‘‘top-down’’ ap-

proaches to emulsification, little control over the formation

of individual droplets is available, and a broad distribution of

sizes is typically produced.5 Alternatively, a ‘‘bottom-up’’ ap-

proach can be used for emulsification at the level of indi-

vidual drops. Microfluidic devices are ideal for thinking

about this approach to microstructure formation.6 For ex-

ample, Thorsen et al. formed emulsions in a microfluidic de-

vice by colliding an oil stream and a water stream at a

T-shaped junction.7 The resulting drops varied in size de-

pending on the flow rate in each stream. Similar microfluidic

approaches to emulsification and two-phase flows have been

described elsewhere.8–12 Alternatively, Gañán-Calvo and

Gordillo produced highly monodisperse gas bubbles, less

than 100 %m in diameter,11 using a technique called capillary
flow focusing: gas is forced out of a capillary tube into a bath

of liquid, the tube is positioned above an orifice, and the

pressure-driven contraction flow of the external liquid

through the orifice focuses the gas into a thin jet, which

subsequently breaks into equal-sized bubbles. In a separate

experiment, this geometry was used to produce liquid drop-

lets in air.13 Bubbles and drops formed by this flow-focusing

technique are typically smaller than the upstream capillary

tube and vary in size with the flow rates.

In the present study, we report experiments using a flow-

focusing geometry, integrated into a planar microchannel de-

sign using soft lithography fabrication methods,14 to form

liquid drops in a continuous phase of a second immiscible

liquid. Such fabrication methods allow rapid production of

an integrated microchannel prototype in essentially a single

step.15 Using oil as the continuous phase and water as the

dispersed phase, we observe a wide range of drop formation

patterns, depending on the flow rates applied to each liquid

inlet stream. We quantify the variation in size of the resulting

water drops as a function of the oil flow rate, Qo , and the

ratio of the internal water flow rate to the external oil flow

rate, Qi /Qo . Both monodisperse and polydisperse patterns

of drop formation occur, and the drop size can be either

approximately independent of, or strongly dependent on, the

flow rates, depending on the operating parameters chosen.

Figure 1 shows the flow-focusing geometry implemented

in a microfluidic device: a liquid flows into the middle chan-

nel and a second immiscible liquid flows into the two outside

channels. The two liquid phases are then forced to flow

through a small orifice that is located downstream of the

three channels. The outer fluid exerts pressure and viscous

stresses that force the inner fluid into a narrow thread, which

then breaks inside or downstream of the orifice. In the ex-

periments reported here, the inner fluid is distilled water and

a"École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, Paris, France.
b"Electronic mail: has@deas.harvard.edu

FIG. 1. Flow-focusing geometry implemented in a microfluidic device. An

orifice is placed a distance Hf!161 %m downstream of three coaxial inlet

streams. Water flows in the central channel, Wi!197 %m, and oil flows in
the two outer channels, Wo!278 %m. The total width of the channel is
W!963 %m and the width of the orifice is D!43.5 %m. The thickness of
the internal walls in the device is 105 %m; this thickness is necessary in
order to obtain a uniform seal between the glass cover slip and the poly-

!dimethylsiloxane" !PDMS". The uniform depth of the channels is 117 %m.
The ‘‘design’’ dimensions were slightly different than the measured values

reported here since silicone oil swells the PDMS.
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Figure 1.9: A “flow-focusing” geometry is used to produce water drops in oil. The right
columns show different regimes that can appear for different forcing conditions. From
Ref. [7].

1.3 Manipulating drops

In parallel to all of the fundamentals detailed above, the most important question remains
how to manipulate drops in the microchannels in order to perform the necessary opera-
tions in a Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC). In a short review article, Joanicot and Ajdari [70] listed
a few operations that were necessary in order for droplet microfluidics to live up to its
promise. They list fabrication, sorting, storage, fusion, breakup, and trafficking as par-
ticular operations that must be performed on drops. They also distinguish, with reason,
active from passive control, as well as distinguishing external controls from integrated
droplet-level controls. Below, we will place in context the different control mechanisms,
from the most basic to the most recent. We begin in this section with the two traditional
approaches that have been used to provide some control: The microchannel geometry
and the external flow variations, e.g. through syringe pumps.

1.3.1 Channel geometry

The channel geometry is the single most important element of the microfluidic control
of droplets and this fact, though trivial, should always be kept in mind when designing
control mechanisms. Very early on, it became clear that the geometry of the channel
could be used to provide many actuation operations. We have already seen above how a
zig-zag shaped channel can be used to mix the contents of a drop without any external
interference [107] and how droplet formation depended on the geometry in which the
drops are formed [46, 7]. Moreover, successive bifurcations were used to break initially
large drops into a dense and monodisperse emulsion, as shown in Fig. 1.10 [82].

In these cases, the robustness of this control approach is due to the system function-
ing in a stable regime, meaning that a small uncertainty in the fabrication or the external
control only leads to a small uncertainty in the result. Since nonlinearities are introduced
by the presence of drops, for example during the pinch-off of a new drop [45], those can
lead to unstable regimes in which the desired flow is not obtained. For instance, the
breakup of drops in Fig. 1.10 may become unstable and the liquid may flow through only
some branches, for certain operating conditions. This would be the case if the resistance
when a drop enters the channel is decreased compared to the resistance of the channel
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numbers. However, they never break upstream in the
straight channel preceding the T junction, despite being
longer than the Rayleigh-Plateau limit. We believe this
stability is due to the flow around the drop, which con-
vects disturbances toward the end of the drop before they
can grow, and the nearby walls, which act to suppress
growth of instabilities.

The critical capillary number separating regions of
breaking and nonbreaking drops in Fig. 2(k) can be
understood by considering how droplets are stretched in
an extensional flow of stretch rate G. Here we define an
extensional flow capillary number CG ! !Ga=", where
a represents the undeformed radius of the drop. For an
extensional flow in the neighborhood of a T junction
formed from channels of width w0, the stretch rate is G "
v=w0, or CG ! Ca=w0. Extensional stresses at the stag-
nation point, which are much larger than the shear
stresses upstream of the junction, change the drop length
from ‘0 to ‘e [14]. Since we are seeking the critical
conditions at which the drop just breaks, we write ‘e #
‘0 / $G#G0%1=2, where G0 is the upstream shear rate
(Eq. 8 of Ref. [14]). Then with G0 & G, the capillary
number CG for breakup is CG / $‘e=a# ‘0=a%2 . We take
‘e=#we ! 1, since the drop is at the stability limit, and
we impose volume conservation, ‘0w2

0 ! ‘ew2
e, to obtain

an expression for the critical capillary number Ccr for
breaking a drop in the T junction: Ccr!$"0$1="2=30 #1%2,
where $ is a dimensionless constant, which is a function
of the viscosity contrast of the two fluids and the geome-
try of the channel. This functional form for Ccr versus "0
is shown in Fig. 2(k) with a fitted constant of proportion-
ality of $ ! 1. The predicted criteria for breakup is in
excellent agreement with the experimentally observed
transition. Finally, for the case of asymmetric configura-
tions, the Rayleigh-Plateau stability criterion may need to
be adjusted to compensate for the fact that the distur-
bance to the extended drop shape is no longer at the center
of the drop. In particular, we expect asymmetric drops,
such as the breakup shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), to be
stable at larger extensions than symmetric drops since the
smaller daughter drop will not break until the circum-
ference of the original extended drop has become suffi-
ciently small; this has been confirmed qualitatively.

Using this understanding, we implement a series of T
junctions in which drops are successively broken to inde-
pendently manipulate both droplet size and dispersed
phase volume fraction in a given emulsion. Using drop-
by-drop emulsification techniques such as T junctions [8],
it is not possible to directly make small droplets at high
dispersed phase volume fractions. However, as shown in
Fig. 3(a), sequential application of the geometrically me-
diated T-junction breakup facilitates the precise conver-
sion of large initial slugs of the dispersed phase into small
droplets comparable in size to the channel width without
altering the dispersed phase volume fraction. The figure
illustrates a series of three T-junction mediated breakup
events, in which every long slug is reduced into eight
small droplets, after which the eight exit arms are re-
combined to form a single densely packed emulsion as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The deformation of densely packed
droplets and a nonuniform channel depth due to swelling
of PDMS by hexadecane gives the impression in Fig. 3
that the polydispersity is higher than the 3% that we
measure when the drops are collected.

In some applications, the T-junction design may re-
quire too much space on the device or applied pressures

FIG. 3. Sequential application of passive breakup. In
(a) drops are formed at high dispersed phase volume fractions
(drop formation not shown) and are sequentially broken to form
small drops. In (b) the droplets flow downstream with nearly
defect-free hexagonal-close-packed ordering.

FIG. 2. Critical conditions for breaking drops at T junctions.
In a channel of width w0, droplets having length ‘0 and velocity
v enter a T junction and either break or do not break. An
example of nonbreaking drops, corresponding to the circled
point below the curve in (k), enter the T junction in (a), stretch
in (b), reach a maximum extension in (c), and then move alter-
natively left and right out of the junction in (d). At maximum
extension, shown in (e), the extended length ‘e and width we
give " ! ‘e=$#we% ! 0:95. A similar series for breaking con-
ditions corresponding to the circled point above the critical
line are shown in (f)–(i). In this case, the maximum extension
shown in (j) is " ! 1:15. In (k), open circles indicate when
drops of a given capillary number C ! !v=" and initial
extension "0 ! ‘0=$#w0% break, and squares indicate when
they do not. A model for the critical capillary number for
breaking Ccr provides the curve Ccr ! $"0$1="2=30 # 1%2 shown
in (k) with fitting parameter $ ! 1.

P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
6 FEBRUARY 2004VOLUME 92, NUMBER 5

054503-3 054503-3

Figure 1.10: A cascade of bifurcations can be used to passively divide droplets into a
monodisperse emulsion. From Ref. [82].

with a single phase [14, 51]. We have explored this possibility, which is described in
Section 2.1.

The destabilizing effects can however be corrected by robust design of the geome-
try, for example by shunting two channels together at a location which depends on the
distance between drops, in order to equilibrate the pressures in the two branches after
the bifurcation [40].

Figure 1.11: A spiral channel is used to impose both elongation and shear on flowing
drops. See Section 4.1 for details.

Since the micro-fabrication methods allow any two-dimensional shape to be made,
more subtle uses of the channel geometry to control the flow of drops has also been
shown, for example in order to increase the space separating the drops or to move them
closer together. This may be achieved by reducing or increasing the channel width. In
Section 4.1, we will describe the use of circular shaped channels to submit drops to a
constant shear, which can be used to elongate drops in a similar fashion to Taylor’s four
roll mill [117]. Figure 1.11 shows an early version of the experiment where a logarithmic
spiral microchannel is used to produce progressively increasing shear and elongation on
drops.
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1.3.2 Imposed external flow

Along with the channel geometry, the second most important method for controlling
droplet operations is by externally controlling the flow. Since most two phase flows
in microchannels are produced either with positive displacement pumps (e.g. syringe
pumps) or through a controlled pressure source, the magnitude of the forcing is a natural
and powerful way to control the way drops are formed, broken, or transported. For
instance, the size of drops that are produced in the flow-focusing junction of Fig 1.9 is
mainly controlled by the relative flowrates of oil and water, in addition to the geometry
of the focusing region. In this way, increasing the water flowrate will increase the size
of the drops by “inflating” the drop more during the time that the neck is pinched off.
Alternatively, varying the oil flowrate changes the time available for the water to flow
and by the same token changes the size of drops thus produced.

!"#$%&

%'()*+,-./)-#"0-1/2./3*/4/5/6,70"8/28(/39/4/:$;//6,70"8$

!"#$/5:
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5<///

!"#$%&

%'()*+,-./)-#"0-1/2./3*/4/5/6,70"8/28(/39/4/:$;//6,70"8$

!"#$/5:
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Figure 1.12: A snapshot showing water in oil drops being produced through a flow fo-
cusing device showing one drop per period (top) and nine drops per period (bottom).
Experimental conditions for the top image: Qoil = 2 µL/min and Qwater = 0.5 µL/min.
Conditions for the bottom image: Qoil = 20 µL/min and Qwater = 2 µL/min.

While this approach is very useful in practice, several issues must be kept in mind.
The first is that changing the flowrates not only changes the drop size, it also changes
the frequency at which they are produced and the velocity at which they travel. One
would ideally like to control these parameters independently, particularly when the drop
production is coupled with a complex microfluidic device downstream. Furthermore,
variations in the flowrates can also produce changes in the flow regime, not only in the
size of the drops. Some early measurements, made in our lab, showed that the number of
drops produced at each breakup event could be varied by changing the flowrates of the
external and internal fluids (oil and water, respectively), as shown in Fig. 1.12.

1.4 Active integrated manipulation

For droplets to be truly viable as Lab on a chip (LOC) vessels, global control through the
means presented above will probably not be sufficient. For example, intelligent operations
need to be performed based on the drop size, its contents, or other measurable quantities.
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These operations can consist of sorting, merging, or dividing the drops asymmetrically. To
this end, several approaches have been explored, involving different physical mechanisms.

1.4.1 Drops on an open substrate

It is important to take a small detour here to note that a second approach, parallel to the
type of microfluidics we are talking about, has been developed for manipulating drops on a
flat substrate or in suspension in a quiescent fluid. Two major categories of manipulation
have taken shape. The first and most widely studied is based on using electrical forces to
induce a force on the drop through electrophoresis, dielectrophoresis, or electro-wetting
(see e.g. [95, 97, 119]). The second approach is to modulate the surface tension of the
drop, through heat or chemistry, in order to produce an imbalance in surface stresses
which in turn lead to motion [101, 42, 74, 41]. Other approaches were also explored,
including the use of Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) [126, 98], acoustic streaming [86], or
optical tweezers [112, 27].
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Figure 7 (a–e) Image sequence showing the thermocapillary splitting of a dodecane droplet
on a partially wetting stripe (w = 1000 µm, !ttotal = 8.5 s). The voltage applied to the
embedded microheaters (electrical resistance 155 ") was 2.5 V (Darhuber et al. 2003b).
(f–i) Image sequence of dodecane droplet propelled by thermocapillary forces. Intersecting
orange stripes designate partially wetting regions (w = 1000 µm, !ttotal = 104 s) (Darhuber
et al. 2003b). (j–l) Dodecane droplet turning a 90! corner (!ttotal = 164 s) (Darhuber et al.
2003b). (m–p) Evolution of fingering instability at the leading edge of a silicone oil film
advancing on a chemically homogeneous substrate (silicon wafer) due to thermocapillary
forces (applied shear stress # =0.18 Pa, !ttotal = 17 min, instability wavelength $ " 500 µm)
(Cazabat et al. 1990).

2004; Darhuber et al. 2003b,c; Ford & Nadim 1994; Smith 1995; Yarin et al. 2002).
Brochard (1989) studied the migration of 2D droplets driven by a small thermal
gradient. A similar force balance as used for chemically graduated surfaces (sec-
tion 4.1) was used to describe droplet motion subject to spatial variations in %lv , %ls ,
and %sv . Depending on the relative strength of the driving forces at each interface,
the droplet can move toward or away from the cooler end of the substrate. When
contact angle hysteresis is explicitly incorporated into the model (Brzoska et al.
1993), droplet motion is only possible above a critical droplet radius (neglecting
thermal variations in %sv and %ls) for a given thermocapillary stress. Above this
critical value, the flow speed increases linearly with the droplet radius R and ap-
plied thermal gradient #T . These predictions were confirmed by experiments with
silicone oil droplets (2 ! R ! 10 mm) moving on a hexadecyltrichlorosilane-coated
silicon wafer (11 ! &s ! 13!) subject to |#T | < 1!C/mm. In their model Ford &
Nadim (1994) relieved the stress singularity at the contact line by incorporating
a Navier slip condition and examined larger thermal gradients by allowing sur-
face deformation beyond a cylindrical cap. The droplet speed then depends on the
Navier slip coefficient, which is exceedingly difficult to measure experimentally.
Smith (1995) conducted a full hydrodynamic analysis in the lubrication limit for
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Figure 1.13: A microfabricated array of electrodes is used to manipulate drops on a solid
substrate, from Ref. [42]. Drops are shown to move in a straight line, turn, and split

Different operations have been implemented regarding drops on a substrate, includ-
ing forming, moving, dividing, and fusing drops, as shown in Fig. 1.13, where drops are
manipulated using a set of patterned electrodes on the surface [42]. In this approach to
manipulating droplets, the fundamental advantage is that each drop can be controlled
at every moment, anywhere in the system. However, one loses in the process the helpful
effect of geometry in applying standard operations on drops passively, which makes the
manipulation much slower and more complex to implement. Furthermore, these systems
also suffer from several issues which must be dealt with from a practical point of view
such as sensitivity to surface contamination, contact angle hysteresis, and evaporation.
Finally, it is not clear that these systems will allow the manipulation of volumes as small
as those available for in-channel manipulation, to which we now switch.

1.4.2 Drops in a microchannel

Some of the same physical mechanisms have also been used to manipulate drops inside
microchannels. Here, the focus has not been on manipulating a drop at any location and
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We demonstrate a high-throughput drop sorter for microfluidic devices that uses dielectrophoretic
forces. Microelectrodes underneath a polydimethylsiloxane channel produce forces of more than
10 nN on a water drop in an inert oil, resulting in sorting rates greater than 1.6 kHz. We investigate
the dependence of such forces on drop size and flow. Alternate designs with electrodes on either side
of a symmetric channel Y junction provide refined control over droplet selection. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2164911$

Water drops dispersed in an inert, immiscible solvent are
very promising for use as well-defined, confined
microreactors.1 In one particularly promising example, water
drops in oil, or emulsions, have been used to carry out in
vitro transcription and translation of single genes to create
new enzymes.2 Microreactors can be the basis of a very ef-
ficient means of directed evolution: sorting genes under en-
vironmental pressure for improved or modified functionality
and catalytic activity of new enzymes. Such directed evolu-
tion requires accurate control of femtoliter volumes, easily
achieved by using micron-sized emulsion drops, to increase
the effective concentration of the single gene in each drop
and to enable high-throughput screening of huge libraries of
genes. While bulk emulsions provide the requisite encapsu-
lation, effective high-throughput screening requires a much
higher degree of control, with access to individual microre-
actors. Such control of microreactors is best achieved using
microfluidic technology,1 which enables formation of uni-
form drops,3 passive drop manipulation,4 complex
emulsification,5 and mixing of small volumes.1 However,
high-speed sorting of drops in the microfluidic device is es-
sential. For example, sorting a typical library of 108–109

genes demands throughput of at least 1 kHz to be practical.
Microfluidic sorters have been made for particles and cells in
continuous water flow using electro-osmotic,6 mechanical,7

optical,8 magnetic,9 electrophoretic,10 and dielectrophoretic
actuation.11 Microfluidic sorters for drops have been made
with mechanical actuation, but this is limited to 10 Hz Ref.
12; they have also been achieved using charge, but this re-
quires an electrochemical reaction within the drops.10,13

Electro-osmotic forces are not appropriate for drop sorting
because oil is nonconducting. Magnetic sorting can achieve
high rates but requires magnetic labeling. Thus, improved

drop sorting speed in microfluidic systems is essential for
development of high-throughput microreactors.

In this letter, we report high-speed sorting of water drops
in microfluidic devices using dielectrophoresis. We charac-
terize the dielectrophoretic force by measuring the depen-
dence of the drop velocity on the drop size and the applied
voltage. To further improve the sorting, we use a three-
electrode device that can pull drops to either side of a sym-
metric junction.

We form water drops in oil by hydrodynamic flow
focusing,3 where two streams of oil and one of water are
focused at the input of the device, as shown in Fig. 1!a". The
water drops flow downstream to a Y junction. With no elec-
tric field, all drops flow into the waste channel which is
shorter, and thus offers lower hydrodynamic resistance than
the second, collect channel. To direct drops into the collect
stream, we energize electrodes under the channel in the sort-

a"Electronic mail: weitz@deas.harvard.edu

FIG. 1. !a" Schematic top view of the device. Water drops formed by flow
focusing in the continuous phase of oil flow into the waste channel since the
resistance of the waste channel is smaller than that of the collect channel. !b"
Schematic cross section of the device. The molded PDMS microfluidic
channel is aligned to the 30-!m PDMS layer which is spin coated on the
patterned ITO electrodes. !c" In the absence of an electric field, water drops
flow into the waste channel. !d" Applying an electric field, the drops are
attracted toward the energized electrode and flow into the collect channel.
Transparent ITO electrodes have been drawn in gray for grounded elec-
trodes and white for energized electrodes.
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Figure 1.14: Drops of water flowing in an oil flow can be sorted either to the right or left
outlet channels through dielectrophoretic forces [5].

at any time; the approach has been instead to allow the geometry to apply the large
forces on the drops, passively, and augmenting this passive forcing with the dynamic
actuation at particular locations in the microchannel. In this fashion, a train of drops
can flow passively through the network of microchannels and intermittent forcing can be
used when particular operations are necessary.

Of the operations that were listed by Joanicot and Ajdari, only sorting and fusion
had been published by the end of 2006, both through the application of electrical forcing.
In the first case, dielectrophoretic forces were shown to be sufficient to sort drops a few
tens of microns in size, as shown in Fig. 1.14 [5]. Here, a 1kV power source was used to
produce forces in the range of 10 nN, yielding a transverse velocity of about 1 cm/s for
a drop 12 µm in diameter [5].

More recent implementations of this technique have shown that it is very easy
to include the electrodes along with the fluidic channels, by fabricating a network of
“channels” for the electrodes, in parallel to the fluidics, and filling them with a low melting
point metal or conducting plastic. In this way, simply connecting the electrodes to an
AC power source is sufficient for producing forces on drops. A second advantage of this
technique is its rapid reaction time, shorter than 1 ms (the calculation in Ref. [5] is
incorrect and underestimates the time to produce the force to a few µs). Note however
that the dielectrophoretic force applied on a drop is a body force which decreases as R3,
as the drop radius R decreases.

The second operation that was demonstrated by 2006 was the fusion of drops [33,
4, 96]. The barrier to fusion is generally in the surfactant coverage of the interfaces which
prevent the drainage of the lubrication film that separates the two drops. Priest et al.
demonstrated that the “electrocoalescence” was due to a hydrodynamic instability of the
interface, generated by the imposed electrical field. They also showed that two drops
could be merged using a few volts and with a good selectivity even in a crowded flow, as
shown in Fig. 1.15.

The combination of the two above operations with geometric forcing was sufficient
for Raindance Technology, a startup spun out from the Weitz group at Harvard University,
to begin its operations (http://www.raindancetechnology.com/). Although Raindance
probably has a more complete tool set for manipulating drops, those tools have not been
published. The remaining operations, namely the control of fabrication, storage, breakup
or trafficking, remained unavailable until recently.
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Figure 1.15: Electrocoalescence of droplet pairs in a crowded flow, from Ref. [96].

In this context, two papers originating from our lab were published in 2007 [12, 11]
and provided an approach to control the formation and division, in addition to sorting,
synchronizing, and fusing drops. The technique is based on inducing a Marangoni flow on
the interface, whose net effect is to produce a force pushing the drop. More recently, we
have also demonstrated more complex operations such as storing drops, reordering them,
and trafficking them in a three-way exit [37]. This technique will be treated in detail in
Chapter 3.

1.5 Manuscript organization

The rest of this document is organized as follows: We begin in the next chapter with
our work on multiphase flows in complex geometries, treating the problems that we have
looked at in chronological order. This is followed by two of the articles we have published
on the subject. Chapter 3 then describes the main results on the technology we have
developed for manipulating drops using a focused laser, also followed by two reprints on
the subject. Finally, some more recent and unpublished work concerning the flow of drops
in microchannels is presented.
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Chapter 2

Drops in funny channels
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Networks of channels are omnipresent in nature. When they are present in ani-
mals and plants, they serve the clear purpose of transporting matter (e.g. nutrients or
oxygen) to and from organs, as shown for example in the networks of recent interest of
Fig. 2.1. These naturally occurring networks can display a very wide range of sizes and
can involve different physical interactions between the flowing fluid and the network walls.
Furthermore, networks have different topologies and follow different scaling laws; while
leaf venation forms a redundant network allowing several routes between two points, the
tree itself provides no loops and no redundancies to reach a particular branch.

Figure 2.1: Four networks which transport nutrients: The blood circulation in the
retina[1], the morphogenesis of the chicken circulatory network [120], a walnut tree
[Matthieu Rodriguez, LadHyX], and a venation network in a tree leaf [20].

In other cases, such as for the flow in porous materials, the network representation
is a simplification of a structure that may be too complicated to be generalized (see
e.g. [26, 109]). In this case, the scientist’s job is to produce a simplified representation
that accounts for the transport processes in the porous medium while using a geometry
that can be described quantitatively. Microfabrication techniques were introduced as an
experimental tool to produce some model porous materials by Lenormand in the early
80’s [80], as shown in Fig. 2.2, but have not been explored very extensively.

The network that initially motivated our work is the human lung’s airway tree,
generally modeled as a branching binary tree of circular tubes, as shown schematically
in Fig. 2.3. On close inspection, the lung represents a fascinating object for a fluid
dynamicist; it begins at the trachea whose diameter is about two cm, where flows reach
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Figure 2.2: Liquid-gas menisci in a microfabricated model porous network, from Ref. [79].

Reynolds numbers of a few thousands and where the flow is typically turbulent. After
a succession of bifurcations, the scale of each channel reaches a few millimeters (around
generation 5), corresponding to low Re flows. The sizes decrease further until they reach
a few hundred microns at the alveoli where the transport of oxygen becomes dominated
by diffusion in a rarefied medium rather than by hydrodynamics [122].

Figure 2.3: Classical image of the successive bifurcations in the human airway tree, from
Ref. [122]

The story however is much more complex due to other interactions, of which we
will note two: (i) The lung also undergoes large deformations during respiration and
the flow interacts with the elasticity of the supporting structure. The deformability of
the structures and the mechanical characteristics therefore have a major influence on the
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distribution of the flow in the branched network. (ii) The airway walls are constantly
lined with a liquid layer which plays important physiological roles, such as extracting
inhaled contaminants or reducing the surface tension of the alveoli in order to prevent
lung collapse. The liquid lining can interact with the flowing air in several ways, namely
by forming liquid plugs that block the gas flow in the airways during disease.

Below, we will consider experimental models that explore multiphase flows in branch-
ing channels and which may involve interactions with elasticity. In doing so, we will also
address some questions of interest in microfluidics regarding transport of drops and bub-
bles.

2.1 Flow of a low viscosity finger through a fluid-

filled bifurcation

The results of this section were published in collaboration with Sedina Tsikata
and Matthias Heil [14].

The first question we will ask is to know how a low viscosity fluid penetrates in a
branched structure that is filled with a high viscosity immiscible fluid. The question of
replacing one fluid with another of lower-viscosity is of obvious importance in the case
of oil recovery, where high viscosity oil must be pumped out through a porous medium
by water. In the case of physiological flows, this situation arises in the case of the first
breath a baby takes at birth, where the liquid initially filling in the lung must be replaced
with lower viscosity air. A similar situation also arises in the case of an air bubble that
flows in the blood stream, for example as a treatment for cancerous regions [30].

A reduction of this problem to a tractable form can be made by considering the
splitting of a low-viscosity finger, pushed at constant flowrate Q through a bifurcating
channel. The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 2.4, along with the definition of
terms used below. The question that will determine the filling of the network can be
stated at the level of one bifurcation by asking whether the low viscosity finger will
divide symmetrically or asymmetrically.

2.1.1 Linear stability analysis

A linear stability analysis can be made to determine the stability of the symmetric solution
to small perturbations. In the case when the two daughter branches are open to the same
exit pressure (e.g. atmospheric pressure), the stability arguments are similar to those
used to justify the single finger selection in the Saffman-Taylor instability: Suppose that
the fingers initially branch symmetrically but that the velocity of the finger in branch
1 increases slightly. This is equivalent to saying that the relative length of viscous fluid
ahead of this finger decreases (L1 < L2), which in turn leads to the velocity difference
increasing further, since finger 1 feels less resistance than finger 2. This is an unstable
situation which implies that fingers branching into channels open to the atmosphere will
always branch asymmetrically. If this bifurcation is one link in a binary network, the low
viscosity finger will only open one path through the network, leaving most of the channels
full of viscous fluid.
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Figure 2.4: A low viscosity finger is pushed at constant flowrate Q and penetrates in a
bifurcation filled with a high viscosity immiscible fluid. L1,2 denote the length of viscous
fluid ahead of the finger, and U1,2 the velocities in each branch.

In the case of pulmonary flows, one expects that some mechanism might stabilize the
symmetric branching pattern so we consider the role of the lung’s elasticity, by lumping
the elastic effects into a compliant chamber at the downstream end of each of the daughter
branches. The linear stability analysis should now be done carefully. We sketch the main
steps below, the details being available in Ref. [14] at the end of this chapter.

In each of the daughter tubes, the pressure drop across the occluded section has
three components: (i) the Poiseuille pressure drop ahead of the finger tip, ∆ppois =
µRLi(t)Qi(t), where the flow resistance R depends on the tube’s cross-section [123];
(ii) the pressure drop across the curved tip of the finger, ∆ptip = C(Ui), where the
function C(Ui) accounts for the radius of curvature which depends on the velocity of the
finger [24, 62]; (iii) the pressure pelast in the chambers at the end of the daughter tubes.
Provided the membranes that close the (otherwise rigid) chambers are elastic, pelast
depends only on the chambers’ instantaneous volume and we assume that pelast i(t) =
k
∫ t

0
Qi(τ)dτ + p0i, where k is an elastic constant and p0i is the pressure in chamber i at

time t = 0.
Assuming that the viscous pressure drop in the fingers can be neglected, the fingers

in both daughter tubes are subject to the same driving pressure pdr(t), and we have

pdr(t) = C(Ui) + µRLi(t)Qi(t) + k

∫ t

0

Qi(τ)dτ + p0i for i = 1, 2, (2.1)

where Qi(t) ' A Ui(t), the approximation sign accounting for the fact that there is a
liquid film left on the surfaces.

The linear stability analysis can be performed by first differentiating Eq. (2.1) with
respect to time and expanding it in terms of the driving pressure. The zero-th order
term simply states the conditions for the symmetric solution, for which we can write
Li(t) = l0 − Ut, where U represents the symmetric solution velocity.

We determine the stability of this solution by writing the velocities as Ui(t) =

U + εÛi(t), where ε � 1, with similar expansion for all other quantities. We further
simplify the problem by assuming that the capillary jump at the interfaces will not affect
the stability, which allows us to write the condition for stability
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Figure 2.5: Experimental image of the splitting finger at a bifurcation.

∫ bUi(t)

bUi(t=0)

du

u
=

∫ t

0

2U − k/(µR)

l0 − Uτ
dτ. (2.2)

If the right hand side of (2.2) is negative, the perturbation velocities Ûi decay,
indicating that the symmetrically branching solution is stable. The denominator of the
integrand on the right hand side represents the instantaneous length of the fluid-filled part
of the daughter tubes and is therefore always positive. Perturbations to the symmetrically
branching finger will therefore grow if U exceeds the critical value Uc = k/(2µR). Hence
at small velocities, when the flow resistance is dominated by the vessel stiffness, the finger
will branch symmetrically. Conversely, at large finger velocities, the resistance to the flow
is dominated by the viscous losses and the propagating finger will tend to open a single
path through the branching network.

2.1.2 Experimental realization

Experiments were conducted in PDMS microchannels by bonding thin PDMS membranes
on top of the exit holes. The channels were initially filled with silicone oil v100 (µ = 0.1 Pa
s) and fingers of perfluorodecalin (PFD, viscosity µpfd ' 5 · 10−3 Pa s) were injected
towards the bifurcation at constant flowrate by using a syringe pump. The finger tip
positions were located on microscopy images, as shown in Fig. 2.5, and the velocities in
each branch were calculated from successive images. In this way, the difference between
the velocities of the two fingers were measured as a function of time.

Figure 2.6 shows the evolution of the finger velocity difference as a function of time,
for different flowrates Q. The experimental data display a non-zero velocity difference
for all flow rates, indicating that the symmetric solution does not necessarily correspond
to a zero velocity difference. However, fingers forced at low flowrate show a constant
velocity difference while (U1 −U2) continuously grows for fingers forced at high flowrate,
indicating a transition from symmetric to asymmetric splitting.
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Figure 2.6: Velocity difference in two daughter branches as a function of time. U1 − U2

is found to continuously increase for U > 479 µm/s, in agreement with the theoretical
prediction.

The agreement between experiment and theory is verified by calculating the critical
value of the capillary number, using thin shell theory for the chamber stiffness k. Us-
ing physical values estimated from the experiments, we calculate the predicted critical
capillary number at Cac = 5 × 10−4, which compares favorably with the experimental
transition which was observed in the range 4.78× 10−4 < Ca < 6.06× 10−4.

2.2 Flow of a plug in a straight channel

The work presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 was published in collaboration
with Cédric Ody and Emmanuel de Langre [91].

A more common occurrence in pulmonary pathologies is the presence of plugs of liq-
uid that can occlude an airway locally. These plugs can form through the destabilization
of the lung’s liquid lining through an process similar to the Plateau-Rayleigh instabil-
ity [47]. They are especially observed in diseases such as asthma, when the diameter of
the channels is reduced due to inflammation, or bronchiolitis in children’s lungs. Plugs
can also be injected into the lung in order to deliver treatment to the distal alveoles, as
in the case of Surfactant Replacement Therapy (SRT). During this procedure, surfactant
is injected as a plug into a premature baby’s lungs in order to replace the molecules that
have not formed naturally [52, 31], with the aim to deliver the liquid as far down in the
airway tree as possible.

In parallel, many questions remain on the transport of multiphase flows in mi-
crochannels, as discussed in Chapter 1. We therefore set up an experimental study to
understand the relationship between the driving pressure and the velocity at which a plug
of length L0 travels in a straight microchannel with rectangular cross-section.

The experimental setup consisted of a Y-shaped junction in which plugs of PFD
were formed, as shown in Fig. 2.7, connected to a straight channel. The contact angle
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between the PFD and the PDMS is small and we consider that the fluid is perfectly
wetting in our analysis. The size and position of the plugs as a function of time were
measured for different driving conditions, using high-speed video microscopy.

Length

Liquid (PFD)

AIR

Liquid plug

150µm

1

Figure 2.7: Formation of a plug in a microchannel. Air is forced at a constant pressure
while a controlled length of liquid is injected from a syringe pump.

2.2.1 Model

Given a constant driving pressure Pdr, the steady-state pressure balance across the plug
is

Pdr = ∆P r
cap + Pvisc + ∆P a

cap, (2.3)

where ∆P r
cap and ∆P a

cap express the capillary pressure drops at the receding and advancing
interfaces of the plug, respectively, while Pvisc represents the viscous dissipation occurring
in the bulk. Using Poiseuille’s law, the latter is expressed as

Pvisc = αµL0U0, (2.4)

with α a dimensional coefficient corresponding to the geometry of the channel. For a
rectangular geometry [110], α may be approximated as

α ' 12

b2

[
1− 6

25b

π5w

]−1

. (2.5)

Length

Liquid (PFD)

AIR

Liquid plug
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U0L0

eb (ewi)

b (wi)
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Figure 1: Sketch of the plug (sections A and B). Here, !a is the dynamic contact
angle at the front interface and eb (ewi) is the thickness of the deposited film at
the rear of the plug in the thickness (width).
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Figure 2.8: Sketch of a plug propagating from left to right in a two-dimensional channel.
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When the plug is at rest, static values of ∆P r
cap and ∆P a

cap are given by Laplace’s
law as ∆P r

cap = −∆P a
cap = γκ, where κ ' 2 (b−1 + w−1) is the mean curvature of each

interface at rest. When the plug is moving, the front and rear curvatures are modified
as sketched in Fig. 2.8. At the front interface, the balance between friction and wetting
forces at the vicinity of the contact line leads to the existence of a non-zero dynamic
contact angle and this flattening of the advancing interface increases the resistance to
the motion. By assuming that θa has the same value in the two sections, the dynamic
capillary pressure drop for the front interface becomes

∆P a
cap = −γκ cos θa. (2.6)

The relation between the contact angle and the velocity of the contact line is known
through Tanner’s law [19, 63] which states that

θa = (6ΓCa)1/3 , (2.7)

where Γ is a prefactor (Γ ' 5) that accounts for the singularity occurring at the contact
line [44].

Using Eq. (2.7) and taking the leading-order term in the Taylor expansion of cos θa

in Eq. (2.6), the front pressure drop becomes

∆P a
cap ' γκ

(
−1 +

(6ΓCa)2/3

2

)
. (2.8)

At the rear interface, a thin film is deposited at the channel walls [24], which reduces the
rear meniscus radius and thus also increases the resistance to the motion. The dynamic
capillary pressure drop at the rear interface may then be written as

∆P r
cap = γ

(
1

b/2− eb

+
1

w/2− ew

)
, (2.9)

where we denote eb and ew the thicknesses of the deposited film at the rear of the plug
in the thickness and plane sections respectively.

Bretherton’s law expresses the thickness e of the deposited film at the rear of a plug
as a function of the capillary number Ca and the radius R of a circular capillary tube [19]:

e/R = 3.88Ca2/3. (2.10)

Assuming Bretherton’s law to be valid in both directions of the rectangular cross section,
i.e. 2eb/b = 2ew/w = 3.88Ca2/3, the rear capillary jump is obtained from Eq. 2.9 as

∆P r
cap = γκ

(
1 + 3.88Ca2/3

)
. (2.11)

Finally, by using Eqs. (2.4), (2.8) and (2.11), one derives

Pdr ' αηL0U0 + γκβCa2/3, (2.12)

where β = 3.88 + (6Γ)2/3/2 is a nondimensional coefficient obtained from Bretherton’s
and Tanner’s laws.
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Equation (2.12) governs the dynamics of a plug of length L0 moving steadily at
speed U0 in a straight rectangular channel for a constant driving pressure. It can be
nondimensionalized by comparing it with the capillary pressure jump γκ, and we obtain

Pdr ' αCa + βCa2/3, (2.13)

with Pdr = Pdr/(γκ) the nondimensional driving pressure and α = αL0/κ is the nondi-
mensional length.

2.2.2 Comparison with experiment

A typical experimental velocity vs. length curve is shown in Fig. 2.9 for a particular
driving pressure (Pdr = 250 Pa). The nonlinear dependence of the velocity on the inverse
length is evident when the experimental data are compared with the dashed line which
represents the prediction for purely viscous flow. This viscous law approximates the travel
velocity well for long plugs, i.e. L0 � w, but the difference increases as the length of the
plug decreases and the losses at the interfaces become the dominant mechanism. The
solid line is fitted from Eq. (2.13), using β as a fitting parameter. It yields a value of β
that is consistent with the values obtained in the literature for different geometries [19].
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Figure 2.9: Capillary number vs. the inverse plug length. The dashed line shows the
Poiseuille law and the continuous line indicates the relation (2.13).

The significance of this result for microfluidics lies in the transport of drops and
bubbles. It has been noted by several groups that the presence of drops increases the
resistance to flow in a microchannel [3, 56, 104], though no clear mechanism has been de-
scribed for this increased pressure drop. By looking at the space between the drops rather
than the drops themselves, one begins to understand the contribution of the interface de-
formation on the pressure balance across a train of drops. Although this mechanism does
not account for other effects such as flow in the corners or Marangoni retardation, it
explains the characteristic “bullet” shape that is often published, which is clear evidence
that the change in shape of the front and rear interfaces plays at least a partial role in
retarding droplet traffic.
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2.3 Flow of a plug in a bifurcation

We now consider a plug flowing through a bifurcation with right angles: a T-junction.
We characterize the behavior of this plug for different driving pressures and initial plug
lengths, L0, measured in the straight channel upstream of the bifurcation. Three different
behaviors may be observed, as described below.

2.3.1 Blocking

The first feature we can extract is the existence of a threshold pressure Pthresh (between
200 & 300 Pa for our experiments) which does not depend on the initial length of the
plug. For Pdr < Pthresh, the plug remains blocked at the entrance of the bifurcation
as shown in Fig. 2.10, which shows the equilibrium positions of a plug for two distinct
pressures, Pdr = 100 Pa & Pdr = 200 Pa. While the rear interface has the same shape
in both cases, the front interface adapts its curvature to balance the applied pressure,
keeping its extremities pinned at the corners of the bifurcation.

234 C.P. Ody et al. / Journal of Colloid and Interface Science 308 (2007) 231–238

Fig. 5. Capillary number of a liquid plug as a function of its inverse nondi-
mensional length 1/! for a pressure Pdr = 250 Pa (Pdr = 0.2). The dashed line
corresponds to Poiseuille’s law, Ca ! 1/!. The full line corresponds to Eq. (11)
with " = 16.

with Pdr = Pdr/(# $) is the nondimensional driving pressure
and ! = !L0/$ is the nondimensional length.

Experiments were conducted in a microchannel to verify
the applicability of Eq. (11) to our rectangular geometry. The
cross section of the microchannels used here was wi " b =
210 " 25 µm. Single plugs of various lengths were introduced
and forced at constant pressure following the protocol of Sec-
tion 2. For all driving pressures, we observed that the measured
lengths and speeds of the plugs remained constant within 5%
throughout the channel and average length L0 and speed U0
were determined.

A sample of experimental results is plotted in Fig. 5. Data
corresponding to long plugs asymptote to Poiseuille’s law
(dashed line, Pdr = !Ca from Eq. (2)). For shorter plugs, the
data exhibit a nonlinear Ca vs (!)#1 relationship due to an ad-
ditional dissipation occurring at the interfaces. The theoretical
curve (full line) obtained from Eq. (11) is plotted with " = 16
and is in good agreement with the experimental data. The cor-
responding value of % = 20 is higher than experimental values
reported in millimetric circular tubes [1]. However, the coeffi-
cient (6% )1/3 = 4.9 appearing in Tanner’s law (Eq. (5)) is in
close agreement with Hoffman’s data [11] for which the previ-
ous coefficient is of order 4–5 for a dry tube. A more precise es-
timate of the Tanner’s constant would require a specific study by
keeping track of both the microscopic and macroscopic physics
involved in our configuration, as described in [12].

Thus, although Bretherton’s and Tanner’s laws are not
strictly applicable to the rectangular geometry, our results show
the possibility of using the previous laws to model the dynamics
of plugs in our channels.

4. Blocking, rupture or splitting at the T-junction

We now consider a plug flowing through the T-junction for
different driving pressures and initial plug lengths, L0, mea-
sured in the straight channel upstream of the bifurcation. Exper-

Fig. 6. Blocking of the plug at the entrance of the T-junction for two distinct
pressures with Pdr < Pthresh. The front interface is pinned at the corners of the
bifurcation and adapts its curvature to the applied pressure. The shape of the
rear interface is independent of Pdr.

iments were conducted with channel dimensions wi "wo "b =
260 " 260 " 46 µm. Three different behaviors were observed
depending on the driving pressure and on the initial length of
the plug as described below.

4.1. Blocking

The first feature extracted from the observations of a plug
getting to the T-junction is the existence of a threshold pres-
sure Pthresh (between 200 and 300 Pa for our experiments)
which does not depend on the initial length of the plug. For
Pdr < Pthresh, the plug remains blocked at the entrance of the
bifurcation as presented in Fig. 6, which shows the equilib-
rium positions of plugs for two distinct pressures (Pdr = 100,
200 Pa). While the rear interface has the same shape in both
cases, the front interface adapts its curvature to balance the ap-
plied pressure keeping its extremities pinned at the corners of
the bifurcation.

4.2. Rupture

When the pressure exceeds the threshold pressure Pthresh, the
plug continues its propagation through the bifurcation. If the
plug is short, its rear interface catches up with its front interface
before the latter reaches the wall opposite to the entrance chan-
nel. The plug then ruptures, opening the outlet branches of the
T-junction to air. A typical sequence of plug rupture is shown in
Fig. 7. Eventually, the liquid that remains on the channel walls
drains slowly through the action of capillary forces and air drag.

4.3. Splitting into two daughter plugs

When the plugs are sufficiently long that the front interface
reaches the opposite wall, two daughter plugs of equal length
are formed through a splitting of the initial one, as shown in
Fig. 8. As soon as the liquid reaches the wall, the transport

Figure 2.10: Blocking of the plug at the entrance of the T-junction for two distinct
pressures with Pdr < Pthresh. The front interface is pinned at the corners of the bifurcation
and adapts its curvature to the applied pressure. The shape of the rear interface is
independent of Pdr.

This simple result can nevertheless be of major importance in the case when the
bifurcation is one link in a network, in which case the distribution of pressures may be
such that we are below the threshold value locally, even for a large global driving pressure.

2.3.2 Rupture

When the pressure exceeds Pthresh, the plug continues its propagation through the bifur-
cation. If the plug is short, its rear interface catches up with its front interface before the
latter reaches the opposite wall. The plug then ruptures, opening the outlet branches of
the T-junction to air. A typical sequence of plug rupture is shown in Fig. 2.11. Even-
tually, the liquid that remains on the channel walls drains slowly through the action of
capillary forces and air drag.
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Fig. 7. Sequence of plug rupture. The plug ruptures in the T-junction, leaving liquid on one side of the outlet channel, where air can flow freely from the pressure
source.

Fig. 8. Sequence of plug splitting at the T-junction. Splitting leads to symmetric formation of two daughter plugs in the outlet branches of the T-junction.

dynamics becomes dominated by the wetting forces acting be-
tween the two phases. These forces act to draw the liquid very
rapidly into contact with the wall, as observed between the
images (b) and (c) of Fig. 8. In part (c), we see that the cur-
vature is not constant along the liquid surface, implying local
pressure gradients in the fluid which pull it into the daughter
branches. These wetting forces are dominant compared to the
driving pressure, as seen by the rapidity of the advance once
the plug has touched the wall.

Note that before rupture or splitting, the evolution of the plug
in the bifurcation is similar in both cases: the front interface
advances without constraints while the extremities of the rear
interface remain pinned by the corners of the bifurcation until
process of rupture or splitting is achieved (Fig. 7c).

4.4. Phase diagram

We summarize the three cases discussed above (blocking,
rupture and splitting) in the experimental phase diagram shown
in Fig. 9. As stated above, we observed the blocking (!) of the
plug below a threshold pressure, Pthresh, whose value is seen to
be independent on the length of the plug. Above Pthresh, exper-
imental data show that the transition between rupture (!) and
splitting (!) depends on the applied pressure and on the length
of the plug: as the pressure increases, the length of liquid re-
quired to create two daughter plugs becomes smaller.

5. Theoretical model

In this section, the two transitions appearing in the phase di-
agram of Fig. 9 are explained theoretically. We first establish a

Fig. 9. Phase diagram for plug behavior at the T-junction.

2D pressure balance to derive the value of the blocking pres-
sure after which we develop a model to predict the transition
between rupture and splitting.

5.1. Threshold pressure

Since the plug is at rest in the blocking case, the viscous term
in Eq. (1) is zero and the new pressure balance may be written
as

(12)Pdr = !P r
cap + !P a

cap.

Here, the terms !P r
cap and !P a

cap express static pressure drops
and Eq. (12) may be simplified by distinguishing in-plane and

Figure 2.11: Sequence of plug rupture. The plug ruptures in the T-junction, leaving
liquid on one side of the outlet channel, and air can flow freely from the pressure source.
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Fig. 7. Sequence of plug rupture. The plug ruptures in the T-junction, leaving liquid on one side of the outlet channel, where air can flow freely from the pressure
source.

Fig. 8. Sequence of plug splitting at the T-junction. Splitting leads to symmetric formation of two daughter plugs in the outlet branches of the T-junction.

dynamics becomes dominated by the wetting forces acting be-
tween the two phases. These forces act to draw the liquid very
rapidly into contact with the wall, as observed between the
images (b) and (c) of Fig. 8. In part (c), we see that the cur-
vature is not constant along the liquid surface, implying local
pressure gradients in the fluid which pull it into the daughter
branches. These wetting forces are dominant compared to the
driving pressure, as seen by the rapidity of the advance once
the plug has touched the wall.

Note that before rupture or splitting, the evolution of the plug
in the bifurcation is similar in both cases: the front interface
advances without constraints while the extremities of the rear
interface remain pinned by the corners of the bifurcation until
process of rupture or splitting is achieved (Fig. 7c).

4.4. Phase diagram

We summarize the three cases discussed above (blocking,
rupture and splitting) in the experimental phase diagram shown
in Fig. 9. As stated above, we observed the blocking (!) of the
plug below a threshold pressure, Pthresh, whose value is seen to
be independent on the length of the plug. Above Pthresh, exper-
imental data show that the transition between rupture (!) and
splitting (!) depends on the applied pressure and on the length
of the plug: as the pressure increases, the length of liquid re-
quired to create two daughter plugs becomes smaller.

5. Theoretical model

In this section, the two transitions appearing in the phase di-
agram of Fig. 9 are explained theoretically. We first establish a

Fig. 9. Phase diagram for plug behavior at the T-junction.

2D pressure balance to derive the value of the blocking pres-
sure after which we develop a model to predict the transition
between rupture and splitting.

5.1. Threshold pressure

Since the plug is at rest in the blocking case, the viscous term
in Eq. (1) is zero and the new pressure balance may be written
as

(12)Pdr = !P r
cap + !P a

cap.

Here, the terms !P r
cap and !P a

cap express static pressure drops
and Eq. (12) may be simplified by distinguishing in-plane and

Figure 2.12: Sequence of plug splitting at the T-junction. Splitting leads to symmetric
formation of two daughter plugs in the outlet branches of the T-junction.

2.3.3 Splitting into two daughter plugs

When the plugs are sufficiently long that the front interface reaches the opposite wall, two
daughter plugs of equal length are formed through a splitting of the initial one, as shown
in Fig. 2.12. As soon as the liquid reaches the wall, the transport dynamics becomes
dominated by the wetting forces acting between the liquid and solid. These forces act to
draw the liquid very rapidly into contact with the wall, as observed between the images
(b) and (c) of Fig. 2.12. In part (c), we see that the curvature is not constant along
the liquid surface, implying the existence local pressure gradients which pull the liquid
into the daughter branches. These wetting forces are dominant compared to the driving
pressure, as seen by the rapidity of the advance once the plug has touched the wall.

Note that before rupture or splitting, the evolution of the plug in the bifurcation is
similar in both cases: the front interface advances without constraints while the extrem-
ities of the rear interface remain pinned by the corners of the bifurcation until process of
rupture or splitting is achieved (Fig.2.11-c).

The three behaviors can be summarized in the phase diagram of Fig. 2.13 as a
function of plug length and driving pressure. Below, we will develop a physical picture
corresponding to the transitions between the three regions.
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For a given contact angle !a, a plug of initial length L0 < Lcrit
will rupture in the bifurcation while a plug such that L0 > Lcrit
will produce two daughter plugs.

Since ! r is a function of the ratio wo/wi, the value of Lcrit
depends on !a and wo/wi. Therefore, Eq. (19) will provide dif-
ferent values of Lcrit as !a varies, the other quantities being
constant for a given geometry. The problem is now to under-
stand the mechanisms involved in the determination of !a.

5.2.2. Dynamic condition
Although the propagation in the bifurcation is unsteady, the

dynamics is still governed by a visco-capillary regime. There-
fore, at a given time, we may use Eq. (1) on a specific fluid
streamline. For simplicity, we choose the streamline linking
points C and E.

Close to point C, the speed of the rear interface is nil since it
is pinned at the corners of the junction. Thus, the capillary drop
at the receding interface is approximated as

(20)#P r
cap = $

!
1
Rr + 2

b

"
,

where Rr is the in-plane radius of the receding interface (see
Fig. 11b) and is expressed as

(21)Rr = wo

1 + cos ! r .

For the front interface, we assume that the speed of the contact
line at point E establishes the contact angle !a and that !a is the
same in the thickness and in the plane. Therefore, the capillary
drop at the advancing interface reads

(22)#P a
cap = $

!
1
Ra ! 2 cos !a

b

"
,

where Ra is the in-plane radius of the advancing interface, cal-
culated from geometry as

(23)Ra = wo

1 ! cos !a .

The viscous term in Eq. (1) is approximated as a dissipation
term in a Hele–Shaw geometry (since b/wo " 0.18), leading to

(24)Pvisc = 12%

b2 LmVm,

where Lm is the length of the streamline C–E and Vm the mean
speed of the fluid particles between points C and E. As stated
above, the speed at point C is nil and the speed at point E is
related to the contact angle by Tanner’s law (Eq. (5)) as

(25)VE = $

%
CaE = $ (!a)3

6%&
.

We estimate the quantities Vm and Lm to first order as Vm =
(VE + VC)/2 and Lm = yE ! wi/2, where yE = wo/ tan(!a/2)

is the distance from point E to the centerline of the inlet channel
(see Fig. 11b).

Fig. 12. Experimental Pdr–L0/wi diagram and theoretical transitions. (1) Rup-
ture-splitting transition corresponding to Eq. (27) with !a varying from "/6
to "/3 and (6& )1/3 = 4.9. (2) Threshold pressure (Eq. (14)).

Finally, combining the terms above leads to the pressure bal-
ance across the plug
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which accounts for the dynamic relation between !a and Pdr.
Using a reference pressure $ /wi and expressing the different

quantities as functions of !a, wi/wo, wo/b and wi/b, Eq. (26)
reads in a nondimensional form
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5.2.3. Summary of the model
The geometrical condition provides a relation between Lcrit

and !a (Eq. (19)) while !a may be related to Pdr using the
pressure balance of Eq. (26). For a given value of !a, we are
now able to estimate the value of Pdr corresponding to Lcrit. By
varying !a from "/6 to "/3, we obtained the results plotted in
their dimensionless form in Fig. 12, using & = 20 which is the
value obtained from straight channel experiments. The quanti-
tative and qualitative behaviors of the theoretical transition are
in good agreement with the experimental data.

6. Conclusion

Our experiments on plug propagation in straight microchan-
nels of rectangular cross section showed good agreement with
previous studies in capillaries with circular sections [1], in spite
of the large aspect ratio of our channels. In particular, the two
principal radii of curvature could be used to account for the
capillary effects at the advancing and receding interfaces and

Figure 2.13: Phase diagram showing the breaking �, splitting ◦, and blocking 4 regimes.
The lines correspond to the theoretically predicted values. The solid lines correspond to
the theoretical model developed in the text.

2.3.4 Modeling the transitions

The two parameters that determine the transitions between the three behaviors observed
above are plug length and forcing pressure. First, the transition between the blocking
and flowing can be understood by writing a pressure balance on the two sides of the plug
as it passes the bifurcation, while taking into account the change in curvature at each
interface. If we assume that the front interface remains pinned to the corners, we can
write the maximum capillary pressure that must be overcome which corresponds to a
radius of curvature equal to w/2, where w is the width of the entrance channel. In this
case, the threshold pressure can be written as

Pthresh =
4γ

w
, (2.14)

which is shown by the solid line (2) on Fig. 2.13.

In order to understand the transition between splitting and rupture, we consider
the critical case in which the rear interface catches up with the front interface exactly at
the moment when the front interface reaches the opposite wall, as shown in Fig. 2.14(b).
In this case, we may reduce the problem to a geometric one in which all the parameters
are fixed by the channel design, except the contact angle at the front interface (point E ).
This angle contains the physics of the problem, since it varies with the velocity of the
advancing interface, through a visco-capillary balance.

By assuming that the angle variations are given by Tanner’s law as for the case
of a straight channel, one may again obtain the relation between the pressure drop and
the liquid velocity. This relies on an evaluation of the viscous contribution, which must
be estimated since the details of the flow field are unknown. However, a mean value
corresponding to gross averaging of the length and velocity of the fluid can be used to
yield a relation that uniquely relates the driving pressure and the contact angle. The
critical volume to reach the configuration of Fig. 2.14(b) can therefore be computed as a
function of driving pressure. This prediction corresponds to the line (1) on Fig. 2.13 and
agrees well with the experimental observations.
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Fig. 10. The shapes of the rear and front interfaces at the threshold pressure
(in-plane section).

in-thickness contributions of the capillary pressure jumps which
are related via Laplace’s law to the corresponding principal cur-
vatures of the interfaces. Since the channel thickness does not
vary at the bifurcation, we assume that the in-thickness com-
ponents of the pressure drops at the rear and front interfaces
cancel each other, the radii of curvature in the thickness being
b/2 in absolute value. Therefore, the problem is reduced to a
2D pressure balance of in-plane components of pressure drops,
leading to

(13)Pdr = !

!
1
Rr + 1

Ra

"
,

where Rr and Ra are the radii of curvature of the rear and front
interfaces in plane A, respectively.

The experimental observations shown in Fig. 6 provide the
information to derive the value of the threshold pressure. For
Pdr < Pthresh, the receding interface is seen to keep a constant
in-plane radius of curvature Rr = wi/2 while the advancing
interface adapts its in-plane curvature to the applied pressure
and its radius Ra varies such that |Ra| ! wi/2. The situation
in which Ra = +wi/2 is illustrated in Fig. 10 and leads to the
threshold pressure, which is the highest pressure that can be
sustained across the plug, reading finally

(14)Pthresh = 4!

wi
.

For our experimental conditions (wi = 260 µm and ! =
15 mN/m), we obtain Pthresh ! 230 Pa, in agreement with the
measured value (200 Pa < Pthresh < 300 Pa).

5.2. Rupture or splitting

We now propose to explain the critical plug length, Lcrit,
for getting rupture or splitting when the pressure exceeds the
threshold pressure. Our aim here is not to model the complete
dynamics of the plug but to derive a global model which clar-
ifies the dependence of Lcrit on the driving pressure Pdr by
taking into account the fundamental mechanisms involved in
the plug evolution. We first consider a plug of length Lcrit theo-
retically situated on the transition curve. A geometric condition
is then obtained from the shape of such a plug in the T-junction.
Finally, a dynamic argument is used to map this geometric con-
dition onto the experimental L0–Pdr diagram.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Shape of the plugs before (a) rupture and (c) splitting. (b) Schematic
of a plug of volume Vcrit situated on the theoretical boundary between rupture
and splitting where front and rear interfaces of a plug meet at the wall.

5.2.1. Geometric condition
The diagram of Fig. 9 exhibits a L0–Pdr dependent boundary

between the rupture or splitting cases. We consider the shape of
the plugs just before rupture or splitting, as shown in Figs. 11a
and 11c. In Fig. 11a, the rear interface catches up with the front
interface before the latter reaches the wall, leading to rupture
of the plug. Conversely, in Fig. 11c, the front interface is about
to touch the wall before the rear interface catches up with it,
resulting in the splitting of the plug and the formation of two
daughter plugs. In the limiting case, a plug of length Lcrit sees
its front and rear interfaces meeting at the wall. Approximating
the shape of both interfaces with circular sections leads to the
sketch of Fig. 11b. Here, the critical volume of the plug is noted
Vcrit and is completely defined by "a, " r, wo and the thickness b

of the microchannel. At point C, the rear contact angle " r is de-
fined geometrically as " r = 2 arctan(wi/2wo). In contrast, the
contact angle "a at point E may take different values depend-
ing on the velocity of the advancing interface. As a result, the
critical volume decreases as "a increases for a given T-junction,
down to a zero volume when "a = # " " r.

The volume of liquid contained between the two interfaces in
the critical configuration corresponding to Fig. 11b is obtained
as

(15)Vcrit = bw2
o
#
f

$
"a% " g

$
" r%&,

where

(16)f
$
"a% =

$
"a " cos "a sin "a%$1 " cos "a%"2

and

(17)g
$
" r% =

$
# " " r + cos " r sin " r%$1 + cos " r%"2

.

This volume corresponds to a plug of length Lcrit in the entrance
channel such that

(18)Vcrit = b
#
Lcritwi + (1 " #/4)w2

i
&
,

with the correction term b(1 " #/4)w2
i taking into account the

volume contained in the circular menisci. Therefore, the critical

Figure 2.14: Shape of the plugs before (a)-rupture and (c)-splitting. -(b) Schematic of a
plug of volume Vcrit situated on the theoretical boundary between rupture and splitting
where front and rear interfaces of a plug meet at the wall.

2.4 Parallel channels

This work was done in collaboration with Jean-Baptiste Masson and Xin
Wang [15].

Most recently, we addressed questions of collective behavior that comes about
through capillary interactions at the exit of parallel channels. In particular, we looked at
the flow of an oil interface exiting from a thin channel into a sudden expansion for three
microchannel geometries: (a) Flow through a single channel, (b) through two parallel
channels, or (c) through seven parallel channels.

This work was motivated by the desire to understand the flow through a simple
porous medium, in which a viscous fluid exits through adjacent pores and spreads while
being submitted to a visco-capillary balance. The collective effects of flow through parallel
pores can thus be explored and compared with single pore models.

The base state which corresponds to the flow through a single channel is shown in
fig. 2.15(inset), which shows a superposition of the interface shape at successive times.
Two important facts may be observed from these experiments: First, the visco-capillary
balance is verified throughout the experiment, which is shown by measuring the flowrate
as a function of time. Indeed, the channel dimensions were chosen such that the main
pressure drop occurs in the long and thin “impedance” channel, which yields a constant
flowrate at late times. However, the capillary effects are significant at intermediate times
(at t = 2 s in Fig. 2.15), where a dip in the flowrate appears due to the large curvature
which resists flow.

Second, the interface displays a parabolic, rather than circular shape. This “lubri-
cation limit” has been predicted in imbibition studies [93], although the physical origin
and the applicability of the lubrication limit in our particular geometry are not yet fully
understood. The parabolic shape may be verified by measuring the maximum width
transverse to the flow direction, dx, and the position of the apex in the flow direction zm.
The dependence of zm with dx is linear for the case of a parabolic interface, as verified
by the circles in Fig. 2.16.
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Figure 2.15: Evolution of the flowrate as the fluid exits through a single channel. The
driving pressure is Pdr = 785 Pa. The image shows the location of the oil interface at a
succession of times. For clarity, the time step used in the display is dilated as the liquid
exits the channel, as seen by the apparent jumps in the interface position. The time step
is dt = 0.1 s for the first period, dt = 0.2 s for the second, and dt = 0.4 s for the third.

Next, this base state is compared with the flow through two parallel channels sep-
arated by a distance of d = 200, 300, or 500 µm. Through similar measurements of the
interface shape and position (Fig. 2.16), we uncover the existence of three regimes:

1. At early times, the two separate drops act as independently advancing droplets.
This is confirmed in Fig. 2.16(b) where the zm(dx− d) shows exact collapse of the
data for different channel separations.

2. When the two drops begin to interact, a very rapid merging event occurs, which we
do not resolve with our experiments, followed by a slower relaxation to the parabolic
shape. This relaxation occurs through the redistribution of the flow into the central
region between the two exiting droplets. It is also associated with a temporary
increase in the total flowrate. In Fig. 2.16(a), the merging event corresponds to the
kink in the curves, meaning that the transverse flow is strongly reduced compared
to the flow in the axial direction.

3. Finally, a parabolic evolution similar to the case of the single channel is recovered at
late times. The time taken to reach the parabola can be predicted by visco-capillary
analysis and scales as d3, which is verified in the experiments.

The interface shape before, during, and after the merging can be seen in Fig. 2.16(c),
which gives a visual verification of the global quantities discussed above.

The transient state plays a major role in the case of n parallel channels, as shown
in Fig. 2.17, which shows a superposition of images corresponding to the flow through
seven parallel channels. While the early and late times reflect again the results obtained
in the two-channel case, we observe that the mergings happen mainly on a two-by-two
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Figure 2.16: (a) Evolution of the modified maximum position (zm/ tan(θ)) with respect
to the lateral width of the interface (dx) for a single channel (◦) and for two channels
separated by 200 µm (∗), 300 µm (�), and 500 µm (4). The straight line represents
zm = dx/4. (b) Same data with the inter-channel distance (d) subtracted. (c) The
interface before, during, and after the transition.

basis among exiting drops. This is due to the interactions between adjacent droplets
which, when they merge, redirect the fluid to the space between them, thus temporarily
preventing further mergings from occurring. For this reason, the transition between
n independent drops and a single parabolic shape occurs through a cascade of binary
mergings and relaxations. This implies that the channel doublet is the fundamental
building block which may be generalized to any number of total channels.

Figure 2.17: Advance of an interface through seven independent channels. The time
separating each line is 0.1 s.
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We consider the motion of a finger of low-viscosity fluid as it propagates into a
branching network of fluid-filled microchannels – a scenario that arises in many appli-
cations, such as microfluidics, biofluid mechanics (e.g. pulmonary airway reopening)
and the flow in porous media. We perform experiments to investigate the behaviour of
the finger as it reaches a single bifurcation and determine under what conditions the
finger branches symmetrically. We find that if the daughter tubes have open ends, the
finger branches asymmetrically and will therefore tend to reopen a single path through
the branching network. Conversely, if the daughter tubes terminate in elastic chambers,
which provide a lumped representation of the airway wall elasticity in the airway
reopening problem, the branching is found to be symmetric for sufficiently small
propagation speeds. A mathematical model is developed to explain the experimentally
observed behaviour.

1. Introduction
Flows in which a finger of low-viscosity fluid propagates into a tube and displaces

another fluid of larger viscosity are of relevance in many applications, such as oil
extraction (Homsy 1987), microfluidic devices for droplet transport (Link et al. 2004)
and pulmonary biomechanics (Gaver, Samsel & Solway 1990).

For instance, many respiratory diseases, such as respiratory distress syndrome, may
cause the occlusion of the pulmonary airways with viscous fluid. Occluded airways
are believed to be reopened by a propagating air finger, in a process that involves a
complicated interaction between a viscous free-surface flow and the deformation of
the elastic airway wall. The mechanics of airway reopening in an individual airway
have been investigated by many authors (e.g. Gaver et al. 1990; Hazel & Heil 2003),
but these studies ignore the fact that the pulmonary airways branch frequently.
This raises the question of whether the propagating air finger will reopen the entire
pulmonary tree or simply follow a single path, keeping most of the lung occluded.
(Cassidy, Gavriely & Grotberg (2001) performed experiments to determine how short
liquid plugs propagate through rigid bifurcations.) The question is also of relevance in
‘gas embolotherapy’, a novel technique aimed at starving tumour cells of their blood
supply (see Calderon & Bull 2004).

Similar questions arise in microfluidic technology. Many microfluidic devices are
designed to transport samples of fluid through complicated networks of channels in
order to perform chemical or bio-chemical tests (Song, Tice & Ismagilov 2003).
The use of drops as vehicles for the transport offers many advantages, such as
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Figure 1. (a) Model problem: low-viscosity fluid is injected into a branching tube. The
propagating fingers displace some of the more viscous fluid that initially filled the tube; the
remaining viscous fluid is deposited on the tube walls. The two daughter tubes are terminated
by large elastic chambers. (b) Sketch of the experimental set-up (not to scale). The total volume
of fluid contained in the channel is approximately 0.5 µl while the volume in the end chambers
is approximately 50 µl.

the control of dispersion and wall contact, as well as the possibility of activating
chemical reactions at controlled locations, e.g. through droplet merging. Other uses
of bubbles and drops in microfluidics include the production of controlled micro-
emulsions through the breakup of long bubbles as they advance through a branching
network of microchannels (Link et al. 2004). It is therefore important to understand
the dynamics of the drop transport in order to predict the path and the breakup of
individual drops.

Here, we study these questions at the level of a single bifurcation and consider
the model problem shown in figure 1(a). A finger of low-viscosity fluid propagates
along a parent tube which branches into two daughter tubes which have identical
cross-sections. The finger is driven by the injection of fluid at a constant flow rate, Q,
and displaces a viscous fluid of viscosity µ which is much larger than the viscosity of
the finger. We denote the surface tension between the two fluids by σ . The daughter
tubes terminate in two large elastic chambers which provide a lumped representation
of the wall elasticity in the pulmonary airways. We wish to establish the conditions
under which the finger continues to propagate symmetrically along the two daughter
tubes once it has passed the bifurcation.

2. Experimental set-up
We performed experiments using the set-up sketched in figure 1(b). A Y-shaped

channel of rectangular cross-section (W × H =200µm × 100 µm) was fabricated using
standard microfluidic soft lithography methods (Quake & Scherer 2000). A mould
was made by etching a 100 µm layer of photoresist on the surface of a silicon wafer.
The mould was then covered with a thick layer of liquid poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) which was allowed to solidify before we created cylindrical chambers at
the ends of the three branches: a thin hole at the end of the parent branch for
the fluid injection, and two larger end chambers (holes with 1.6 mm radii) at the
ends of the two daughter channels. The large end chambers were sealed with thin
elastic membranes of thickness h = 50 µm, also made of PDMS (Young’s modulus
E � 9 × 105 N m−2 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5). Finally, the PDMS block was bonded
onto a glass microscope slide.
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Figure 2. Snapshot of the branching finger. The positions of the two tips are recorded over
a sequence of successive images, allowing the velocity of the fingers to be determined.

The experiments were conducted by first filling the channels with silicone oil
(viscosity µ = 100 cP) until the end membranes were taut. PDMS is permeable to
gas, therefore the air that initially filled the channels could escape through the thin
membranes when the silicone oil was injected. After the membranes were slightly pre-
stretched, a finger of perfluorodecalin (PFD; viscosity µPFD = 2.9 cP) was injected.
This was done using a syringe pump with a 100 µl glass syringe, at flow rates in
the range 1–60 nl s−1, resulting in finger velocities of 50–3000 µms−1 in the main
branch. The choice of fluids was guided by the requirements that the two fluids be
incompressible and immiscible, and that they wet the PDMS and the glass surfaces.
The surface tension between the two fluids is approximately σ = 50 mN m−1.

Image sequences of the advancing fingers were taken through a stereo-microscope
at × 7.11 magnification, using a digital camera at 2000 × 2000 pixel resolution. A
typical image is shown in figure 2. We tracked the position of the advancing fingers
in the two daughter tubes over a sequence of images to determine the speed of the
two finger tips.

3. Experimental results
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the finger velocities in the two daughter tubes

for fingers that are driven by the injection of fluid at two different flow rates. At
low flow rates the fingers propagate at approximately the same speed, resulting in
an approximately symmetric branching pattern. Conversely, at higher flow rates, any
small initial difference in the finger speeds increases rapidly as the fingers propagate
into the daughter tubes, resulting in strongly asymmetric branching. We observe
that in both cases the sum of the two finger speeds remains constant within experi-
mental error. Experiments conducted in open-ended channels, i.e. without the elastic
membranes, always displayed strongly asymmetric propagation, regardless of the
driving flow rate. Finally, we note that the initial filling of the viscous oil into an
air-filled channel always occurred in a symmetric manner, both with and without the
elastic membranes. This is consistent with the experiments of Cassidy et al. (2001) who
found that finite-length plugs of oil branched symmetrically when flowing through a
symmetric air-filled bifurcation.
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Figure 3. Time series of the velocity of the advancing fingers in channels 1 (�) and 2 (×) as a
function of time, for two different forcing flow rates. The sum of the two velocities (*) remains
approximately constant.
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At low flow rates, the velocity differences remain constant. When the velocity in the parent
branch exceeds a threshold, the difference in the velocities increases rapidly. We refer to the
two regimes as ‘symmetric’ and ‘asymmetric’, respectively.

Results for channels with elastic chambers are presented in figure 4 where the
symmetry of the branching is characterized by plotting the difference between the
finger velocities as a function of the ‘normalized distance’ tUp/2Lc, where Lc = 1.7 cm
is the length of the daugther channels. This ordinate facilitates a direct comparison
between the different experiments whose duration varies significantly.

At small flow rates, the difference in finger speeds remains approximately constant.
When the velocity in the parent channel becomes larger than a threshold, the velocity
difference increases rapidly as the fingers propagate along the daughter branches – the
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experiment ends when the ‘faster’ finger reaches the downstream end of its daughter
tube. For a given microchannel, the faster finger is always associated with the same
branch, suggesting that small imperfections in the fabrication process produce the
initial perturbation. These initial perturbations are strongly amplified at high flow
rates but remain almost constant if the flow rate is below a threshold. For simplicity,
we will refer to the two regimes as ‘asymmetric’ and ‘symmetric’, respectively.

The signature of the asymmetric regime is also observed when the low-viscosity
finger is not continuous, but made up of discrete drops. These drops may be produced
by a splitting of the PFD finger at the entrance of the microchannel, for example if the
connecting tube is lined with silicone oil. As the train of drops reaches the bifurcation,
each is split into two ‘daughter droplets’ which travel down the daughter channels.
The length ratio of the two daughter drops depends on the relative velocity in the two
branches. In the symmetric case, the size ratio remains constant as successive drops
arrive at the bifurcation, indicating a constant velocity difference. In the asymmetric
case, the velocity difference increases and so does the length ratio of the divided
daughter drops. This ratio may eventually diverge as the fast finger approaches the
end of the channel and the flow in the other branch slows to a halt.

4. Analysis
We will now develop a simple mathematical model to explain the experimental

observations. Since the finger is driven by the injection of fluid at a constant flow rate
Q, the pressure, pdr (t), required to drive the finger at this rate varies with time. We
denote the lengths of the fluid-filled parts of the daughter tubes ahead of the finger tips
by Li(t) (i = 1, 2) and assume that the daughter tubes have the same cross-sectional
area, A.

As the fingers propagate, they displace most of the viscous fluid that initially filled
the tube; far behind the finger tips, a thin stationary film of the more viscous fluid is
deposited on the tube walls (see Taylor 1961). We denote the flow rate in daughter
tube i by Qi = Ui Ai , where Ai is the cross-sectional area occupied by the finger
which propagates with speed Ui . In the absence of inertial and gravitational effects,
a reasonable approximation for microfluidic devices, we have Ai = A α(Ui), where
the function α(Ui) has been determined for many tube shapes (e.g. Bretherton (1961)
and Reinelt & Saffman (1985) for circular tubes; Wong, Radke & Morris (1995)
for polygonal tubes; and Hazel & Heil (2002) for tubes of elliptical and rectangular
cross-section – we will refer to these references collectively as ‘R’). Conservation of
mass requires that Q1 + Q2 = Q.

In each of the daughter tubes, the pressure drop across the occluded section has
three components: (i) the Poiseuille pressure drop ahead of the finger tip, �ppois =
µRLi(t)Qi(t), where the flow resistance R depends on the tube’s cross-section. For
instance, for a circular tube of radius a, we have R = 8/(πa4); values for other
cross-sections can be found in the literature (e.g. White 1991); (ii) the pressure drop
across the curved tip of the finger, �ptip = C(Ui), where the function C(Ui) for many
tube shapes is available from the references R (we note that �ptip includes capillary
and viscous contributions); (iii) the pressure pelast in the chambers at the end of the
daughter tubes. Provided the membranes that close the (otherwise rigid) chambers
are elastic, pelast depends only on the chambers’ instantaneous volume and we assume
that pelast i(t) = k

∫ t

0
Qi(τ ) dτ + p0i , where k is a constant and p0i is the pressure in

chamber i at time t = 0.
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Assuming that the viscous pressure drop in the fingers can be neglected, the fingers
in both daughter tubes are subject to the same driving pressure pdr (t), and we have

pdr (t) = C(Ui) + µRLi(t)Qi(t) + k

∫ t

0

Qi(τ ) dτ + p0i for i = 1, 2, (4.1)

where Qi(t) = AUi(t)α(Ui(t)). Differentiating the two equations in (4.1) with respect
to t yields

dpdr (t)

dt
=

dUi(t)

dt

dC(U )

dU

∣∣∣∣
U=Ui (t)

+ kAα(Ui(t))Ui(t) + µAR
(

dLi(t)

dt
α(Ui(t))Ui(t)

+ Li(t)
dUi(t)

dt

dα(U )

dU

∣∣∣∣
U=Ui (t)

Ui(t) + Li(t) α(Ui(t))
dUi(t)

dt

)
for i = 1, 2.

Together with the two equations Ui = −dLi/dt (for i=1, 2), this provides a system
of four ordinary differential equations, augmented by the algebraic constraint
U1(t)α(U1(t)) + U2(t)α(U2(t)) = Q/A. Thus, we have five equations for the five
unknowns pdr , U1, U2, L1 and L2. If p01 = p02, these equations admit the symmetric
solution Li(t) = l0 − Ut , where the finger velocity Ui = U in both daughter tubes is
given implicitly by

Uα(U) =
1

2

Q

A
. (4.2)

We determine the stability of this solution by writing the velocities as Ui(t) = U+εÛi(t),
where ε � 1, with similar expansion for all other quantities. A straightforward linear

stability analysis then yields the relations L̂1(t) + L̂2(t) = 0 and dp̂dr/dt = 0 for the
perturbed quantities. The velocity perturbations are governed by∫ Ûi (t)

Ûi (t=0)

du

u
=

∫ t

0

UF(U)

G(U, τ )
dτ, (4.3)

where

G(U, t) = (l0 − Ut)

(
α(U) +

dα(U )

dU

∣∣∣∣
U

U
)

+
1

µRA

dC(U )

dU

∣∣∣∣
U

(4.4)

and

F(U) = α(U)

(
2 − k

µUR

)
+ Udα(U )

dU

∣∣∣∣
U

(
1 − k

µUR

)
. (4.5)

If the right-hand side of (4.3) is negative, the perturbation velocities Ûi decay, indic-
ating that the symmetrically branching solution is stable. To analyse equation (4.3),
we first consider the simplifications α ≡ 1 (ignoring the presence of the fluid film that
the advancing fingers deposit on the channel walls) and C ≡ 0 (ignoring the pressure
jump over the air–liquid interface). In this case, (4.3) simplifies to∫ Ûi (t)

Ûi (t=0)

du

u
=

∫ t

0

2U − k/(µR)

l0 − Uτ
dτ. (4.6)

The denominator of the integrand on the right-hand side represents the instantaneous
length of the fluid-filled part of the daughter tubes and is therefore always positive.
Perturbations to the symmetrically branching finger will therefore grow if U exceeds
the critical value Uc = k/(2µR). Hence at small velocities, when the flow resistance is
dominated by the vessel stiffness, the finger will branch symmetrically. Conversely, at
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as a function of the capillary number Ca = µU/σ for tubes with square cross-sections. Results
for tubes of rectangular, circular and elliptical cross-sections are qualitatively similar.

large finger velocities, the resistance to the flow is dominated by the viscous losses
and the propagating finger will tend to open a single path through the branching
network.

Without the approximations used in the derivation of (4.6), we must determine the
signs of various terms in (4.4) and (4.5). References R show that dC(U )/dU > 0 and,
using Hazel & Heil’s (2002) computational results, we find that α + U (dα/dU )|U > 0
(see figure 5 for the case of tubes with square cross-section; the curves for tubes
with rectangular, circular and elliptical cross sections are qualitatively similar). Hence
G(U, t) > 0, implying that the growth or decay of the perturbations is determined by
the sign of F which we rewrite in non-dimensional form as

F(Ca) = α(Ca)

(
2 − K

Ca

)
+ Ca

dα(Ca)

dCa

(
1 − K

Ca

)
. (4.7)

Here, Ca = µU/σ is the capillary number based on the propagation speed of the
symmetrically propagating fingers and the dimensionless parameter K = k/(Rσ ) is a
measure of the stiffness of the elastic end chambers.

Figure 6 shows plots of F(Ca) for square tubes and for a range of values of the
parameter K. Also shown (as dashed lines) are the approximations F(Ca) ≈ 2 −
K/Ca which correspond to the simplifications α ≡ 1 and C ≡ 0 used in the derivation
of (4.6). Figure 6 shows that the critical velocity Uc obtained from the approximate
analysis provides an excellent prediction for critical velocity at which the symmetrically
branching solution becomes unstable. This is because the capillary pressure jump
affects only the magnitude of the growth rate, but not its sign, therefore setting C ≡ 0
does not affect the prediction for Uc. Furthermore, at small capillary number, the
thickness of the fluid film that the propagating finger deposits on the channel walls
is small, therefore the approximation α ≡ 1 becomes more accurate as the capillary
number is reduced. This explains why the discrepancy between the exact and the
approximate solutions for Uc decreases with Ca. Both analyses show that if k = 0,
corresponding to the case when the end chambers are open to the atmosphere and
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The dashed lines represent the approximation F = 2 − K/Ca which provides excellent
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offer no resistance to the flow, we have F > 0, implying that the finger will branch
asymmetrically.

5. Comparing theory and experiment
To compare theory and experiment, we must estimate the (volumetric) stiffness

k of the end chambers. As discussed in § 2, the end chambers are circular holes
of radius a = 1.6 mm which are sealed with elastic membranes. Before the start of
the experiment, the membranes were pre-stretched by injecting silicone oil until
their centres were deflected outwards by approximately ŵ ≈ 400 µm. Eschenauer &
Schnell’s (1986) large-displacement analysis of pressure-loaded circular membranes
provides the relation between the chamber pressure and the membrane’s maximum
deflection, pelast(ŵ), and the corresponding chamber volume, V (ŵ). Using these results
we obtain the volumetric stiffness

k =
dpelast

dŵ

(
dV

dŵ

)−1

=
6Eh3

πa6

(
(23 − 9ν)

7(1 − ν)

(
ŵ

h

)2

+
8

3(1 − ν2)

)
, (5.1)

which has a strong nonlinear dependence on ŵ. The volume of PFD injected during
the actual experiment is small relative to the total volume of the pressure chambers.
Therefore, the injection of the PFD finger causes only small additional deflections and
k can be expected to remain approximately constant throughout the experiment. The
flow resistance R of a rectangular channel of width W and aspect ratio 2:1 is given
by R = 139.93/W 4 (see White 1991). Using the estimates for the physical parameters
given in § 2, we obtain K = k/(Rσ ) ≈ 1.0 × 10−3, indicating that the transition to non-
axisymmetric branching should occur at a capillary number of Ca ≈ K/2 = 5.0 × 10−4.
This compares favourably with the experimental data of figure 4 which shows that
the transition between symmetric and asymmetric branching occurs for a finger
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velocity (in the parent branch) of U ≈ 2U between 478 µms−1 and 606 µm s−1. This
corresponds to capillary numbers (based on the velocities in the daughter branches)
between Ca =µU/σ = 4.78 × 10−4 and 6.06 × 10−4.

6. Discussion
We have studied the propagation of low-viscosity fingers in a fluid-filled branching

network of microchannels and have analysed the behaviour of the finger as it
passes a single bifurcation. The behaviour was shown to depend mainly on the
relative importance of viscous and elastic forces, characterized by the dimensionless
parameter λ= k/(2µUR). Viscous effects dominate if the finger velocity and/or the
viscous flow resistance are large, so that λ< 1. In this regime, the finger branches
asymmetrically and will tend to open a single path through the network. This is
because any perturbation that increases the length of one air finger relative to the
length of the other, reduces the viscous flow resistance offered by the column of
viscous fluid ahead of the finger tip. This causes the velocity of the longer finger to
increase, enhancing the initial difference in finger length even further. We note that
the ‘inverse’ of this mechanism is responsible for the symmetric propagation of the
oil fingers that displace the air that initially fills the channel when the experiment is
first set up. If a small local imperfection in the channel geometry momentarily allows
one of the oil fingers to propagate slightly faster than the other, the resulting increase
in the finger length increases the flow resistance and causes the finger to slow down,
allowing the other finger to catch up.

Conversely, if the air finger propagates sufficiently slowly and/or if the stiffness
of the end chambers is sufficiently large so that λ> 1, the finger tends to branch
symmetrically. This is because the slightly stronger inflation of the elastic end chamber
that is connected to the branch conveying the longer finger, creates a strong restoring
pressure which reduces the finger velocity until the volumes of both end chambers
are approximately equal again.

In the context of the pulmonary airway reopening problem, our results suggest that
the reopening of occluded airways should be performed at small speeds to encourage
symmetric branching of the air finger as it propagates into the bronchial tree, though
it is important to re-iterate that our model provides an extreme simplification of the
conditions in the pulmonary airways. For instance, our model is based on a highly
idealized geometry; our lumped representation of the wall elasticity ignores the fact
that the wall deformation interacts with the fluid flow near the finger tip. Furthermore,
while symmetric branching of the propagating air finger is clearly desirable, any
attempt to optimize airway reopening procedures will be subject to many additional,
and possibly conflicting, constraints. For instance, Bilek, Dee & Gaver (2003) showed
that airway reopening at small flow rates may result in cellular damage owing to
an increase in the stresses on the airway wall. Finally, we assumed the finger to be
driven by an imposed flow rate rather than a controlled driving pressure. In § 4, we
showed that dp̂dr/dt = 0, implying that there is no difference between the two cases,
within the framework of a linear stability analysis. However, nonlinear effects are
likely to become important when the deviations in the finger velocities become large.
It is therefore conceivable that changes to the driving mechanism could affect the
behaviour of the asymmetrically branching solution (see e.g. Halpern et al. 2005).

As for microfluidic flows, the results suggest that some limitations exist on the
ability to fill a network of channels evenly or to divide drops. For this reason, it will
be important to explore ways of stabilizing the symmetric branching in lab-on-a-chip
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applications, for example, by introducing an increased resistance to the flow as the
finger advances, through the use of elastic forces.
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Abstract

A plug of wetting liquid is driven at constant pressure through a bifurcation in a microchannel. For a plug advancing in a straight channel,
we find that the viscous dissipation in the bulk may be estimated using Poiseuille’s law while Bretherton and Tanner’s laws model the additional
dissipation occurring at the rear and front interfaces. At a second stage, we focus on the behavior of the plug flowing through a T-junction.
Experiments show the existence of a threshold pressure, below which the plug remains blocked at the entrance of the junction. Above this required
pressure, the plug enters the bifurcation and either ruptures or splits into two daughter plugs, depending on the applied pressure and on the initial
length of the plug. By means of geometrical arguments and the previously cited laws, we propose a global model to predict the transitions between
the three observed behaviors.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Microfluidic bifurcation; Plug rupture; Threshold pressure; Splitting

1. Introduction

Microfluidic fabrication techniques provide new ways to
handle fluids in complex geometries at sub-millimeter scale.
While the transport of a single fluid is well understood in the
laminar “Stokes” regime, two-phase flows present important
challenges due to the nonlinear effects at the moving interfaces.
Indeed, even the transport of liquid plugs in a straight channel
involves a nonlinear pressure–velocity relationship that results
from the balance between viscous and capillary effects [1]. This
balance operates near the triple lines at which the liquid and
gas phases meet the solid substrate; the details of this balance
depend strongly on the wetting properties of the solid and the
liquid [2].

The transport of plugs in a complex geometry, such as a
network of channels, is of interest for microfluidics but also
in geological and biological situations. For instance, an under-
standing of the transport of plugs through bifurcations is neces-
sary for applications in drug delivery in the pulmonary airway

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: baroud@ladhyx.polytechnique.fr (C.N. Baroud).

tree [3], or in the extraction of oil from porous rocks [4], where
one is interested in the transport of a volume of a liquid (mu-
cus or petroleum) bounded by two liquid–gas interfaces. Since
the liquid usually wets the solid in these situations, this will
be represented at rest by a zero contact angle between the two
phases.

The aim of the present work is to study the transport of such
plugs in rectangular microchannels, when both inertia and grav-
ity are negligible. This is done by driving plugs at constant
pressure through straight and bifurcating microchannels and
by developing corresponding theoretical models. A combined
theoretical and experimental study of the straight and bifurcat-
ing cases will therefore provide the essential building block for
understanding the dynamics of a two-phase flow in a channel
network, which in turn will allow the modeling of concrete sit-
uations.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
experimental setup and protocol. It is followed in Section 3 by
the development of a theoretical model for a plug in a straight
channel which is validated experimentally. Finally, Sections 4
and 5 provide the experimental and theoretical study of the flow
of a plug through a T-junction, respectively.

0021-9797/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2006.12.018
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2. Experimental setup

A schematic of the experimental setup used in our study is
shown in Fig. 1. The experiments were conducted in rectangular
cross section microfluidic channels made of polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) by using soft lithography techniques [5]. These
channels are integrated in a microfluidic chip, composed of two
parts. To obtain the upper part in which the channel is etched,
a thin layer of photosensitive resin (Microchem, SU8-2035) is
first spin-coated on a silicon wafer and patterned by standard
photolithography. The speed of spin-coating sets the thickness b

of the future channels, while the widths and the shapes are con-
trolled by the design of the patterned masks which are used
during the UV exposure. The photoresist is then developed
yielding the mold on which a thick layer of PDMS (Dow Corm-
ing, Sylgard 184) is poured and allowed to partially cure. The
resulting cast is finally removed from the mold and inlet/outlet
holes are punched for later connections. In parallel, the lower
part of the microchannel is obtained by spin-coating and par-
tially curing a flat layer of PDMS on a glass microscope slide.
At a final stage, the two PDMS parts are brought into contact
and the whole is cured completely, thus forming a microflu-
idic chip. As seen in Fig. 1, the microchannel consists of an
entrance region (Y-junction) used to form the liquid plugs, an
initial straight channel and a final T-junction. We note that wi
and wo are the widths of the inlet and outlet branches of the
T-junction. Typical values for the thickness and the width of
the straight channel were b � 25–50 µm and wi � 200–300 µm.
The different dimensions were measured on the resin mold with
a profilometer (Dektak).

A constant driving pressure Pdr was applied using a water
column connected to a sealed air bottle as shown in Fig. 1;
the air flowing out of the bottle was then driven to one in-
let of the Y-junction while the other inlet was used for liq-
uid introduction. Outlets of the T-junction were at atmospheric
pressure P0. Different values of the driving pressure Pdr were
obtained by varying the height of water in the column and cal-

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. A constant pressure Pdr is applied at the upper
left inlet branch of the Y-junction. The lower left branch is used to introduce
the wetting liquid from a syringe pump. The motion of the plug is recorded
with a camera through a microscope. Note the enlargement of the inlet channel
downstream of the Y-junction.

Fig. 2. A liquid plug after its formation within the Y-junction. The plug moves
from left to right. The upper branch is connected to the constant pressure source
(air) and the lower branch contains the wetting liquid which is injected using
a syringe pump. Length and speed are calculated from the measured positions
of the menisci at the advancing (front) and receding (rear) interfaces, detected
along the centerline of the channel.

culating the corresponding hydrostatic pressure, ranging from
100 Pa (�1 cm of water) up to 600 Pa (�60 cm of water). The
precision on the water height pressure was 2 mm, giving a max-
imum error of 20% for the lowest pressure value. All pressure
losses in the external tubing were neglected.

The plugs were formed with perfluorodecalin (PFD), a flu-
orinated liquid with dynamic viscosity η = 5 cP and surface
tension γ = 15 mN/m [6]. In addition to wetting the solid
substrate, the PFD also has the advantage of not swelling the
PDMS [7]. To obtain the typical plug shown in Fig. 2, the liq-
uid was forced into one inlet of the Y-junction by actuating
a syringe pump for a given interval of time while a manual
valve cut off the air entrance from the pressure source. Once
the plug was formed, the syringe pump was switched off, and
the pressure was applied. By controlling the duration of the
syringe pump actuation, plugs of different lengths were ob-
tained. However, since the minimal length of the plugs was
fixed by the characteristic size of the Y-junction, the channel
was enlarged downstream of the Y-junction to allow the study
of shorter plugs, resulting in lengths as small as the width wi of
the inlet channel. There was no upper limit for the size of the
plugs.

Experiments were recorded with a high speed camera (res-
olution 1024 × 256 pixels, 1 pixel for 10 µm, sampled at 10–
100 fps) through a microscope (Leica, MZ 16). For each image
of the sequences thus obtained, the positions (xf and xr) of the
menisci at the advancing (front) and receding (rear) interfaces
of the traveling plug were manually located along the center-
line of the channel. These measurements yielded the length
and the speed of the plug during its transport as, respectively,
Lplug = xf − xr and Uplug = dxc/dt with xc = (xf + xr)/2. Note
that before starting data acquisition, several plugs of PFD were
introduced in order to prewet the channel walls.

A sketch of a plug moving in a rectangular microchannel is
shown in Fig. 3. In this schematic, plane A (“in-plane” section)
represents the projected view as seen through the microscope,
e.g., Fig. 2. We will also refer later to plane B as the “in-
thickness” section.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a plug in a rectangular channel. Planes A and B correspond
respectively to “in-plane” and “in-thickness” sections.

3. Visco-capillary regime in straight channels

We first consider the transport of a liquid plug of length L0
moving with a steady velocity U0 in the straight microchannel
upstream of the T-junction. By taking a characteristic length
scale D ∼ 50 µm and typical velocities U0 ∼ 5 mm/s, one ob-
tains a Bond number Bo = ρgD2/γ ∼ 5×10−3 and a Reynolds
number Re = ρU0D/η ∼ 2 × 10−2, where ρ ∼ 1000 kg/m3

and g = 9.81 m/s2 are, respectively, the density of the liquid
and the acceleration of gravity. Therefore, one may neglect
gravity and inertial effects, expecting the plug dynamics to be
governed by a visco-capillary regime as mentioned in [8]. Here,
we use an approach similar to the one developed by Bico and
Quéré [1]. Given a constant driving pressure Pdr, the steady-
state pressure balance across the plug is

(1)Pdr = �P r
cap + Pvisc + �P a

cap,

where �P r
cap and �P a

cap express the capillary pressure drops at
the receding and advancing interfaces of the plug, respectively,
while Pvisc represents the viscous dissipation occurring in the
bulk. Using Poiseuille’s law, the latter is expressed as

(2)Pvisc = αηL0U0,

with α, a dimensional coefficient, corresponding to the geom-
etry of the channel. For a rectangular geometry [9], α may be
approximated as

(3)α � 12

b2

[
1 − 6

25b

π5wi

]−1

.

When the plug is at rest, static values of �P r
cap and �P a

cap
are given by Laplace’s law as �P r

cap = −�P a
cap = γ κ , where

κ � 2(b−1 + w−1
i ) is the mean curvature of each interface at

rest. Here, we neglect the flow of liquid along the corners of the
channel that slightly deforms the shape of the interfaces [10].
When the plug is moving, the front and rear curvatures are
modified as shown in Fig. 4. At the front interface, the balance
between friction and wetting forces at the vicinity of the contact
line leads to the existence of a non-zero dynamic contact angle
and this flattening of the advancing interface increases the re-
sistance to the motion. By assuming that θa has the same value
in the two sections, the dynamic capillary pressure drop for the
front interface becomes

(4)�P a
cap = −γ κ cos θa.

Fig. 4. Sketch of the plug (sections A and B). Here, θa is the dynamic contact
angle at the front interface and eb (ewi ) is the thickness of the deposited film at
the rear of the plug in the thickness (width).

The relation between the contact angle and the velocity of the
contact line is known through Tanner’s law [1,11] which states
that

(5)θa = (6Γ Ca)1/3,

where Ca = ηU0/γ is the capillary number and Γ is a loga-
rithmic prefactor that accounts for the singularity occurring at
the contact line, where the usual no-slip boundary condition at
the solid surface leads to a logarithmic divergence in the shear
stress [12].

Using Eq. (5) and taking the first-order term in the Taylor
expansion of cos θa in Eq. (4), the front pressure drop becomes

(6)�P a
cap � γ κ

(
−1 + (6Γ Ca)2/3

2

)
.

At the rear interface, a thin film is deposited at the channel
walls [13], which reduces the rear meniscus radius and thus,
also increases the resistance to the motion. We note that eb and
ewi are the thicknesses of the deposited film at the rear of the
plug in the in-thickness and in-plane sections, respectively. The
dynamic capillary pressure drop at the rear interface may then
be written as

(7)�P r
cap = γ

(
1

b/2 − eb
+ 1

wi/2 − ewi

)
.

Bretherton’s law expresses the thickness e of the deposited film
at the rear of a plug as a function of the capillary number Ca
and the radius R of a circular capillary tube [1]:

(8)e/R = 3.88Ca2/3.

Assuming Bretherton’s law to be valid in both directions of the
rectangular cross section, i.e., 2eb/b = 2ewi/wi = 3.88Ca2/3,
the rear capillary jump is obtained from Eq. (7) as

(9)�P r
cap = γ κ

(
1 + 3.88Ca2/3).

Finally, by using Eqs. (2), (6) and (9), one derives

(10)Pdr � αηL0U0 + γ κβCa2/3,

where β = 3.88 + (6Γ )2/3/2 is a nondimensional coefficient
obtained from Bretherton’s and Tanner’s laws.

Equation (10) governs the dynamics of a plug of length L0
moving steadily at speed U0 in a straight rectangular channel
for a constant driving pressure. Equation (10) can be nondimen-
sionalized by comparing it with the capillary pressure jump γ κ ,
and we obtain

(11)Pdr � αCa + βCa2/3,
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Fig. 5. Capillary number of a liquid plug as a function of its inverse nondi-
mensional length 1/α for a pressure Pdr = 250 Pa (Pdr = 0.2). The dashed line
corresponds to Poiseuille’s law, Ca ∝ 1/α. The full line corresponds to Eq. (11)
with β = 16.

with Pdr = Pdr/(γ κ) is the nondimensional driving pressure
and α = αL0/κ is the nondimensional length.

Experiments were conducted in a microchannel to verify
the applicability of Eq. (11) to our rectangular geometry. The
cross section of the microchannels used here was wi × b =
210 × 25 µm. Single plugs of various lengths were introduced
and forced at constant pressure following the protocol of Sec-
tion 2. For all driving pressures, we observed that the measured
lengths and speeds of the plugs remained constant within 5%
throughout the channel and average length L0 and speed U0

were determined.
A sample of experimental results is plotted in Fig. 5. Data

corresponding to long plugs asymptote to Poiseuille’s law
(dashed line, Pdr = αCa from Eq. (2)). For shorter plugs, the
data exhibit a nonlinear Ca vs (α)−1 relationship due to an ad-
ditional dissipation occurring at the interfaces. The theoretical
curve (full line) obtained from Eq. (11) is plotted with β = 16
and is in good agreement with the experimental data. The cor-
responding value of Γ = 20 is higher than experimental values
reported in millimetric circular tubes [1]. However, the coeffi-
cient (6Γ )1/3 = 4.9 appearing in Tanner’s law (Eq. (5)) is in
close agreement with Hoffman’s data [11] for which the previ-
ous coefficient is of order 4–5 for a dry tube. A more precise es-
timate of the Tanner’s constant would require a specific study by
keeping track of both the microscopic and macroscopic physics
involved in our configuration, as described in [12].

Thus, although Bretherton’s and Tanner’s laws are not
strictly applicable to the rectangular geometry, our results show
the possibility of using the previous laws to model the dynamics
of plugs in our channels.

4. Blocking, rupture or splitting at the T-junction

We now consider a plug flowing through the T-junction for
different driving pressures and initial plug lengths, L0, mea-
sured in the straight channel upstream of the bifurcation. Exper-

Fig. 6. Blocking of the plug at the entrance of the T-junction for two distinct
pressures with Pdr < Pthresh. The front interface is pinned at the corners of the
bifurcation and adapts its curvature to the applied pressure. The shape of the
rear interface is independent of Pdr.

iments were conducted with channel dimensions wi ×wo ×b =
260 × 260 × 46 µm. Three different behaviors were observed
depending on the driving pressure and on the initial length of
the plug as described below.

4.1. Blocking

The first feature extracted from the observations of a plug
getting to the T-junction is the existence of a threshold pres-
sure Pthresh (between 200 and 300 Pa for our experiments)
which does not depend on the initial length of the plug. For
Pdr < Pthresh, the plug remains blocked at the entrance of the
bifurcation as presented in Fig. 6, which shows the equilib-
rium positions of plugs for two distinct pressures (Pdr = 100,
200 Pa). While the rear interface has the same shape in both
cases, the front interface adapts its curvature to balance the ap-
plied pressure keeping its extremities pinned at the corners of
the bifurcation.

4.2. Rupture

When the pressure exceeds the threshold pressure Pthresh, the
plug continues its propagation through the bifurcation. If the
plug is short, its rear interface catches up with its front interface
before the latter reaches the wall opposite to the entrance chan-
nel. The plug then ruptures, opening the outlet branches of the
T-junction to air. A typical sequence of plug rupture is shown in
Fig. 7. Eventually, the liquid that remains on the channel walls
drains slowly through the action of capillary forces and air drag.

4.3. Splitting into two daughter plugs

When the plugs are sufficiently long that the front interface
reaches the opposite wall, two daughter plugs of equal length
are formed through a splitting of the initial one, as shown in
Fig. 8. As soon as the liquid reaches the wall, the transport
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Fig. 7. Sequence of plug rupture. The plug ruptures in the T-junction, leaving liquid on one side of the outlet channel, where air can flow freely from the pressure
source.

Fig. 8. Sequence of plug splitting at the T-junction. Splitting leads to symmetric formation of two daughter plugs in the outlet branches of the T-junction.

dynamics becomes dominated by the wetting forces acting be-
tween the two phases. These forces act to draw the liquid very
rapidly into contact with the wall, as observed between the
images (b) and (c) of Fig. 8. In part (c), we see that the cur-
vature is not constant along the liquid surface, implying local
pressure gradients in the fluid which pull it into the daughter
branches. These wetting forces are dominant compared to the
driving pressure, as seen by the rapidity of the advance once
the plug has touched the wall.

Note that before rupture or splitting, the evolution of the plug
in the bifurcation is similar in both cases: the front interface
advances without constraints while the extremities of the rear
interface remain pinned by the corners of the bifurcation until
process of rupture or splitting is achieved (Fig. 7c).

4.4. Phase diagram

We summarize the three cases discussed above (blocking,
rupture and splitting) in the experimental phase diagram shown
in Fig. 9. As stated above, we observed the blocking (�) of the
plug below a threshold pressure, Pthresh, whose value is seen to
be independent on the length of the plug. Above Pthresh, exper-
imental data show that the transition between rupture (�) and
splitting (!) depends on the applied pressure and on the length
of the plug: as the pressure increases, the length of liquid re-
quired to create two daughter plugs becomes smaller.

5. Theoretical model

In this section, the two transitions appearing in the phase di-
agram of Fig. 9 are explained theoretically. We first establish a

Fig. 9. Phase diagram for plug behavior at the T-junction.

2D pressure balance to derive the value of the blocking pres-
sure after which we develop a model to predict the transition
between rupture and splitting.

5.1. Threshold pressure

Since the plug is at rest in the blocking case, the viscous term
in Eq. (1) is zero and the new pressure balance may be written
as

(12)Pdr = �P r
cap + �P a

cap.

Here, the terms �P r
cap and �P a

cap express static pressure drops
and Eq. (12) may be simplified by distinguishing in-plane and
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Fig. 10. The shapes of the rear and front interfaces at the threshold pressure
(in-plane section).

in-thickness contributions of the capillary pressure jumps which
are related via Laplace’s law to the corresponding principal cur-
vatures of the interfaces. Since the channel thickness does not
vary at the bifurcation, we assume that the in-thickness com-
ponents of the pressure drops at the rear and front interfaces
cancel each other, the radii of curvature in the thickness being
b/2 in absolute value. Therefore, the problem is reduced to a
2D pressure balance of in-plane components of pressure drops,
leading to

(13)Pdr = γ

(
1

Rr + 1

Ra

)
,

where Rr and Ra are the radii of curvature of the rear and front
interfaces in plane A, respectively.

The experimental observations shown in Fig. 6 provide the
information to derive the value of the threshold pressure. For
Pdr < Pthresh, the receding interface is seen to keep a constant
in-plane radius of curvature Rr = wi/2 while the advancing
interface adapts its in-plane curvature to the applied pressure
and its radius Ra varies such that |Ra| � wi/2. The situation
in which Ra = +wi/2 is illustrated in Fig. 10 and leads to the
threshold pressure, which is the highest pressure that can be
sustained across the plug, reading finally

(14)Pthresh = 4γ

wi
.

For our experimental conditions (wi = 260 µm and γ =
15 mN/m), we obtain Pthresh � 230 Pa, in agreement with the
measured value (200 Pa < Pthresh < 300 Pa).

5.2. Rupture or splitting

We now propose to explain the critical plug length, Lcrit,
for getting rupture or splitting when the pressure exceeds the
threshold pressure. Our aim here is not to model the complete
dynamics of the plug but to derive a global model which clar-
ifies the dependence of Lcrit on the driving pressure Pdr by
taking into account the fundamental mechanisms involved in
the plug evolution. We first consider a plug of length Lcrit theo-
retically situated on the transition curve. A geometric condition
is then obtained from the shape of such a plug in the T-junction.
Finally, a dynamic argument is used to map this geometric con-
dition onto the experimental L0–Pdr diagram.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Shape of the plugs before (a) rupture and (c) splitting. (b) Schematic
of a plug of volume Vcrit situated on the theoretical boundary between rupture
and splitting where front and rear interfaces of a plug meet at the wall.

5.2.1. Geometric condition
The diagram of Fig. 9 exhibits a L0–Pdr dependent boundary

between the rupture or splitting cases. We consider the shape of
the plugs just before rupture or splitting, as shown in Figs. 11a
and 11c. In Fig. 11a, the rear interface catches up with the front
interface before the latter reaches the wall, leading to rupture
of the plug. Conversely, in Fig. 11c, the front interface is about
to touch the wall before the rear interface catches up with it,
resulting in the splitting of the plug and the formation of two
daughter plugs. In the limiting case, a plug of length Lcrit sees
its front and rear interfaces meeting at the wall. Approximating
the shape of both interfaces with circular sections leads to the
sketch of Fig. 11b. Here, the critical volume of the plug is noted
Vcrit and is completely defined by θa, θ r, wo and the thickness b

of the microchannel. At point C, the rear contact angle θ r is de-
fined geometrically as θ r = 2 arctan(wi/2wo). In contrast, the
contact angle θa at point E may take different values depend-
ing on the velocity of the advancing interface. As a result, the
critical volume decreases as θa increases for a given T-junction,
down to a zero volume when θa = π − θ r.

The volume of liquid contained between the two interfaces in
the critical configuration corresponding to Fig. 11b is obtained
as

(15)Vcrit = bw2
o

[
f

(
θa) − g

(
θ r)],

where

(16)f
(
θa) = (

θa − cos θa sin θa)(1 − cos θa)−2

and

(17)g
(
θ r) = (

π − θ r + cos θ r sin θ r)(1 + cos θ r)−2
.

This volume corresponds to a plug of length Lcrit in the entrance
channel such that

(18)Vcrit = b
[
Lcritwi + (1 − π/4)w2

i

]
,

with the correction term b(1 − π/4)w2
i taking into account the

volume contained in the circular menisci. Therefore, the critical
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length is such that

(19)
Lcrit

wi
=

(
wo

wi

)2[
f

(
θa) − g

(
θ r)] −

(
1 − π

4

)
.

For a given contact angle θa, a plug of initial length L0 < Lcrit
will rupture in the bifurcation while a plug such that L0 > Lcrit
will produce two daughter plugs.

Since θ r is a function of the ratio wo/wi, the value of Lcrit
depends on θa and wo/wi. Therefore, Eq. (19) will provide dif-
ferent values of Lcrit as θa varies, the other quantities being
constant for a given geometry. The problem is now to under-
stand the mechanisms involved in the determination of θa.

5.2.2. Dynamic condition
Although the propagation in the bifurcation is unsteady, the

dynamics is still governed by a visco-capillary regime. There-
fore, at a given time, we may use Eq. (1) on a specific fluid
streamline. For simplicity, we choose the streamline linking
points C and E.

Close to point C, the speed of the rear interface is nil since it
is pinned at the corners of the junction. Thus, the capillary drop
at the receding interface is approximated as

(20)�P r
cap = γ

(
1

Rr + 2

b

)
,

where Rr is the in-plane radius of the receding interface (see
Fig. 11b) and is expressed as

(21)Rr = wo

1 + cos θ r .

For the front interface, we assume that the speed of the contact
line at point E establishes the contact angle θa and that θa is the
same in the thickness and in the plane. Therefore, the capillary
drop at the advancing interface reads

(22)�P a
cap = γ

(
1

Ra − 2 cos θa

b

)
,

where Ra is the in-plane radius of the advancing interface, cal-
culated from geometry as

(23)Ra = wo

1 − cos θa .

The viscous term in Eq. (1) is approximated as a dissipation
term in a Hele–Shaw geometry (since b/wo � 0.18), leading to

(24)Pvisc = 12η

b2
LmVm,

where Lm is the length of the streamline C–E and Vm the mean
speed of the fluid particles between points C and E. As stated
above, the speed at point C is nil and the speed at point E is
related to the contact angle by Tanner’s law (Eq. (5)) as

(25)VE = γ

η
CaE = γ (θa)3

6ηΓ
.

We estimate the quantities Vm and Lm to first order as Vm =
(VE + VC)/2 and Lm = yE − wi/2, where yE = wo/ tan(θa/2)

is the distance from point E to the centerline of the inlet channel
(see Fig. 11b).

Fig. 12. Experimental Pdr–L0/wi diagram and theoretical transitions. (1) Rup-
ture-splitting transition corresponding to Eq. (27) with θa varying from π/6
to π/3 and (6Γ )1/3 = 4.9. (2) Threshold pressure (Eq. (14)).

Finally, combining the terms above leads to the pressure bal-
ance across the plug

(26)

Pdr � γ

[
2
yE − wi/2

Γ b2

(
θa)3 + 1

Ra + 1

Rr + 2

b

(
1 − cos θa)],

which accounts for the dynamic relation between θa and Pdr.
Using a reference pressure γ /wi and expressing the different

quantities as functions of θa, wi/wo, wo/b and wi/b, Eq. (26)
reads in a nondimensional form

Pdr �
[

2
wo

b

wi

b

(
tan

θa

2

)−1

−
(

wi

b

)2]
(θa)3

Γ

+
[

1 + cos

(
2 arctan

wi

2wo

)]
wi

wo

(27)+
[

2wi

b
+ wi

wo

](
1 − cos θa).

5.2.3. Summary of the model
The geometrical condition provides a relation between Lcrit

and θa (Eq. (19)) while θa may be related to Pdr using the
pressure balance of Eq. (26). For a given value of θa, we are
now able to estimate the value of Pdr corresponding to Lcrit. By
varying θa from π/6 to π/3, we obtained the results plotted in
their dimensionless form in Fig. 12, using Γ = 20 which is the
value obtained from straight channel experiments. The quanti-
tative and qualitative behaviors of the theoretical transition are
in good agreement with the experimental data.

6. Conclusion

Our experiments on plug propagation in straight microchan-
nels of rectangular cross section showed good agreement with
previous studies in capillaries with circular sections [1], in spite
of the large aspect ratio of our channels. In particular, the two
principal radii of curvature could be used to account for the
capillary effects at the advancing and receding interfaces and
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effects of draining in the corners could be ignored for suffi-
ciently fast propagation of the plugs.

Experiments through bifurcations show three distinct behav-
ior regimes: blocking of the plugs at the bifurcation for small
driving pressures, rupture and channel reopening, or splitting
into two daughter plugs. The transitions between these three
behaviors may be explained by invoking geometric constraints
combined with capillary effects for the case of blocking, or a
visco-capillary balance for the rupture vs splitting transition.

These results reproduce some of the known phenomenolo-
gies in pulmonary airway flows and geological flows, such as
the existence of threshold pressures [10,14,15] or the different
mechanisms of transport of a liquid bolus [16,17]. However,
they benefit from having a well described geometry and direct
access to the complete plug dynamics at all times. Combined
with the advantages of microfluidic fabrication techniques, this
study will lead to new experimental models of network dynam-
ics, with implications in biofluid or porous media flows.
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Chapter 3

Droplet manipulation through
localized heating

69



The work presented in this chapter is the result of several years of research
and many collaborations. It is not presented in chronological order. The ex-
ternal collaborators who participated on this work were Jean-Pierre Delville,
Matthieu Robert de Saint Vincent, Régis Wunenburger (all from U. Bor-
deaux I); François Gallaire (U. Nice); David McGloin and Dan Burnham (U.
Saint Andrews). At LadHyX, the quantitative experiments were performed
by Maria-Luisa Cordero and Emilie Verneuil.

3.1 Manipulating drops with a focused laser

We now focus on the manipulation of droplets in microfluidic circuits. Two guiding prin-
ciples seemed important in developing manipulation techniques which lead to our early
experimenting with lasers in microchannels. The first principle was to take advantage
of scaling laws favorable to miniaturization such as by using surface phenomena, rather
than body forces which become weak at small scales. Second, our design strategy was
to simplify the microfabrication and minimize the cost of the channels, which is achieved
by fabricating the simplest PDMS channels and not requiring electrode deposition nor
multi-layer lithography.

With these general principles in mind, the approach that we converged upon was the
use of a laser to induce Marangoni flows on the surface of droplets, thus satisfying the two
above criteria. Furthermore, since optical manipulation techniques are well developed,
namely for the use with optical tweezers [59], the approach seemed technically feasible,
even though it was rather risky. Indeed, no one had demonstrated the manipulation of
microfluidic drops larger than a few microns with lasers at the time when our project was
initially proposed (and funded). Optical forces, which generate less than nanoNewtons,
seemed too weak to be used as a backup in case the Marangoni effect was not obtained.

The first effect that was observed, once we applied laser-heating to a water-oil
interface, is shown in Fig. 3.1. This figure shows a cross-shaped microchannel in which
oil is forced from the top and bottom channels and water from the left channel. In the
absence of laser forcing, water drops in oil are produced in a regular fashion, much like the
flow-focusing devices that have become standard. When the laser is illuminated, however,
the water-oil interface is completely blocked for times much longer than a typical drop
detachment time. In the case shown here, the water is forced at a constant flowrate such
that the neck connecting the drop to the water input grows as the drop is held in place,
meaning that the drop that finally detaches is larger than the drop produced without the
laser action.

The time that the drop is blocked depends on the laser power and its location,
though the blocking works equally well for any drop formation geometry. This is shown
in Fig. 3.2, where the blocking time is measured as a function of laser position and power,
for a cross and T geometries. We observe a linear increase in blocking time with laser
power in both cases, with a threshold value below which the drops are not held. Finally,
we also observe that the drop size increases linearly with holding time, at least for certain
blocking positions for an imposed flowrate.

Note however that the experiments of Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 were all performed using
a visible laser (Argon Ion, wavelength λ = 514 nm). In this case, heating the water is
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Figure 3.1: Microfluidic valve: In the absence of a laser, water drops are produced in a
regular fashion. When the laser is illuminated, the shedding is delayed and the drop that
finally forms is larger.

only possible if a dye is dissolved in it; this set of experiments was done using fluorescein
because it absorbs at 514 nm. For this reason, it is not clear if the blocking time is
determined by intrinsic effects in the drops or by photo-bleaching of the sensitive fluo-
rescein molecules. In later experiments where the water was flowed at constant pressure
and where an infrared laser was used with no dye in the water, we were able to achieve
blocking times larger than one minute in a true flow-focusing device, although systematic
studies were not performed.

These initial experiments seemed extremely promising from a practical point of view
since they represented (and still represent) the only available method for modulating the
shedding frequency and size of drops, without the need to vary the external flow controls.
This lead the CNRS and Ecole Polytechnique to deposit a patent on the manipulation

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Characterization of the blocking time as a function of laser position and
power, for two different geometries, using an Argon Ion laser. Note that the phenomenon
does not depend strongly on the geometry but the blocking time increases with laser
power.
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technique of drops and microfluidic systems through laser heating. At the same time,
the observed effects also raised a large number of questions, many of which remain open
at the time of writing of this memoir, although some advance has been made on certain
fronts and will be described below. The next sections describe the theoretical models
we have developed and the detailed experimental measurements which allow us to make
predictions on the limits of the technique. These are followed, in Section 3.4, by some
examples of what can be done with this approach, first with a simple Gaussian laser
spot, then using more complex beam-shaping and dynamic holographic techniques in
Section 3.5.

3.2 How does it work?

The initial observations were difficult to understand since the physical origin of the force
holding the drop were unknown. Indeed, the classical Marangoni forcing, as described
for example by Young et al. [124], is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this standard picture, the
surface tension decreases at the hot region relative to the cold region, which leads to a
flow along the surface of the drop that is directed from the hot to the cold side. This
drives the outer fluid to travel towards the cold side and the drop to migrate up the
temperature gradient, by reaction. This forcing has been demonstrated by experiments
and simulations [124, 88, 75] and it was not clear to us how the Marangoni effect could
generate a pushing rather than a pulling force on the interface. Moreover, optical forces
were ruled out for being too weak to trap a drop with a radius of a few hundred microns.

drop motionCOLD HOT

       flow
Induced externalMarangoni

flow

Figure 3.3: Classical view of a “swimming drop” which is subject to a temperature gra-
dient. In the classical picture, drops migrate to the hot side.

However, the puzzle begins to clarify when particles are suspended in the fluids in
order to trace the flows, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Surprisingly, the flows are directed towards
the hot region, indicating an anomalous Marangoni effect which causes an increase in
surface tension with temperature. Owing to the linearity of the Stokes equations, one
therefore expects that changing the sign of the Marangoni flow will lead to changing the
sign of the force on the drop. This indicates that the origin of the repulsive force on the
drop may be of Marangoni origin, given that the flows are directed towards the hot region
along the interface.

The hydrodynamic model that was developed assumes a circular water drop placed
in a narrow gap with infinite lateral extent. This is similar to the Hele-Shaw model,
although we will look for the effects of shear on the drop, meaning that we will look for
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Laser

Figure 3.4: Streaklines, inside and outside the drop, of the flows induced by the laser
heating. The arrows show that the flows are directed towards the hot regions along the
interface, indicating an anomalous Marangoni effect.

departures from potential flow theory. The basic image we would like to understand is
sketched in Fig. 3.5, which shows a drop submitted to an external flow going from the
left to the right. If the laser is able to stop the drop, the net effect due to the heating
needs to exactly counterbalance the drag force felt due to the external flow.

Force due

Drag force
tension
to surface

V

a

external
flow

drop

laser

Surface tension imbalance

Figure 3.5: A drop is submitted to an external flow from left to right. The net effect due
to the Marangoni effect balances the drag due to this flow.

An estimate of the necessary force can therefore be obtained by estimating the drag
force on a drop in a narrow gap. This can be obtained from Ref. [90], where the force
acting on the drop is given as

Fdrag '
πµoilR

2

h

[
1 + λ+

h

4R

(
2λ

1 + λ

)]
V, (3.1)

where λ = µwater/µoil is the viscosity ratio, R is the drop radius, h is the gap height,
and V is the velocity of the oil at infinity. A numerical application of typical values
R = 100 µm, h = 10 µm, and V = 1 mm/s, yields a drag force of about 1 µN. This
force is many orders of magnitude larger than forces produced by optical techniques, thus
completely ruling out the possibility of an optical gradient origin of the force. It is also
several orders of magnitude larger than forces produced by dielectrophoresis [5].

The force generated by the thermocapillary convective flow on a droplet is inves-
tigated through the depth-averaged Stokes equations, since our channels have a large
width/height aspect ratio. We limit ourselves to the main features of the flow, the de-
tailed derivations being left as an exercise to the reader [21, 29]: a circular drop of radius
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Figure 3.6: Streamfunction contours obtained from the depth-averaged model described
in the text. Blue and red contours indicate counterclockwise and clockwise flows, respec-
tively.

R is considered in an infinite domain and the flow due to the Marangoni stresses is
evaluated. Assuming a parabolic profile in the small dimension (h) and introducing a
streamfunction for the mean velocities in the plane of the channel, the depth averaged
equations, valid in each fluid, are(

1

r

∂

∂r
r
∂

∂r
+

1

r2

∂2

∂θ2

)(
1

r

∂

∂r
r
∂

∂r
+

1

r2

∂2

∂θ2
− 12

h2

)
ψ = 0, (3.2)

where the depth-averaged velocities may be retrieved from uθ = −∂ψ/∂r and ur =
1/r(∂ψ/∂θ). The kinematic boundary conditions at the drop interface (r = R) are
zero normal velocity and the continuity of the tangential velocity. The normal dynamic
boundary condition is not imposed since the interface is assumed to remain circular, which
is consistent with our experimental observations, e.g. Fig. 3.4. Finally, the tangential
dynamic boundary condition, which accounts for the optically-induced Marangoni stress,
is

µ1r
∂

∂r

(
u1

θ

r

)
− µ2r

∂

∂r

(
u2

θ

r

)
= −γ

′

r

dT

dθ
, (3.3)

where µ1,2 are the dynamic viscosities and u1,2
θ are the velocities in the drop and the

carrier fluid, respectively. γ′ = ∂γ/∂T is the surface tension to temperature gradient,
which is positive in our case.

For simplicity, we approximate the steady state temperature distribution using a
Gaussian form T (x, y) = ∆T exp[−((x − R)2 + y2)/w2], where ∆T is the maximum
temperature difference between the hot spot and the far field and w corresponds to the size
of the diffused hot spot, which is significantly larger than the laser waist ω0 (see Sec. 3.3).
The equations are nondimensionalized using ∆T as temperature scale, R as length scale,
Rγ′∆T as force scale and R(µ1+µ2)

γ′∆T
as time scale, the remaining nondimensional groups

being the aspect ratio h/R, the nondimensional hot spot size w/R and the viscosity ratio
µ̄ = µ2/(µ1 + µ2).

A typical predicted flow field solving the above numerical formulation is shown in
Fig. 3.6, in which the four recirculation regions are clearly visible. The velocity gradients
display a separation of scales in the normal and tangential directions, as observed from
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Figure 3.7: Left figure: Definition of the three stress fields that contribute to applying
a force on the drop. Right figure: Projections of the three fields along the x direction,
along with their sum. The solid black circle represents the zero level.

the distance between the streamlines in the two directions. Indeed, it may be verified
that the velocities vary over a typical length scale h/R in the normal direction, while the
tangential length scale is given by w/R.

Along with this flow field, we compute the pressure field, as well as the normal
(σ̄r̄r̄ = 2µ̄∂ūr̄/∂r̄) and tangential (σ̄r̄θ = µ̄ (1/r̄∂ūr̄/∂θ + ∂ūθ/∂r̄ − ūθ/r̄)) viscous shear
stresses in the external flow, defined in Fig. 3.7(left). These projections on the x axis,
shown in Fig. 3.7(right), are then summed and integrated along θ to yield the total
dimensionless force (F̄ ) on the drop. Note that the global x component of the force is
negative and therefore opposes the transport of the drop by the external flow. The y
component vanishes by symmetry and the integral of the wall friction may be shown to
be zero since the drop is stationary.

Numerically computed values of F̄R/h are shown by the isolated points in Fig. 3.8
as a function of w/R, for different values of the aspect ratio h/R. The points all collapse
on a single master curve, displaying a nondimensional scaling law F̄ ∝ wh/R2, for small
w/R.

The dimensional form of the force can be obtained from scaling arguments, for small
h/R and w/R, by considering the three contributions separately and noting that the
velocity scale in this problem is imposed by the Marangoni stress. Using the separation
of scales along the azimuthal and radial directions, Eq. 3.3 becomes

(µ1 + µ2)
U

h
∼ ∆Tγ′

R

R

w
, (3.4)

where the ’∼’ is understood as an order-of-magnitude scaling. This yields the character-
istic tangential velocity scale

U ∼ ∆Tγ′

µ1 + µ2

h

w
. (3.5)

The force due to the tangential viscous shear is then obtained by multiplying σrθ ∼ µ2U/h
by sin θ ' w/R and integrating on the portion w × h of the interface,

Ft ∼ µ2
U

h

w

R
wh =

µ2

µ1 + µ2

∆Tγ′
hw

R
. (3.6)
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Figure 3.8: Calculated force (numerical and analytical values) as a function of the hot
region size. Note that the force is negative (pushing the drop left) and increases with
decreasing drop size.

The force due to the normal viscous shear can be shown to scale like Fn ∼ h
R
Ft and is

therefore negligible. The pressure force, on the other hand, derives from a balance between
the pressure gradient and the radial second derivative of velocity. In the present circular
geometry, similar scaling arguments yield a law for the contribution of the pressure force
Fp, which follows the same scaling as Ft, resulting in the same scaling law for the total
force F . A rigorous derivation [57] yields the final form of the force including the prefactor:

F = −2
√
π

µ2

µ1 + µ2

∆Tγ′
hw

R
. (3.7)

This expression is represented (once non-dimensionalized) by the straight line on Fig. 3.8
and agrees very well with the numerically computed values.

The theoretical treatment brings out two length scales, h/R and w/R. While h and
w can be thought of as determining the typical scales for velocity variations in the radial
and azimuthal directions, R enters the force scaling as a local radius of curvature rather
than the actual size of the drop. It is therefore not surprising that the blocking force
should increase as R decreases. On the other hand, the drag force due to the external
flow scales as R2 [90], implying that the laser power necessary to counterbalance the drag
quickly decreases with the drop size.

3.3 Detailed measurements

Although the analytical study above provides support for the thermocapillary origin of
the force, many questions remain open regarding the applicability of the technique and on
the detailed physical mechanisms at play. For this, we undertook a series of measurements
in order to determine three parameters: (i) the dynamics and statics of the thermal field,
(ii) the dynamics of the flow field setup, and (iii) the distribution of surfactant in the oil
phase.
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Figure 3.9: Temperature measurement setup.

These studies were undertaken at LadHyX using an infrared laser (wavelength λ =
1480 nm) which directly heats the water molecules, therefore not requiring the addition
of a dye to provide the heating. This allowed us to use fluorescence to obtain physical
measurements. This work is currently being written up for publication [38, 121].

3.3.1 Temperature field measurements

The temperature fields were measured in a quiescent water layer, sandwiched between
two glass plates, as shown in Fig. 3.9. For these measurements, we took advantage of
the sensitivity of the quantum yield of Rhodamine B to temperature, which decreases
with increasing temperature of the solution [99]. The calibration of the thermal response
of the Rhodamine fluorescence was first made by imposing a known temperature with a
water bath, after which we could map directly the fluorescent intensity to temperature.

For the temperature profile measurements, the aqueous solution of Rhodamine was
heated with the laser and images were taken at 500 frames per second, in order to observe
the temperature increase at the laser position. Care had to be taken, however, to account
for the depletion of the dye molecules due to thermophoresis (Soret effect) [48]. This was
achieved by normalizing the fluorescence of Rhodamine B with images of Rhodamine 101,
a similar molecule which is not sensitive to temperature.

The temperature profiles, as a function of distance r from the laser and time t, were
well fitted with a Lorentzian curve

T (r, t) = T0 +
∆T (t)

1 + (r/σ(t))2
, (3.8)

where σ(t) gives the width of the profile at half height and ∆T (t) is the maximum
temperature rise as shown on Fig. 3.10, which also shows the evolution of ∆T and σ as
a function of time. We observe a rapid response of the maximum temperature, which
reaches its steady-state value after less than 10 ms, due to the small volume being heated.
The final Lorentzian profile is set up over a longer time scale, requiring a few tens of ms.

The steady state temperature profile was also measured and provided the value of
the maximum temperature as a function of distance from the laser beam. The values of
σ ranged between 10 and 30 µm for the laser powers used in our experiments.
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Figure 3.10: Profile of the temperature rise for the initial few milliseconds of heating
(left). Transient increase in the maximum temperature (middle) and the width of the
Lorentzian curve (right) as a function of time.

3.3.2 Time scale for activation

A fundamental limit on the applicability of the technique depends on the time required
for the activation of the thermocapillary process. One measure of this time scale may be
to ask how fast the drops can flow past the laser and still be stopped. This was tested in
the channel of Fig. 3.11, where drops are formed at the first T junction and transported
into the “test section”, where they are stopped by the laser, while the oil is allowed to
continue flowing through the bypass. A second oil inlet is used to vary the velocity of the
drops without affecting the formation frequency and size.

Q

QQ

oil

oilwater

(1)

(2)

Test section

laser
Bypass

500 µm

Figure 3.11: Channel for measuring force and roll formation time scale.

The experiment consists of blocking the drop advance in the test section for different
total flowrates, Q = Q1

oil +Q2
oil +Qwater. The drops were seeded with fluorescent parti-

cles and velocity fields inside the drops were measured using Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV), as shown in Fig. 3.12 where the steady state velocity field (Fig. 3.12(b)) is com-
pared with a streak photo showing the recirculation rolls (Fig. 3.12(a)). We see that the
PIV captures well the flow field far from the laser position but gives poor results near the
hot spot, partly because of the very high velocities and in part due to the decline if the
fluorescence intensity.

In order to extract a time scale for the setup of the rolls, the flux ϕ(t) is measured
across the line `, drawn on Fig 3.12(b). By continuity, we know that the flux passing
through ` must return through the the region d near the interface (Fig. a). Noting
furthermore that the geometry of the rolls does not seem to vary, the measurement of
ϕ(t) yields a time scale for the setup of the thermocapillary flow near the interface.
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Figure 3.13: Time scale for setup of rolls (left) and mean position of the drop from
integrated PIV field (right).

This time scale, τR, is plotted on Fig. 3.13(left) for a fixed laser power (P = 76 mW)
and different flowrates Q. In this figure, we observe that the characteristic time decreases
as the drop velocity increases, which suggests that the time to form the rolls is dictated
by the time required to enter the Gaussian laser spot. Furthermore, the fastest drop that
can be stopped displays a flow setup time of 6 ms, which is close to the time required to
reach the maximum temperature from the heating experiments discussed above. These
results suggest that the limit on the speed of actuation of a drop is given by the time
required to heat the liquid enough to create the Marangoni rolls.

The PIV data can also be used to obtain the position of the drop’s center of mass,
as shown in Fig. 3.13(right) for a few representative drops, by integrating the velocity
data in time. The position thus measured is precise since it relies on the average of many
velocity vectors. We see that drops that approach slowly are slowed down continuously
to a stop (circles), while drops advancing more quickly go through an overshoot before
retracting back to their final position. Finally, the ultimate drop that is held remains
stationary for only about 100 ms, but never relaxes back to the equilibrium position.

Detailed analysis of these results suggests that, in addition to the heating and the
creation of a Marangoni flow, the drop must also adapt its shape to the flow conditions,
which involves a second, slower, time scale. This can be used to explain why the fastest
drop is stopped for a short period, but doesn’t remain blocked: If the front interface has
passed most of the laser spot, the shape adaptation will lead to the laser moving further
into the drop and therefore reducing the temperature gradient along the interface, thus
de-blocking the drop.
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Figure 3.14: Fluorescence images showing the surfactant concentration as the drop begins
to be heated. Parts (a) and (b) show the drop at the moment of heating and 300 ms
later. Parts (c) and (d) show fluorescence intensity cuts at the positions marked by the
solid and dashed lines on the images.

3.3.3 Surfactant transport

Finally, the third limitation on the technique is to understand the dependence on the par-
ticular fluids and surfactants. For this, we had to understand the source of the anomalous
Marangoni flow and the relation between the heating and the surfactant transport. Mea-
surements made using the pendant drop technique confirmed the classical linear decrease
of the interfacial tension with temperature for our fluid solutions. This motivated us to
look at transient effects.

In the same test section of Fig. 3.11, we performed an experiment where the sur-
factant micelles were marked with Rhodamine 101, which acts as a co-surfactant to the
Span 80. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, Rhodamine 101 is not sensitive to temperature
changes. Furthermore, it was observed that the dye is not soluble in pure hexadecane but
that it was strongly solubilized when the hexadecane contained a large concentration of
surfactant. This “micellar solubility” implies that the surfactant molecules could be used
as tracers of the micelles. Furthermore, it was observed that the partition between the oil
and the water phases was very strongly biased towards the oil phase, which means that
the drops appear as dark regions in a fluorescent oil phase.

In Fig. 3.14, two snapshots are shown at the moment at which the drop reaches
the laser and 300 ms later. The drop, which travels from left to right, displays an initial
decrease in fluorescence very close to the laser, as shown by the solid line in part (c).
We interpret this decrease in fluorescence as a decrease in the surfactant concentration
at this location, which is coherent with the increase in surface tension. At later times,
the fluorescence field becomes strongly inhomogeneous, indicating strong redistributions
of the surfactant molecules. In particular, the rolls transport a thin highly concentrated
jet away from the drop interface.

These results do not to provide a complete scenario of surfactant redistribution,
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which would be highly nonlinear and would involve several coupled phenomena. Instead,
they point to significant redistributions in surfactant concentration, which confirms that
the dynamics of the redistribution can play a major role in the surface tension variations.

3.4 What can you do with it?

Going back to the applications of the technique in real microfluidics situations, we now fo-
cus on the droplet operations that can be achieved by locally heating a water-oil interface
with a focused laser. Recall that Joanicot and Ajdari had identified certain key opera-
tions that had to be controlled in order for droplets to be viable as microfluidic reactors:
fabrication, sorting, storage, fusion, breakup, and trafficking. Above, we have seen that
fabrication of drops could be controlled, namely by controlling the frequency and size of
drops dynamically. The rest of this section demonstrates the implementation of the other
operations, to which we may add synchronization, an important operation when drops
must interact. In the next section, we also introduce more complex operations, such as
order switching, by using more complex optical techniques.

3.4.1 Drop fusion

The simplest operation to understand is the one that leads to the fusion of two droplets,
shown in Fig. 3.16. Drops in microchannels are stabilized by the presence of surfactant
through several mechanisms. Particularly, the presence of a large concentration of sur-
factants introduces an increased resistance to flow between the two interfaces, which thus
prevent the trapped oil film from draining. Other interactions between the surfactants
on the two interfaces can also retard the merging, for example through electrostatic or
steric repulsion.

The localized heating can play two major roles in inducing the fusion of two drops.
The first role is to deplete the surfactant molecules from the surface, as we have seen
above, while the second role is to produce recirculation rolls which can actively drain the
lubrication film between the two drops, as shown schematically in the sketch of Fig. 3.15.
Here, we show the arrows pointing away from the laser spot; although the flow in the plane
of the channel is pointing towards the hot region, it will be associated with a secondary
recirculation flow, normal to the plane, which drains the fluid near the interface away
from the hot spot.

Laser

Oil

WaterWater

Figure 3.15: Sketch of the fusion mechanism: The laser drains the lubrication oil film.

We observe that the heating may be used to induce droplet merging, either in the
case of isolated drops (left sequence in Fig. 3.16) or in the case of a compact flow of
droplets, as shown in the right sequence of the same figure. In the case of isolated drops,
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Figure 3.16: Fusion in the case of isolated drops (left) and a train of drops (right). Note
that the localized heating produces localized fusion events and this compares favorably
with the results of Priest et al. [96]

the laser is first used to block the advance of the initial drop until the second one collides
with it, at which point the two drops advance together, merging when the interfaces pass
the laser spot. In the case of the compact flow of drops, the drops do not need to be
synchronized and a lower laser power can be used to induce the merging event.

3.4.2 Synchronization

Furthermore, the synchronization of drops in order to combine their contents is a ma-
jor challenge for lab-on-a-chip operations. Passive synchronization and alternation of
drops from two sources was demonstrated by finely tuning the different water and oil
flowrates [4]. This approach, however, is only useful in the simplest cases where only
two droplet streams are involved and the downstream conditions are constant. A more
robust approach would be for a downstream drop to delay its formation and wait for the
upstream drop to catch up with it, at which point the two merge together. This corre-
sponds, in our terms, to a combination of a valve and a fusion mechanism; once the two
building blocks exist, combining them becomes a simple matter as shown in Fig. 3.17.

Here, drops are formed at successive T-junctions and flow down the same exit chan-
nel. In the absence of the laser forcing (Fig. 3.17-left), the drop formation is not synchro-
nized and neither do they merge if they do come into contact. The situation is different in
the presence of the laser, which holds the downstream interface in place (Fig. 3.17a) until
the upstream drop is formed and collides with it (Fig. 3.17b). Since the upstream drop
completely blocks the channel, the hydrodynamic drag on the two-drop system becomes
too large and the two drops start to flow again (Fig. 3.17c), merging together when their
touching interfaces pass the laser (Fig. 3.17d).

The valve and fusion actions here are performed with only one laser spot, showing
how the different building blocks may be superposed by combining the laser action with a
geometric constraint. This is done with no overhead in power or complexity with respect
to a single operation, demonstrating how the technique may be scaled to a complex
lab-on-a-chip involving many operations.
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Figure 3.17: A forming drop is blocked by the laser-valve (a) until a second drop, formed
upstream, collides with it (b). The collision liberates the front drop (c) and the two merge
when their interfaces pass the laser(d). Operating conditions are Qwater = 0.1 µL/min,
Qoil = 1 µL/min, P = 67 mW and ω0 = 5.2 µm. The laser position is represented by
the white circle.

3.4.3 Routing

The remaining steps after the formation and merging of drops are their transport and
division, which involve control over the route they follow at bifurcating channels. Two op-
erations are demonstrated below: sampling a drop, i.e. dividing it into unequal daughter
droplets of calibrated size, and sorting. A sampler which uses a combination of channel
geometry and laser forcing is shown in Fig. 3.18. We see in it drops that are longer than
the channel width and that arrive at a symmetric bifurcation, carried by the oil phase. At
the bifurcation, the drops divide into two parts whose lengths in the daughter channels
we label L1 and L2. We are interested in the ratio λ ≡ 〈(L1−L2)/(L1 +L2)〉 which yields
λ = 0 for symmetric drops and λ = 1 for complete sorting. The brackets 〈·〉 here denote
an average over several drops.

In the absence of the laser (Fig. 3.18a), we measure λ = 0.022 ± 0.01 for our mi-
crochannel, corresponding to a slight asymmetry in the microfabrication. When the laser
is applied in front of one of the two exits, the water-oil interface is asymmetrically blocked
at the laser position for a time τb, while the other side continues to flow (Fig. 3.18b). After
τb, both sides of the drop continue forward into their respective channels, but the retar-
dation of the right hand droplet tip produces an asymmetry in the breaking, measured
by an increase in λ. Since the blocking time τb increases with the laser power, so does
the asymmetry in the division, as shown in Fig. 3.18c.

Above a critical power (approximately 100 mW for the present configuration), the
drop does not divide but is always diverted into the opposite branch, as shown in Fig. 3.19.
This sorting operation may be understood by considering the length of the droplet up-
stream of the laser: If the upstream length decreases below a critical size of approximately
the channel width (corrected by the displacement of the laser with respect to the channel
center), the drop takes a circular shape and loses contact with the right hand wall. In
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Figure 3.18: Dividing drops asymmetrically: (a) Without laser forcing, a drop at a
bifurcation divides into approximately equal daughter droplets. (b) By controlling the
laser power (here P = 93 mW), we control the pinning time of one side of the interface and
thus the asymmetry of the division. Main channel width is 200 µm and the time between
images is 0.2 s. Operating conditions are Qwater = 0.02 µL/min, Qoil = 0.2 µL/min,
and ω0 = 5.2 µm. (c) Daughter droplet size dependence on laser power (λ = 0 is for
symmetric drops and λ = 1 is for the sorter). The dashed line corresponds to the mean
value of λ in the absence of the laser.

this case, a tunnel opens for the oil to flow between the drop and the wall and the drop
does not divide anymore but is pushed into the left hand channel, as shown in Fig. 3.19.

Finally, a more useful sorting operation can be achieved as shown in Fig. 3.20. Here,
the channel outputs are designed asymmetrically, such that drops all passively flow to
the top exit channel in the absence of active manipulation. When the laser is applied,
the drop can be pushed downward such that its center of mass is now located in the
streamlines flowing into the other exit channel. In this way, drops can be selected based
on their content, size, or their number.

Flow
(a) Laser off (b) Laser on

Figure 3.19: A drop without laser heating divides into equal parts. If the laser heating is
sufficiently strong, the drop can be completely redirected into one of the two channels.
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(b) Laser on

Oil flow

(a) Laser off

Obstacle 250   mµ

Figure 3.20: Drops naturally flow into the upper channel due to a geometric asymmetry.
If the laser is applied, the drops can be sent to the lower channel.

3.5 More advanced manipulation

The possibilities of droplet manipulation can be extended by combining microfluidics with
optical holographic techniques, thus taking advantage of the contactless nature of optical
manipulation. Indeed, we show below that the use of different laser patterns allows the
implementation of complex operations which are not possible with any other methods.
We begin by exploring the effect of the shape of the laser focus on the blockage of droplets,
while further we demonstrate implementations which show conceptually new operations
on drops in microchannels.

Holographic beam shaping was employed to generate the desired patterns of light [28].
We first investigated the minimum optical power, Pmin, required to block the advance of a
drop, for three different shapes: a Gaussian spot with a 1 µm waist, a straight line aligned
with the flow direction, and a straight line perpendicular to the flow direction. Both lines
were 2 µm in width and 200 µm in length. In these experiments, the microchannels were
similar to those shown in Fig. 3.11 with three inlets, two for oil and one for water. Droplet
size was determined by the ratio between the flow rates of the first oil inlet Q

(1)
oil and the

water inlet Qwater, which were both kept constant. The second oil flow rate Q
(2)
oil was used

to tune the total flow rate Qtot = Q
(1)
oil +Q

(2)
oil +Qwater, keeping in this way the size of the

droplets constant while their velocity varied with Qtot.
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Figure 3.21: Influence of the shape of the laser action.
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100 µm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.22: Routing drops through three separate exit channels. By changing the holo-
graphic pattern, the drops can be directed into the left, right, or front channel.

The first observation, as the drops reach the laser beam, is that the water-oil inter-
face adapts to the laser forcing, as seen in Fig. 3.21(a) and (b). When the line is parallel
to the direction of flow, the front interface is flattened and the drop stops after advancing
through a significant portion of the line. In the case of a line perpendicular to the flow
direction, the surface of the drop is even flatter than in the previous case, taking on the
shape of the line.

The minimum laser power for each of the laser distributions is plotted as a function
of the total flow rate in Fig. 3.21(c). It scales approximately linearly with the total flow
rate but the slopes of the curves and the values of Pmin differ for the three cases. The use
of a line perpendicular to the flow allows the blocking of drops at higher flow rates, up
to more than 10 nL/s. Conversely, even though a lower laser power is necessary to hold
the droplets in the case of a Gaussian spot, it was not possible to hold droplets for flow
rates higher than about 5 nL/s. This was also the case for the line parallel to the flow.

Moreover, if the pattern intensity is studied instead of the total laser power, the
minimum intensity Imin necessary to block a drop is found to be several times higher for a
Gaussian spot than for a line distribution (Fig. 3.21(d)). The perpendicular line is found
to block the drop for the lowest value of Imin. Note that in the case of line patterns, the
image is only fully formed in the focal plane of the microscope objective, i.e. measuring
a few microns in depth. For the Gaussian spot however, the pattern propagates through
the whole sample.

We now consider the applications of such holographic beam shaping and how single
spot applications can be extended. The first application is droplet routing, or actively
sending droplets into different directions at a trifurcation. Making use of the ability to
both dynamically switch the optical patterns projected into the microfluidic channel and
the ability to create extended patterns (in this case four spots) we can deflect droplets
through large angles and send them into preferred channels. This is shown using a four
way cross channel in Figs. 3.19(a)-(c) which shows the droplets being moved to the left,
straight, or to the right, respectively. The switching time of the droplets into a given
channel is limited only by the update speed of the Spatial Light Modulator (SLM), which
ranges from 30 to 60 Hz. It would be straightforward to extend this technique to active
sorting, by including some video processing and combining it with the hologram switching
(the holograms are pre-calculated and are merely changed based on which direction the
droplets need to move in). One could imagine the sorting being based on droplet size,
chemical composition, fluorescence measurements or simply the contents of a drop.
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t = 0 s

100 µm

t = 0.4 s

t = 3.3 s

t = 5.8 s

t = 8.1 s

t = 8.7 s

Figure 3.23: The ability to change the hologram and to hold drops for long times allows
the switching of droplet order. Note that the lower drop can be held for very long times.

t = 0 s

100 µm

Flow

t = 0.3 s

t = 0.57 s

t = 1.43 s

Figure 3.24: Drops arrive from the left and can be shuttled between three laser positions.

The second example uses two line patterns to store droplets at a given point in
the channel while rerouting other droplets to move past the stored droplet. The first
line upstream is set to move a droplet into one side of the larger channel. The droplet
is then stored by the downstream line further along the channel. The first line is then
changed so as to move subsequent droplets in the flow past the first droplet, as shown
in Fig 3.23. Thus we can store and could interrogate the first droplet without the need
to stop the flow, which is important in order to obtain longer interrogation times. Note
that the ability to focus the laser to a small area on the drop allows real droplet-level
manipulation, contrary to electrical fields which produce a uniform forcing on a region of
the microchannel [4]. This is what allows the drop order to be inverted in this case.

The third example, shown in Fig. 3.24, is an extension of the second. Here we are
able to trap several droplets at once, first one, then two and finally three using three
lines of light. Again this is in the presence of droplets flowing through the channel. We
are then able to shuttle the droplets through the pattern, by turning the whole pattern
on and off, so the first droplet is lost and the second droplet takes its place and so on.
This allows large scale storage and controlled movement of many droplets simultaneously
which may be useful for offline analysis of many droplets, droplet re-ordering or droplet
“memory” applications.
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Droplets are natural candidates for use as microfluidic reactors, if active control of their formation and
transport can be achieved. We show here that localized heating from a laser can block the motion of a water-oil
interface, acting as a microfluidic valve for two-phase flows. A theoretical model is developed to explain the
forces acting on a drop due to thermocapillary flow, predicting a scaling law that favors miniaturization.
Finally, we show how the laser forcing can be applied to sorting drops, thus demonstrating how it may be
integrated in complex droplet microfluidic systems.
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Microfluidic droplets have been proposed as microreac-
tors with the aim to provide high performance tools for bio-
chemistry. Individual drops may be viewed as containing one
digital bit of information and the manipulation of a large
number of slightly differing drops would allow the testing of
a large library of genes rapidly and with a small total quan-
tity of material �1�. In microchannels, drops are produced
and transported using a carrier fluid �2� and typical channel
sizes allow the manipulation of volumes in the picoliter
range. Surfactant in the carrier fluid prevents cross-
contamination of the drops through wall contact or fusion
�3,4�. However, while the geometry of the microchannel may
be used to determine the evolution of drops and their con-
tents �3–5�, the implementation of real lab-on-a-chip devices
hinges on the active control of drop formation and its evolu-
tion, which remains elusive.

In this paper, we remedy the situation by demonstrating
experimentally how a focused laser can provide precise con-
trol over droplets through the generation of a thermocapillary
flow. In doing so, we develop the first theoretical model of a
droplet subjected to localized heating, yielding a general un-
derstanding of the forces acting on the drop and a scaling law
which favors miniaturization. A carrier fluid is still used for
the formation and transport of drops but the effects of geom-
etry are augmented with a local thermal gradient produced
by the laser beam, focused through a microscope objective
inside the microchannel.

Indeed, moving drops with heat has been a preoccupation
of fluid mechanicians since the initial work of Young et al.
�6�. Although originally motivated by microgravity condi-
tions where surface effects are dominant �6,7�, microfluidics
has opened up a new area where bulk phenomena are negli-
gible compared to surface effects. Recently, thermal manipu-
lation of drops or thin films resting on a solid substrate has
received the attention of the microfluidics community either
through the embedding of electrodes in the solid �8,9� or
through optical techniques �10–12�. However, the physical
mechanisms in the transmission of forces when the liquid

touches a solid wall are fundamentally different from the
case of drops suspended in a carrier fluid, away from the
boundaries �13�. The latter case has received little attention
despite the advantages that microchannels offer over open
geometries.

Our experimental setup consists of a microchannel fabri-
cated using soft lithography techniques �14�. Water and oil
�hexadecane +2% w/w Span 80, a surfactant� are pumped
into the channel at constant flow rates, Qwater and Qoil,
using glass syringes and syringe pumps. Channel widths are
in the range 100–500 �m and the height h is in the range
25–50 �m. Local heating is produced by a continuous
argon-ion laser �wavelength in vacuum �Ar+ =514 nm�, in the
TEM00 mode, focused inside the channel through a �5 or
�10 microscope objective to a beam waist �0=5.2 or
2.6 �m, respectively. The optical approach can be reconfig-
ured in real time and it allows the manipulation inside small
microchannels with no special microfabrication. The absorp-
tion of the laser radiation by the aqueous phase is induced by
adding 0.1% w/w of fluorescein in the water.

A surprising effect is observed when the water-oil inter-
face reaches the laser spot: In the cross-shaped microchannel
of Fig. 1, we produce water drops in oil through the hydro-
dynamic focusing technique in which two oil flows pinch off
water droplets at the intersection of the channels. In the ab-
sence of the laser, drops of water are produced in a steady
fashion and are transported along with the oil down the drain
channel, as shown in Figs. 1�a�–1�c�. When the laser is illu-
minated, however, the oil-water interface is blocked in place
as soon as it crosses the beam. While the typical drop pinch-
ing time is �d�100 ms in the absence of the laser, we find
that we can block the interface for a time �b, which may be
of several seconds, as shown in Figs. 1�d�–1�f� �see Ref. �15�
for video sequences�. During the time �b, the drop shedding
is completely inhibited and the volume in the water tip in-
creases until the viscous stresses finally break it off. The drop
thus produced is larger, since it has been “inflated” by the
water flow.

In the microchannel shown in Fig. 2, we measured the
variation of the blocking time �b with respect to laser power
and forcing position. We observe that �b increases approxi-
mately linearly with the power, above an initial threshold,
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showing a weak position dependence of the laser spot. Fur-
thermore, the inset of Fig. 2 shows that the droplet length L
varies linearly with �b. As expected from mass conservation
at constant water flow rate, L=L0+�bQwater /S, L0 being the
droplet length without laser and S��125�30� �m2 the
channel cross section. The best linear fit to the data gives an
effective water flow rate Qwater=0.028 �L/min, close to the
nominal value 0.03 �L/min, showing that the water flow
rate remains controlled even in presence of the laser forcing.

Thus, the optical forcing provides a tunable valve, which
provides control over droplet timing and size. Similar block-
ing is observed in a T geometry or if the flows are driven at
constant pressure. However, the blocking is only obtained
when the light is absorbed, here through the use of a dye.

We visualize the convection rolls produced by the heating
by placing tracer particles in both fluids, as shown in Fig.
3�a�, for a drop that is blocked in a straight channel. For pure
liquids, the direction of Marangoni flow along the interface
is directed from the hot �low surface tension� to the cold
�high surface tension� regions. However, the flows in our
experiments point towards the laser along the interface, indi-
cating an increase of surface tension with temperature. This
is consistent with previous studies that have shown a linear
increase of surface tension with temperature in the presence
of surfactants �16–18�.

One important constraint for practical applications
is the amplitude of the temperature rise. Since the materials
used in this study have similar thermal properties �thermal
diffusivity Dth�10−7 m2 s−1, thermal conductivity
�th�0.5 W m−1 K−1�, we estimate the maximum tempera-
ture in the flow by modeling the heating produced by a laser
absorbed in a single fluid phase �19�, assuming thermal dif-
fusion as the only energy transport mechanism. Considering
the measured optical absorption of our water/dye solution
�th=117.9 m−1, and assuming that the temperature 100 �m
away is fixed by the flowing oil at room temperature, we find
	T�12 K for the temperature rise at the laser focus for a
beam power P=100 mW. The temperature gradient is steep
near the focus, with the temperature dropping to 5 K at
20 �m from the beam spot. However, note that given the
typical flow velocity �U�1 mm/s� and the characteristic
length scale over which thermal diffusion occurs
�L=100 �m�, the thermal Péclet number Pe=UL /Dth is
comparable to unity. Thus, our calculation overestimates the
actual overheating.
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FIG. 1. Microfluidic valve: In a cross-shaped microchannel, the oil flows from the lateral channels and the water enters through the
central channel. �a�–�c� In the absence of laser forcing, drops are shed with a typical break-off time ��b� and �c�� of 0.1 s. �d�–�f� When the
laser is applied, the interface is blocked for several seconds, producing a larger drop. In image �e�, the evolution of the neck shape is shown
through a superposition of 100 images �2 s�. Exit channel width is 200 �m. Operating conditions are: Qwater=0.08 �L/min,
Qoil=0.90 �L/min, beam power P=80 mW, and beam waist �0=5.2 �m.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Dependence of the blocking time �b

on laser power and position �indicated in the picture� for
Qwater=0.03 �L/min and Qoil=0.1 �L/min, �0=2.6 �m. Inset:
Rescaled droplet length L /L0 vs the blocking time �laser position •�,
where L0 is the droplet length without the laser. The dashed line is
a linear fit, ignoring the outlier at �b=0.75 s.
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The force generated by the convective flow on a droplet is
investigated through the depth-averaged Stokes equations,
since our channels have a large width/height aspect ratio
�20�. The detailed modeling will be discussed in a subse-
quent publication; here we limit ourselves to the main fea-
tures: a circular drop of radius R is considered in an infinite
domain and the flow due to the Marangoni stresses is evalu-
ated. Assuming a parabolic profile in the small dimension �h�
and introducing a stream function for the mean velocities in
the plane of the channel, the depth-averaged equations, valid
in each fluid, are
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where the depth-averaged velocities may be retrieved from
u
=−�� /�r and ur=1/r��� /�
�. The kinematic boundary
conditions at the drop interface �r=R� are zero normal ve-
locity and the continuity of the tangential velocity. The nor-
mal dynamic boundary condition is not imposed since the
drop is assumed to remain circular, which is consistent with
our experimental observations, Fig. 3�a�. Finally, the tangen-
tial dynamic boundary condition, which accounts for the op-
tically induced Marangoni stress, is
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where �1,2 are the dynamic viscosities and u

1,2 are the ve-

locities in the drop and the carrier fluid, respectively.
��=�� /�T is the surface tension to temperature gradient,
which is positive in our case.

For simplicity, we approximate the steady-state
temperature distribution using a Gaussian form T�x ,y�
=	T exp	−��x−R�2+y2� /w2
, where 	T is the maximum
temperature difference between the hot spot and the far field
and w corresponds to the size of the diffused hot spot, which
is significantly larger than �0 �19�. The equations are nondi-
mensionalized using 	T as temperature scale, R as length

scale, R��	T as force scale, and
R��1+�2�

��	T
as time scale, the

remaining nondimensional groups being the aspect ratio h /R,
the nondimensional hot spot size w /R, and the viscosity ratio
�̄=�2 / ��1+�2�.

A typical predicted flow field solving the above numerical
formulation is shown in Fig. 3�b�, in which the four recircu-
lation regions are clearly visible. The velocity gradients dis-
play a separation of scales in the normal and tangential di-
rections, as observed from the distance between the
streamlines in the two directions. Indeed, it may be verified
that the velocities vary over a typical length scale h /R in the
normal direction, while the tangential length scale is given
by w /R.

Along with this flow field, we compute the pressure field,

as well as the normal �̄r̄r̄=2�̄
�ūr̄

�r̄
� and tangential

�̄r̄
= �̄� 1
r̄

�ūr̄

�
 +
�ū


�r̄ −
ū


r̄
��viscous shear stresses in the external

flow. Their projections on the x axis, shown in the inset of
Fig. 3�c�, are then summed and integrated along 
 to yield

the total dimensionless force �F̄� on the drop. Note that the
global x component of the force is negative and therefore

opposes the transport of the drop by the external flow. The y
component vanishes by symmetry and the integral of the
wall friction may be shown to be zero since the drop is
stationary. Numerically computed values of F̄R /h are shown
by the isolated points in Fig. 3�c� as a function of w /R, for
different values of the aspect ratio h /R. The points all col-
lapse on a single master curve, displaying a nondimensional
scaling law F̄�wh /R2, for small w /R.

The dimensional form of the force can be obtained, for
small h /R and w /R, by considering the three contributions
separately and noting that the velocity scale in this problem
is imposed by the Marangoni stress. Using the separation of
scales along the azimuthal and radial directions, Eq. �2� be-
comes ��1+�2� U

h � 	T��
R

R
w , where the ‘‘�’’ is understood as
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Overlay of 100 images from a video
sequence showing the motion of seeding particles near the hot spot.
Note that the motion along the interface is directed towards the hot
spot. �b� Stream function contours obtained from the depth-
averaged model described in the text. Dashed and continuous con-
tours indicate counterclockwise and clockwise flows, respectively.

�c� Rescaled nondimensional force F̄R /h plotted as a function of
w /R for various aspect ratios h /R for �̄=3/4. The straight line
corresponds to the dimensional scaling derived in the text. The inset
shows the x component of the distribution along the azimuthal di-
rection of the pressure, normal and tangential shear stresses, where
the solid circle is the reference zero. Their sum yields the total
force. Channel width in part �a� is 140 �m. h /R=0.2, w /R=0.5 for
parts �b� and �c� inset.
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an order-of-magnitude scaling. This yields the characteristic
tangential velocity scale

U �
	T��

�1 + �2

h

w
. �3�

The force due to the tangential viscous shear is then obtained
by multiplying r
��2U /h by sin 
�w /R and integrating
on the portion wh of the interface,

Ft � �2
U

h

w

R
wh =

�2

�1 + �2
	T��

hw

R
. �4�

The force due to the normal viscous shear can be shown to
scale like Fn� h

RFt and is therefore negligible. The pressure
force, on the other hand, derives from a balance between the
pressure gradient and the radial second derivative of velocity.
In the present circular geometry, similar scaling arguments
yield a law for the contribution of the pressure force Fp,
which follows the same scaling as Ft, resulting in the same
scaling law for the total force F. A rigorous derivation �to be
published elsewhere� yields the final form of the force in-
cluding the prefactor

F = − 2��
�2

�1 + �2
	T��

hw

R
. �5�

This expression is represented �once nondimensionalized� by
the straight line on Fig. 3�c� and agrees very well with the
numerically computed values.

The physical value of the force for a typical experiment is
estimated by taking �1=10−3 N m−2 s �water�, �2=3�1
�hexadecane�, and extracting ���1 mN m−1 K−1 from Ref.
�17�. This yields a force on the order of 0.1 �N, which is of
the same order as the drag force on a drop in a large aspect
ratio channel �21�, thus confirming that thermocapillary forc-
ing can indeed account for the blocking. Note that the force
we calculate is several orders of magnitude larger than those
generated from electric fields �22� or optical tweezers �23�.

This blocking force may be applied at different locations
in a microchannel by displacing the laser spot. In particular,
we demonstrate the sorting of drops, a fundamental operation
in the implementation of lab-on-a-chip devices. Drops are
formed, as above, in a cross junction and arrive at a symmet-
ric bifurcation, carried by the continuous phase. In the ab-
sence of laser forcing, the drops arriving at the bifurcation
divide into two equal parts �5� �Fig. 4�a��. When the laser is
applied, the water-oil interface is asymmetrically blocked on
the right-hand side while the left-hand side continues to flow
�Fig. 4�b��. Above a critical laser power �approximately
100 mW for the present configuration�, the drop is blocked
long enough that it is completely diverted through the left-
hand channel �15�. Drops may therefore be sorted by accord-
ingly selecting the laser position.

In summary, we have experimentally and theoretically
demonstrated the efficiency of laser-driven blocking of
water-in-oil drops. The theoretical treatment brings out two
length scales, h /R and w /R. While h and w can be thought of
as determining the typical scales for velocity variations in the
radial and azimuthal directions, R enters the force scaling as
a local radius of curvature rather than the actual size of the
drop. It is therefore not surprising that the blocking force
should increase as R decreases. On the other hand, the drag
force due to the external flow scales as R2 �21�, implying that
the laser power necessary to counterbalance the drag quickly
decreases with the drop size. This, along with the rapidity of
viscous and thermal diffusion while thermal inertia is re-
duced, all lead to laws favorable to miniaturization. The gen-
erality of the process provides a practical new way for acting
on individual droplets, at any location, while working inside
the robust environment of the microchannel.
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The use of microfluidic drops as microreactors hinges on the active control of certain fundamental

operations such as droplet formation, transport, division and fusion. Recent work has

demonstrated that local heating from a focused laser can apply a thermocapillary force on a liquid

interface sufficient to block the advance of a droplet in a microchannel (C. N. Baroud, J.-P.

Delville, F. Gallaire and R. Wunenburger, Phys. Rev. E: Stat., Nonlinear, Soft Matter Phys.,

2007, 75(4), 046302). Here, we demonstrate the generality of this optical approach by

implementing the operations mentioned above, without the need for any special microfabrication

or moving parts. We concentrate on the applications to droplet manipulation by implementing a

wide range of building blocks, such as a droplet valve, sorter, fuser, or divider. We also show how

the building blocks may be combined by implementing a valve and fuser using a single laser spot.

The underlying fundamentals, namely regarding the fluid mechanical, physico-chemical and

thermal aspects, will be discussed in future publications.

1. Introduction

Droplets are natural candidates for use as microreactors, since

they transport fluid with no dispersion and may be formed and

manipulated using microfluidic techniques.1–4 Indeed, a drop

may be formed with a known composition and volume5–7 and

transported by an inert fluid without loss of the solute species

and without cross-contamination.8 Furthermore, fusion of two

drops containing two reactive species leads to the onset, on

demand, of a reaction9 whose product may be sampled by

breaking the drop at a bifurcation.10 Finally, logical opera-

tions can be performed on drops by sorting them based on a

test of their contents, as they reach a bifurcation in the

microchannel.11,12 The above operations form the basis of a

droplet-based lab-on-a-chip which can be designed through an

intelligent combination of a few building blocks. Conversely, a

lack of active control over individual drops would severely

limit the usefulness of droplet microreactors.

However, acting on individual drops in microchannels

remains difficult. Recent publications have demonstrated, via

electrode micropatterning on the chip, the use of electric fields

to apply forces on droplets11 or to merge them.9,13 However,

the forces generated through dielectrophoresis were measured

to be in the range of a few nN and scale with the cube of the

drop radius, since the electrophoretic force is a body force.11

This is a highly unfavourable scaling which implies that the

force generated will quickly decrease as the drop size decreases.

In contrast, others have demonstrated the use of surface forces

to manipulate drops on open substrates by modulating their

surface properties chemically, electrically or thermally (see e.g.

ref. 14 and references therein). These surface forces become

dominant over body forces at small scales, as the ratio of

surface to volume becomes large. It is natural therefore to look

for a surface mechanism for the manipulation of drops inside

the robust environment of a microchannel.

Along these lines, we have recently demonstrated that forces

near the mN range could be produced on a droplet by optically

heating a water–oil–surfactant interface with a laser wave.12

This force is generated through the thermocapillary (or

Marangoni) effect, by which the surface tension varies due to

a temperature variation; localized heating from a focused laser

therefore leads to a spatial imbalance of surface tension which,

in turn, induces a flow inside and around the drop. By

computing the shear and pressure fields associated with the

external flow, one may find that a net force is produced on the

drop.15 A theoretical analysis for localized heating shows a

scaling that is highly favourable to miniaturization, since the

total force is predicted to increase as the drop radius decreases.12

In our experiments, we observe that the surface tension rises

as the temperature is increased. This anomalous behaviour,

likely due to the presence of surfactant,16,17 yields a force that

pushes the drop away from the hot spot and acts to block it in

the presence of an external carrier flow. Since the time required

for the Marangoni flow to appear is short enough, a droplet

can be blocked during its formation, corresponding to a

contactless optical microfluidic valve, which can also be used

to control the size of the drops thus produced. Finally, drops

can also be sorted by simply illuminating one exit of a

bifurcating microchannel.12

Below, we show the generality of this optical approach and

how it may be used to provide a complete set of tools for the

manipulation of drops in microchannels. These tools allow

the control of drop formation and sorting, as previously

demonstrated, and also drop fusion and division. We also
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demonstrate how the operations may be combined, while still

using a single laser spot, through a combination of channel

geometry and laser actuation. This opens the way for total

control of droplet microreactors without the need for specific

microfabrication.

2. Experimental

Our experimental setup consists of a microchannel fabricated in

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), using standard soft lithography

techniques. Water and oil (hexadecane + 2% w/w Span 80, a

surfactant) are pumped into the channel at constant flowrates,

Qwater and Qoil, using glass syringes and syringe pumps; the

fluids may also be forced at constant pressure. Channel widths

are in the range 100–500 mm and the height is in the range 25–

50 mm. Local heating is produced by focusing a continuous

Argon-Ion laser (wavelength in vacuum lAr+ = 514 nm), in the

TEM00 mode through a microscope objective. The absorption

of the laser is mediated by the addition of a dye, such as

fluorescein (0.1% w/w), in the water phase. The resulting optical

absorption of the aqueous phase is about 1.18 cm21.

Different microscope objectives were used to focus the laser

inside the microchannel, ranging from a 62.5 to a 610

magnification, which correspond to beam waists (v0) in the

range of 10.3 to 2.6 mm. The Fresnel length, defined as LF =

npv0
2/l where n is the refractive index and l the wavelength in

vacuum, may be estimated at LF. 50 mm by using n = 1.33 and

v0 = 2.5 mm. Consequently, we can assume that the focused

beam is almost cylindrical over a distance of 100 mm (50 mm on

each side of the beam waist), which is twice the largest thickness

of our channels. This implies that the use of low magnification

objectives makes the behavior rather insensitive to the exact

focus plane, as opposed for example to laser tweezers.

3. Formation and fusion

3.1 Microfluidic valve

The valve mechanism for two-phase flows was recently achieved12

by illuminating the water–oil interface during the drop formation

at a cross-junction, with a laser power (P) on the order of a few

tens of mW, focused through a microscope objective. The local

heating thus produced was shown to completely block the

advance of the interface for a time tb which increased with

increasing laser power. This blocking also provided control over

the size of the drops thus produced, since they were inflated by the

syringe pumps operating at a constant flowrate.

This valve is generic and works equally well in a T geometry

where the oil and water arrive either from opposite channels

(Fig. 1a) or from perpendicular channels (e.g. Fig. 4). Similar

blocking is also observed if the flows are driven at constant

pressure or by mixing pressure and flowrate sources. For

instance, Fig. 1a shows the laser blocking the drop shedding at

different locations with the oil flow (bottom channel) driven

at constant flowrate and the water flow (top channel) driven at

constant pressure. In the absence of the laser, drops are formed

in a periodic fashion. In the presence of the laser, the water

interface is blocked at the laser focus, as shown in the Figure,

while the oil continues to flow. The variation of the blocking

time tb with the laser power and position is illustrated in

Fig. 1b. While tb increases approximately linearly with the

power above an initial threshold, it also displays a dependence

on the laser position in the microchannel. The values of the

onset and the slope of tb depend on the details of the flow, but

the same general behaviour is observed independently of the

microchannel geometry, flowrates, or pumping method.

The dependence of the blocking time on beam waist was

explored in a cross-geometry by keeping constant the fluid flow

rates (Qwater = 0.12 mL min21 and Qoil = 0.3 mL min21) and the

laser position. The geometry that was used corresponds to a

cross-junction with oil channel widths 100 mm and water

channel width 200 mm. The laser was placed at a distance 200 mm

downstream of the oil channel centerline and the blocking time

(tb) was measured as a function of beam waist, which was varied

by changing the microscope objective. The measurements of tb

were normalized by the natural emission frequency of the drops

(F0) and were fitted by straight lines to determine the threshold

power (Pth) and slope (S = F0dtb/dP). While Pth was found to

remain constant at Pth . 40 mW, S increased with decreasing

beam waist as S = 4.56 1023, 8.2 6 1023 and 13.46 1023 W21

for v0 = 10.3, 5.2 and 2.6 mm, respectively.

3.2 Fusion of drops

Fusing droplets is the step that allows chemical reactions by

bringing together the reactants originally contained in separate

drops. However, simply putting drops in contact is typically

insufficient to induce merging, since a lubrication film between

Fig. 1 Microfluidic valve in a T geometry. (a) Superposition of

microscopic images of the laser blocking the interface at different

locations in the microchannel. All channels are 100 mm wide. (b)

Dependence of the blocking time tb on laser power and position

(indicated in (a)) for Qoil = 0.05 mL min21 and Pwater = 2.3 6 103 Pa,

v0 = 2.6 mm. The lines are linear fits to guide the eye.
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them prevents the water contained in the two drops from

actually touching. Indeed, the presence of surfactant molecules

on an oil–water interface is known to stabilize drops against

merging.18,19 Localized heating close to the nearly touching

interfaces may be used to evacuate the surfactant molecules and

with them the oil film, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the downstream

drop is held stationary by the laser heating until a second one

collides with it (Fig. 2a). At this point, the two drops advance

until the laser gets near the adjacent interfaces, and we observe

that the oil film is evacuated and the two drops rapidly merge.

Similar merging may be obtained in a long train of drops, as

shown in Fig. 3. Here, a train of water drops is carried by an

oil flow in a wide channel. Again, these drops are stable

against merging due to the presence of the surfactant and

spontaneous merging is never observed in our experiments

(Figs. 3a,b). However, weak heating at the interface from the

laser spot, although insufficient to block the drop advance,

rapidly induces merging when the laser spot approaches the

adjacent interfaces (Fig. 3c). Merging only occurs in the heated

region (Fig. 3d) while the other interfaces remain unaffected.

This shows that one may induce the merger of specific drops

even in a complex flow which contains many drops and

interfaces. A succession of such events is shown in the

supporting video 1 in the ESI{.

3.3 Combined operations: drop fusion at formation

The synchronization of drops in order to combine their

contents is a major challenge for lab-on-a-chip operations.

Alternating formation of drops from two sources was recently

demonstrated by finely tuning the different water and oil

flowrates.9 This approach, however, is only useful in the

simplest cases where only two droplet streams are involved and

the downstream conditions are constant. A more robust

approach would be for a downstream drop to delay its

formation and wait for the upstream drop to catch up with it,

at which point the two merge together. This corresponds, in

our terms, to a combination of a valve and a fusion

mechanism; once the two building blocks exist, combining

them becomes a simple matter as shown in Fig. 4.

Here, drops are formed at successive T-junctions and flow

down the same exit channel. In the absence of the laser forcing

Fig. 2 Time sequence showing droplet fusion through laser heating.

(a) The blocking of a first drop by the laser brings the drop that

follows in contact with it. (b) The two drops move forward together,

their coalescence occurring when the beam reaches the touching

interfaces, giving birth to a larger drop (c). Time between images is

40 ms and operating conditions are Qwater = 0.2 mL min21, Qoil =

0.9 mL min21, P = 67 mW and v0 = 2.6 mm.

Fig. 3 Localized fusion in a train of large drops. The drops, which

flow from left to right, merge as the interface crosses the laser. Time

between images is 30 ms and operating conditions are Qwater =

0.2 mL min21, Qoil = 0.3 mL min21, P = 67 mW and v0 = 5.2 mm.

Fig. 4 A forming drop is blocked by the laser-valve (a) until a second

drop, formed upstream, collides with it (b). The collision liberates the

front drop (c) and the two merge when their interface approach

the laser (d). Operating conditions are Qwater = 0.1 mL min21, Qoil =

1 mL min21, P = 67 mW and v0 = 5.2 mm. The laser position is

represented by the white circle.
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(not shown), the drop formation is not synchronized and

neither do they merge if they do come into contact. The

situation is different in the presence of the laser, which holds

the downstream interface in place (Fig. 4a) until the upstream

drop is formed and collides with it (Fig. 4b). Since the

upstream drop completely blocks the channel, the hydrody-

namic drag on the two-drop system becomes too large and the

two drops start to flow again (Fig. 4c), merging together when

their touching interfaces approach the laser (Fig. 4d). (See

supporting video 2 in the ESI{.)

The valve and fusion actions here are performed with only

one laser spot, showing how the different building blocks may

be superposed by combining the laser action with a geometric

constraint. This is done with no overhead in power or

complexity with respect to a single operation, demonstrating

how the technique may be scaled to a complex lab-on-a-chip

involving many operations.

4. Drop transport: division and sorting

The remaining steps after the formation and merging of drops

are their transport and division, which involve control over the

route they follow at bifurcating channels. Two operations are

demonstrated below: sampling a drop, i.e. dividing it into

unequal daughter droplets of calibrated size, and sorting. A

sampler which uses a combination of channel geometry and

laser forcing is shown in Fig. 5. We see in it drops that are

longer than the channel width and that arrive at a symmetric

bifurcation, carried by the oil phase. At the bifurcation, the

drops divide into two parts whose lengths in the daughter

channels we label L1 and L2. We are interested in the ratio l ;
S(L12L2)/(L1 + L2)T which yields l = 0 for symmetric drops

and l = 1 for complete sorting. The brackets S T here denote

an average over several drops.

In the absence of the laser (Fig. 5a), we measure l = 0.022 ¡

0.01 for our microchannel, corresponding to a slight asym-

metry in the microfabrication. When the laser is applied in

front of one of the two exits, the water–oil interface is

asymmetrically blocked at the laser position for a time tb,

while the other side continues to flow (Fig. 5b). After tb, both

sides of the drop continue forward into their respective

channels, but the retardation of the right hand droplet tip

produces an asymmetry in the breaking, measured by an

increase in l. Since the blocking time tb increases with the laser

power, so does the asymmetry in the division, as shown in

Fig. 5c. (See supporting video 3 in the ESI{.)

Above a critical power (approximately 100 mW for the

present configuration), the drop does not divide but is always

diverted into the opposite branch. This sorting operation may

be understood by considering the length of the droplet

upstream of the laser. If the upstream length decreases below

a critical size of approximately the channel width (corrected by

the displacement of the laser with respect to the channel

center), the drop takes a circular shape and loses contact with

the right hand wall. In this case, a tunnel opens for the oil to

flow between the drop and the wall and the drop does not

divide anymore but is pushed into the left hand channel.

Unequal droplet splitting may be achieved through passive

techniques, for example by varying the downstream resistance

to the flow in simple cases.10,20 However, the optical actuation

adds an active component to the control of each droplet. It

thus provides an additional control parameter that can be used

in conjunction with passive control, independently of the

downstream conditions or of the microsystem’s complexity.

5. Generality and optimization

Our approach to controlling microfluidic droplets relies on all-

optical techniques which have been greatly developed in recent

years in connection with microfluidic devices.21–25 Indeed,

optical trapping has become a standard tool in biophysics26

and holographic22 and generalized phase contrast25 methods

Fig. 5 A droplet sampler: (a) without laser forcing, a drop at a

bifurcation divides into approximately equal daughter droplets. (b) By

controlling the laser power (marked with a white circle, here P =

93 mW), we control the pinning time of one side of the interface and

thus the asymmetry of the division. Main channel width is 200 mm and

the time between images is 0.2 s. Operating conditions are Qwater =

0.02 mL min21, Qoil = 0.2 mL min21, and v0 = 5.2 mm. (c) Daughter

droplet size dependence on laser power (l = 0 is for symmetric drops

and l = 1 is for the sorter). The dashed line corresponds to the mean

value of l in the absence of the laser.
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now allow a single laser to be divided into many spots which

can be independently manipulated. The application of beam

division techniques to thermocapillary control should be

relatively straight-forward and it will allow the parallel

implementation of many independent building blocks in a

complex network of channels. For instance, many valves,

fusers, and sorters may be operated independently through the

implementation of holographic division of the laser or by

sweeping a single beam with a galvanometric mirror.

Furthermore, a judicious choice of a laser wavelength and

fluid combinations can improve the efficiency of the approach.

In this regard, current experiments have reproduced the above

results with an infrared laser which acts directly on the water

molecules, allowing us to work without the need for an

absorbing dye.

Moreover, the physical scaling laws for this forcing

technique are favourable to further miniaturization, since the

technique takes advantage of the dominance of surface

effects in microfluidics. The force produced by the thermo-

capillary flow was theoretically found to scale as 1/R, where

R represents the in-plane radius of curvature of the drop

at the hot spot.12 The force is therefore expected to increase

as the drop size decreases, as long as the local heating

hypothesis may be maintained. This scaling may be used to

optimize the performance of the system, for example by

using channels with a variable width or by placing the laser at

the position with highest drop curvature. Such optimization

should allow the implementation of the devices with minimal

laser power, further promoting parallelization and portability.

The response time should also scale favourably with

miniaturization since it is limited by the heat and viscous

diffusion processes and thermal inertia. The latter decreases

as the cube of the length scale, and is therefore negligibly

small in microchannels. Moreover, the viscous diffusion time

(tvisc y ,2/n, where , . 30 mm is a typical length scale and n .
1026 m2 s21 is the kinematic viscosity of water) and the

thermal diffusion time (tth y ,2/D, where D . 1027 m2 s21 is a

typical thermal diffusion coefficient) are both on the order of a

few ms, indicating that droplet manipulation at the kHz range

may be possible.

Finally, since the method requires no moving parts or

special microfabrication, the forcing is reconfigurable in real-

time and may be adapted to many different microchannel

geometries. Owing to its flexibility and scalability, our optical

approach offers a complete toolbox for droplet based lab-on-

a-chip applications.
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Below, some “other”, newer, projects will be described. We will begin with a de-
scription of a study on tip-streaming that was undertaken with Simon Molesin, an under-
graduate student at Ecole Polytechnique during his “stage d’option”. We will end with
the current work that is underway at our lab and whose results are not yet in publishable
form.

4.1 Tip-Streaming

This work is still ongoing. It was started with the “stage” of Simon Molesin
at LadHyX (in 2006-2007) and is being continued with Thomas Dubos.

The production of singular tips on drops has received significant attention, which
was increased recently by some detailed work on interfaces submitted to strong shear,
whether through “selective withdrawal” [35, 39] or through air entrainment [84]. These
singular structures are produced on an otherwise quiescent layer of liquid, which makes
their observation and measurements possible. On the other hand, the production of
tips on moving droplets has a long history, since it was first observed by G.I. Taylor
who described the stretching of a drop submitted to shear and streaming smaller drops
as “tip streaming” in 1934 [117]. More recently, this phenomenon was studied from a
phenomenological point of view by de Bruijn, who noted that tip streaming only appeared
for intermediate surfactant concentrations, which suggests that surfactant must play an
important role in the process [43]. Later studies on tip-streaming were mainly numerical
in nature [50, 16], although the phenomenon has been reported experimentally in recent
papers [7, 8, 53].

However, detailed studies remained difficult. The challenge arises, in the case of
experiments, in the difficulty of making detailed quantitative measurements on the drops.
Indeed, most experiments to date consist of qualitative observations of a single drop in
an externally imposed flow, such as a four roll mill or a Couette flow [43, 89, 105]. In
the case of numerical simulations, studies of tip streaming are complicated by the need
to follow of a free surface coupled with several nonlinear equations which account for the
surfactant transport, adsorption/desorption dynamics, and the relation between surface
concentration and surface tension [94, 50, 16].

The experimental setup we used consisted of a circular shaped PDMS microchannel.
The channel had four PDMS walls, with a cross-section width w = 500 µm and height
h = 35 µm. The outer radius of the circular channel was 2 mm, allowing observations to
be done using an inverted microscope (×4 to ×15 magnification) and a fast camera at
1024× 1024 pixel resolution, as shown in Fig. 4.1a.

Water and paraffin oil are forced through syringe pumps into the microchannel,
where drops of water in oil are produced in a continuous fashion at a T-junction. Several
hundred drops were studied in this fashion while varying the bulk surfactant concentration
(c), the total flow rate (Q), and the drop size. The oil viscosity (µo) was measured to
be 0.21 Pa s, yielding a Reynolds number below below 10−2 for all of our experimental
conditions. Surfactant (Span80) was added to the oil at three concentrations: 0.05, 0.15,
and 0.5% wt/wt. Finally, the surface tension for the three concentrations was measured
using the pendant drop technique, giving γ = 16 · 10−3, 9 · 10−3, and 5 · 10−3 N/m
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Figure 4.1: (a) Experimental snapshot of the circular channel with several drops flowing
clockwise. The channel width is 500 µm. (b) Reconstituted history of a single drop
showing the shape and centroid position at regular time intervals. (c) Detail photograph
showing two tips streaming from the rear of a drop. Experimental conditions: Q =
5.2 µL/min and c = 0.05%.

respectively for the three concentrations. The surface tension in the absence of surfactant
was measured to be 25 · 10−3 N/m.

Owing to the large width/height aspect ratio, one may use the potential flow theory
to write the velocity profile of the base flow as U = φ/r, where φ is a constant that depends
on the total flow rate and r is the radial position measured from the center of the circle.
Note that this approximation applies to the velocity averaged across the depth of the
channel and is valid a distance of order h from the inner and outer walls. The velocity
profile in the direction normal to the plane of the channel is expected to be parabolic.
Furthermore, since the channel width (w = 500 µm) is small compared with the mean
radius (R̄ = 1750 µm), one may approximate the shear rate as a constant to first order.
PIV measurements were used to validate the flowrate estimates.

The effect of the shear flow can be observed in the snapshot of Fig. 4.1a. The drops
start out nearly circular (first drop upstream) and their shape begins to deviate as they
enter the bend (second and third drops). During this period, sharp corners appear on
the rear of the drop, which may also display a straight interface (e.g. fourth drop). We
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associate this “rigidity”with the continuous deposition of surfactant molecules on the rear
interface. Indeed, the symmetry between the leading and trailing edges is broken by the
no-slip condition at the upper and lower walls, so the stationary oil layer continuously
sweeps surfactant molecules to the rear of the drop. The drops continuously elongate
until a critical point at which they change their orientation and position, aligning their
major axis tangent to the channel and migrating towards the inner channel wall (most
downstream drop).

A reconstructed history of a single drop is shown at regular time intervals in
Fig. 4.1b. The position of the centroid (red circles) shows that the drop accelerates
and its center migrates towards the inner wall. These shape and velocity transitions
are accompanied by the production of one or more tails at the rear of the drop, which
then break up into small droplets behind the mother drop (Fig. 4.1c). The droplets thus
produced are polydisperse but a size histogram displays a large peak at the limit of our
optical resolution, implying the presence of a large population below a diameter of about
1 µm. This tip streaming only appears for large enough total flow rate and in the pres-
ence of surfactant. Experiments carried out without surfactant showed no tip streaming,
while those with a high surfactant concentration showed reduced tails and smaller drop
acceleration.
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Figure 4.2: Typical evolution for one drop: (a) the velocity as a function of azimuthal
position. The dashed line gives the fluid’s mean nominal velocity. (b) Drop area as
measured (o) and as computed (x) from the velocity using Bretherton’s law. Experimental
condition : c = 0.05 %, Q = 5.2 µL/min.

Several quantities go through large changes during the transition to tip-streaming.
In particular, the velocity history of a drop is shown in Fig. 4.2a as a function of the
azimuthal position of the centroid (θ). The drop initially travels slower than the mean
velocity of the oil (marked by the dashed line) but it accelerates to reach a value about
twice the mean fluid velocity by the end of the channel.

The increase in velocity is also associated with an increase in the apparent surface
area of the drop (Fig. 4.2b), which can be understood by considering the thickness of
the lubricating film on the upper and lower channel walls: the thickness (e) of this film
may be estimated using Bretherton’s law [24] which states that the film left behind an
advancing air finger increases as e/h ∼ Ca2/3. This scaling was verified by using the
initial thickness (e0) of the film as a free fitting parameter and computing the predicted
surface area of the drop as A = A0[h − 2e0]/[h − 2e0(V/V0)

2/3]. A comparison of the
measured area with the prediction for A shows good agreement, although a time lag is
often observed. The initial film thickness was thus found to be approximately 5− 8 µm
for the different experimental condition.
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By finding the azimuthal position of maximum radial extent, we can define a position
for the destabilization. This is shown in Fig. 4.3(a) where we have plotted the normalized
relative radial extension (∆R = (dr−dr0)/dr) of different drops as a function of azimuthal
position. We observe that ∆R follows the same evolution for all experimental conditions.
The position for destabilization can then be measured for the different control parameters,
as shown in Fig. 4.3. We observe that the critical angle θc depends strongly on the drop
size and on the total flowrate, but does not show a strong dependence on the surfactant
concentration.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Relative radial stretching as a function of azimuthal position. The same
evolution is observed for all the drops, regardless of experimental conditions. (b) Critical
azimuthal position for destabilization (θc) as a function of drop size for two flow rates (◦)
Q = 6.2 µL/min and (∗) Q = 8.2 µL/min). (c) Variations in θc with flow rate for a given
drop surface area (A = 82.103µm2 ± 7%).

Two capillary numbers can be written which describe the balance between viscous
and capillary effects on a drop. The first one accounts for the fact that the drop is
subjected to a parabolic profile in the thickness of the channel. This number, which we
write Ca⊥, may be written as:

Ca⊥ =
a

γ

µoVo

e
=
a

h

[
µoVo

γ

]1/3

, (4.1)

where µo is the oil viscosity, γ is a characteristic interfacial tension value (e.g. 20 mN/m),
Vo is the drop velocity at the entrance, and a is the drop size, obtained from its apparent
area.

The value of this capillary number at the moment of destabilization is plotted
on Fig. 4.4a (?) as a function of the drop size, for a given of flow rate and surfactant
concentration. This value is seen to monotonically increase with drop size.

This capillary number must be modified, however, by the shear G experienced by
the drop in the plane of the channel, which is imposed externally by the circular geometry.
This second capillary number can be written as
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Ca‖ = α
µoGa

γ
∆R, (4.2)

where G is the shear rate from the base flow, ∆R is the relative radial extension of the
drop, and α a free parameter which will be used to compare the two capillary numbers
(α ' 90 in our case).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Contribution of the different components of capillary number at desta-
bilization. Experimental conditions : Flow rate 8 µ L/min - Surfactant concentration
= 0.05% (b) Critical value of the capillary number at the destabilization. The error
bars represent the amplitude of values fixing flow rate and surfactant concentration. The
different values of the surfactant concentration are 0.05%(o), 0.15%(x) and 0.5%(+).

In this way, one may write a total capillary number as the sum Ca = Ca‖ + Ca⊥.
Drops were found to destabilize for a constant value of Ca independent of their drop size
(for a . 150 µm), as shown in Fig. 4.4(left). We see that Ca takes on a constant critical
value, independently of flow rate, surfactant concentration, or drop size (Fig 4.4(right)).

The significance of this “total capillary number” is still not fully understood, but
these experiments represent a clear example where microfluidics offers a unique tool to
access fluid dynamical situations which would otherwise be very difficult to study.

4.2 Flows in networks

This work is currently underway, in collaboration with Yu Song (phd student)
and Michaël Baudoin (post-doc), while closely working with Paul Manneville.

The results of Chap. 2 lead to the natural desire to look at several generations of
bifurcations rather than limiting oneself to flow through a single bifurcation. However,
flows in complex networks, as the one shown in Fig. 4.5(left), require mathematical tools
distinct from the ones developed in our previous work. The dynamical description of the
previous sections must now be replaced with the statistical description of a flow through
a branched structure.

The flow of plugs of liquid pushed by a mean air flux is currently being studied
at LadHyX, as shown in Fig. 4.5(right). The questions we wish to pursue are related
to the stability of the flow distribution through the network, i.e. whether the nonlin-
earities introduced by the drops will lead to strongly inhomogeneous flow through the
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Figure 4.5: (left) An early realization of a network of microchannels at LadHyX. (right)
Microscopy image of a network containing a random distribution of plugs.

whole branched structure. Preliminary results confirm that the downstream boundary
conditions play a major role in determining the flow paths and may have to be taken into
account in the theoretical modeling of the network.

4.3 Manipulation of single cells in drops

It is only fitting to end this document with the application of droplet methods to biological
experiments, since we started by stating the major impact that microfluidics could have
on biology and chemistry. This for us will consist of very recent but mainly future work,
where we explore the manipulation of single cells (or a small population of cells) inside a
droplet. Contrary to the experiments discussed in the previous parts of the manuscript,
the aim here is neither to explore toy models nor to develop new tools. The purpose of
these studies is to shed new light on biological mechanisms by using the tools that we have
already developed. These biological projects are very exciting but involve a significant
effort to develop the biological know-how in the ladhyx group.

For this, several collaborations have been started with biologists and biophysicists,
for example at the “Laboratoire d’Optique et Biosciences” (LOB) at Ecole Polytechnique,
where a project was started with Antigoni Alexandrou to run experiments on a large
number of cells, by flowing the cells in drops in series. An early image of a cell in a drop
is shown in Fig. 4.6, where a red blood cell is followed in time as the drop that carries it
travels from left to right.

Figure 4.6: Superposition of eight images showing the evolution of a red blood cell in a
drop.

The current approach to biological experiments generally consists either in perform-
ing detailed and time consuming experiments on a single cell, or in working with tissues
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where the number of cells is large. The gap that we hope to bridge with our project
is to be able to work with a large number of single cells, thus combining the statistical
power of tissue experiments with the detailed measurements of single cell experiments.
Microfluidics can allow such measurements since one may perform many copies of an
experiment in drops that follow each other, while varying the parameters slightly. By
performing experiments in this way, one can expect to provide a new type of information
on biological processes that can help in understanding the complex mechanisms at play
in biology.
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